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INTRODUCTION

AMERICA'S WOMEN OF COLOR: INTEGRATING CULTURAL DIVERSITY INTO NON-SEX-
BIASED CURRICULA is a training and development program funded under the
Women's Educational Equity Act, U.S. Departtent of Education. It it de-

signed to help all students understand the status, needs; and contribuEions
of women,of color,- specifically, American Indian, Asian American, Black,

_and Hispanic; and to help teachers integrate relevant aspects of the his-
tory, culture, and contributions of these women into their existing

classroom curricula. It is based on the fact that both males and females,
regardless of their racial ethnic group, are seriously limited in their
information about minority women, and it provides a process for meeting

this deficit.

The following publication provides a workshop_model--design and materials--
that may be used by education agencies in designing and conducting workshops
to assist educational personnel increase their uncerstanding of and capability'

in teaching about minority woten. The workshop model is intended as an intro-
ductory workshop for providing information on racism, sexism, and groups of
minority women, as well as specific skills in-the development of lesson plans

for teaching about minority_women. Its emphasis is On the provision of °

factual information and opportunities for skill development in 'the above-

mentioned areas.

The workshop model utilizes all materials developed by the project. They

include:

Teacher-Training Manual

Minority Women: An Annotated.Bibliography

Elementary Curriculum Guide

Secondary Curriculum Guide

Filmstrips and Filmstrip User's Guides:

America's Women of Color: Past, Present, and Future

American Indian Women

Asian American Women

Mujer Hispana: Mito y Realidad (The Hispanic Woman: Myth and Reality

Not about to be Ignored

ORGANIZATION OF MANUAL

The Teacher-Training Manual is organized so that personnel with prior experience

in human relations and workshop development will be able to implement an actual

workshop. It is designed to provide a step-by-step guide fbir the implementation

of*a three-day workshop event. Included are actual outlines of sequential
workshop components to be implemented in a workshop on integrating cultural

1
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diversity into non-sex-,friased curricula. Each workshop component is out-

lined with respect to objectives, required materials, suggested procedures

,(both content and 'tc.tivities), and time schedules:

tI

1. Objectives state the specific outdomes or overt changes which

are expected tc. result from participation'in the various com-

ponents. Section A of each outline contains the objectives.

Materials include handouts and readings. Withtn_each.work-

shop component section are reference materials and worksheets

required for implementing activities. Section B of each out-'

line lists materials for workshOp leaders and participants.

3. Procedures, contained,in Section C, include both Content material

and Airections for activities.
.

.4. Time schedules are outlined in Section D. The minimum amount

of time required for completion ofa specific copponent is

given.

,

5:. When appropriate, references are listed in Section E. Such

references would provide in-depth information on specific topics

to workshop personnel. In addition, Minority Womenl An Anno-

tated Bibliography, which accompanies this manual, can be utilized

to provide further publications and audiovisual materials for work-

shop leaders or participants in preparation of or follow-up to

the workshop.

TARGET GROUP

The workshop on integrating cnitural diversity into non-sex-biased curricula

is intended primarily for elementary and secondary 'school educators. However,

both classroom teachers and administrators can benefit from it, since admin-

DstratOrs have an important role to play as instructional leaders in providing

supportive dlimate in which culturall.y diverse, non-sex-biased*curricula

can be taught:

Workshop feaderS-or-planners_should.carefully review the general objectives

of the workshop model, as well as the specific bbjectives for each workshop

component, to ensure their,relevance and appropriateness to the nedds-of----

their educational agency or institution and the intended workshop target

group.

WORKSHOP PERSONNEL

A critical factor in the implementation of the woi.kshOp model is the selec-

tionowand utilization of personnel. The model has been designed fof Lfse by

personnel of varying backgrounds, but several points should be considered in

selecting workshop personnel whb will be implementing the model.

2



1. Workshop personneLshould have both content and process expertise.
Content expertise.includes a knowledge of sex discriminatton,
race discrimination, and their implications for minority women;
the histories, cultures, contributions, and concerns of.the four
groups of minority women; curriculum development skillb for
creating lesson plans on minority women; and resources and
materials on. minority women. Process expertise includes a knowl-

edge o group dynamics, such as patterns of communication;'
decision-making procedures, task and maintenance iunctions, group
roles, and goal setting; and skills in group processes and training.

2. The workshop team should'include both females and males from
variotth racial and ethnic sroups.

3. The personal styles, expertise, and skills of workshop personnel
team members should complement one another and accommodate the
diversity ofworkshop participants.

4. One or tWo persons should be assigned the responsibility of
0 providing continuity and direction throughout the workshop.

In addition, all other workihop personnel should be clearly aware
of their responsibilities in advance df the implementation of a
workshop. Each person must prepare for and be thoroughly familiar
with the activities for which she/he is responsible.

It is expected that the workshop model will be most effectively implemented
by leaders who themselves have 6ompleted some training in the workshop

components.

FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND RESOURCES

The workshop.requires one room.large enough to accOmmodate all participants.
Moveable chairs and tables are desirable in order to facilitate grouping and

regrouping of participants. Facilitiewshould,be well-lighted, well-ventilated
at a comfortable temperature, and within access of restrooms. Arrangements
for appropriate facilities should L- made in advance of the workshop.

In addition, equipment needed for the workshop should be obtained and tested
in advance, to ensure that workshop* personnel know how to utilize it. A

variety of equipment can be used: newsprint and 'felt pens, chalkboards and

chalk, oroverhead projectors and acetate transparencies. A filmstrip pro-
, jectogpd_cassette player are essential for viewing the filmstrips on

minority women. -------

. '

Handouts and readings which are crucial to the impliMentation of the workshop
model are contained in each workshop component section. They should be re-

produced before the workshop. During the workshop, they should be distributed
c-4 to participants, as they reinforce workshop.themes, educati,on, and participa-

tion.

10
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PARTICIPANT INVOLVEMENT

Due to the nature of the workshop model, participation should be voluntary,

as,opposed to mandatory. Participants should be notified in sufficient time

to allow for Fersonal planning and for clarification of'any questions.

Involvement of participants in workshop planning activities is optional.

However, it is r6cognized that such involvement4is conducive to establishing

a positive workshop climate. One method of doing this is conducting a needs

assessment with participants to determine areas to be emphasized during the

workshop. Such an assessment would also introduce participants to basic°

workshop issues. Other strategies include keeping participants informed of

the planning process and requesting their assistance in obtainineworkshop

facilities and equipment and insreproducing workshop materials.

It should be noted that the workshop model does not outline procedures for

involvement of participants prior to the workshop. The decision to involve

or not to involve should,take into consideration factors such as size,

Strdc'turer and climate of one's own institution.

PROCESiES AND METHODS TO BE,USED

The cognitive objectives of the workshop-model tequire.the use af lecturettes

and the question-answer process, while the skill objectivea rely on practice

activities which participants do individually, as 'well as within-small groups.

The activities and,sequence outlined in this manual have been field-tested

successfully with many groups.

Procedures and methods suggested in the various workshop components have been
4

developed with thefollowing points in mind:

1. They provide a mixture of affective,'cognitive, and experiential

activities.

2. They follow a logical progression from awareness building to skills

development.

It is suggested that workshop personnel deviate from suggested workshop

procedures and methods only if they have considerable experience in the areas

of workshop development and human,relatio s training.

In regard to activities, the most commonly used techniques in the workshop

components are:k,

44

1. Pairing: working with another person as.partners'to discuss a

topic or complete a task. Pairing of individuals can be random,

i.e., each person finds another person to work with, dr äSsigned

by workshop personnel.

4 11
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2. Small-group discussion: bkeaking a group of p articipan6 into
small groups: .Depending on the size of the total group, small
Aroups can range from three to five persons to as many as eight
to ten persons. Basically, this technique enables all members
'to.participate'actively in discussing a topic or completing a

task.

1: Brainstorming: having a group randomiy suggest ideas Without

any criticism. While'ideas are being verbalized, one member acts
%. as a recorder and writes them down.. This technique is usedto

bring Out new ideas-and creativity of thought. It is essenti.1
J that ingividuals'understand-that chey are not to criticize any

ideas which are suggested until after the brainstorming session.-
GUIDELINES.FOR WORKSHOP LEADERS

4

-Workshops dealing with issues of racism and sexism often involve participants
in the questioning of their beliefs about themselves and minority people,.and
of therf-rAationships with minority and nonminority persons/groups. Individ-

uals dealing with these issues may have negagve feelings about minority,people
and.their own role in providing equal educational opportunities to all students.
These feelings may be due to negative past exp,eriences or lack of exposure to

-Ehe"%issues-involved_in_the_sample Wrkshop. .If the target population is vol-

untary,,minimal resistance can be expected. HOwever, it is of crucial importance
that workshop personnel expect some negative reactions arid know how to handle

them in positive, constructive ways.

Workshop leaders should remember that changes fn knOwledge, attitudes, and
ski ls require time and continued support. Before new ideaPcan be accepted,
ndividuals must move through a process of exploring, understanding, and acting

on ehem. Leaders should not interpret rejection of new ideas by participants

as a ptersonal rejection.of themselves.

Responses which,should be avoided by workShop personnel include:

1. Defensiveness: expressing through behavlor or words the feeling Ihat

someone has attacked one's personal ability and/or adequacy.

2.. Rejection of the group:.

"hopeless."
-

categori g an individual or grodp as

3. Agoidance of the issues: , dropping relevant controversia/
rather Chan considering them when raised by participants. If,wOrk-

shop leaders'cannot answer questions, they should exhibit uplingness
to help particlpants pbtain information and/or assistance from

other sources.

4. Autocratic control of-the group- : pressing the group aheaSin
spite of its present needs or ability to deal with some of the
issues, such as, providing little time foi 'small group discussion

or overscheduling a workshop-Agenda.
. ,

V 1 -
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Group process skills are important in ficusing on what..As, going on in a voup

and trying to:understand it. To promote the deSired interaction among group

members during a workshop componeat, workshop personnel should-model direct

communication by expressing themselves clearly and-concisely, making "I" state-

ments which reflect statement ownership, listening aftentively, attending

nonverbally to group mr!mbers (i.e., maintaining eye contact), and giving

direct feedback.

-Workshop personnel can facilitte interaction among group members by clarify-

ing and summarizing, redirecting comments to group members, reinforcing'desired

behaviors, and intervening appropriately to maintain the focus of the group

discussion. In addition, the arrangement of chairs and/or tables in circles,

rather than straight rows, promotes involvement of and interaction Among group

participants.

4

During the workshop, leaders should work to maintain a clime e where partici-

pants feel comfortable in expressing questions, feelings, and pinions. Such

expressions are crucial to the development of lesson plans wher by participants

will transfer knowledge of minority women to their students. A nonjudgmental

approach is necessary and also provides a model for participants Iv use with

others in dealing with issues brought up during the workshop.

'Workshop personnel should avoid malang partitipants defensive. ,They should

be aware of both verbal and nonverbal behaviors, listen attentively, clarify

statements and comments of participants, and express themselves clearly and

concisely. Interaction among group members should be facilitated, so that

they can begin to support one another, share their ideas with orie another, and

reinforce desired behaviors. Whenever possible, concrete information, materials,

and examples should.be provided to participants. ThrougHout the workshop, it

ds important that workshop leaders, provide support and assistance to partici-

pants and that the latter feel their support and assistance.

c.

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Since this workshop has been deSigned as an introductory experience with

limited objectives, it is important that some assessment of workshop activities

be made. This process helps participants evaluate their experiences and

diagnose needs-for follow-up workshops and activities. A sample workshop

evaluation form is included in-thismanual-:--Its purposes are-to assess.the

usefulness of workshop activities to participants, to ascertain workshop out-

comes for pPrticipants, and to assess needs for further information and skills.

Ideally, this workshop will provide a mechanism for initiating further in-

service programs. It can be followed up by such activities as in-depth sessions

on each group of minority women; by continuing skills development for creating

lesson plans and teaching about mfnority women; bir the implementation of special

projetts; by special recognition programs for participants who have taught

lesson plans.; and by continuing efforts to identify staff development needs

-relevant to integrating cultural diversity into non-sex-biased curricula.

It should be noted that extensive eValuation was done on this project. For

information about reports, the Women's Educational Equity Act Program, U.S.

Department of Education should be contacted.



IMPLEMENTING A WORKSHOP

LEADER SUMMARY SHEET

Workshop Population: Educational staff, including administrators, instruc-
tional staff, support staffs; levels K-12 and postsecondary.

Workshop Objectives: The three categories are the areas of knowledge,

attitudes, and skills. These objectives are delineated as follows:

Knowledge objectives

Participants will be able to increase their aWareness of
institutional racism and sexism and their effects on indi-

viduals and groups in society.

ParticipantS will be able to develop a working knowledge and
understanding of minority women, i.e., American Indian, Asian
American-, Black, and Hispanic; and their histories, cultures,

and contemporary concerns.

Attitudinal objectives

Participants will be able to examine their attitudes as they
relate to sex and race biases im education,

Participants will be able to increase positive Attitudes needed
for the delivery of culturally diverse non-sex-biased currAicula.

Skills objectives

Participants will be able to increase their skills and strategies

for assessing their classroom curricula.

Participants will be able to develop lesson plans for integrating
cultUrally diverse noa-sex-biased curricula into their classrooms/

subject afeas.

-Materials Needed for DistributEU6!

"Workshop Objectives"

"Workshop Agenda"

"Ice Breaker" -- worksheet

"General Knowlcdge Survey" -- worksheets

"Race/Sek Timeline" -- worksheet

"Enlarging thernerican Dream" -- reference material

"American Indian Women" -- reference material

7



"Similarities and Differences between Ourselves and American

Indian Females" -- lesson plan

"Three American Indian Women" -- lesson plan

"The Asian Woman in America" -- reference material

"Comparing Family Experiences" -- lesson plan

"Images of Asian American Women" -- lesson plan

"Personal Inventory on Racism and Sexism" -- worksheet

"La. Mujer Hispana: At War with a Stereotype" -- reference

material

"Nonstereotypic Occupations" -- lesson plan

"Chicanes in the Labor Market" -- lesson plan

"The Black Woman: A Fresh Perspective" -7 reference material

"Discrimination and Black Women" -- lesson plan

"Statistics in Mathematics" -- lesson plan

"pinpointing,Racism and Sexism in Buildings" -- worksheet

"Lesson,Development: Title and Subject Ideas" reference

material

"Definitions of Key Concepts" -- reference material

"Generalization Examples" -- reference material

"Cognitive Behavioral Skills" -- reference material

"Developing and Writing Cognitive Behavioral Objectives" --

reference material

"Check Yourself List" -- reference materiaL

"Suggestions for Integrating Material on Minority Women into

the Classroom" -- reference material

"Women of Color: Supplementary Activities" -- reference

material'

Elementary Curriculum Guide -- reference material for elementary

educators

Secondary Curriculum Guide -- reference material for secondary

educators

8 15
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"Examples of Resource Listing" reference material

Minority Women: Ar Annotated Bibliography -- reference material

"Lesson Plan Format" worksheet

"Lesson Development Checklist" worksheet

"Workshop Evaluation Form"

Pencils/pens and notepaper

Workshop Leader Preparation:

Ensure familiarity with sexism, racism, and their effects on

minority women.

Ensure familiarity with the four groups of minority women and
their histories, cultures, and contemporary concerns.

Ensure familiarity with all workshop activities.

Review lecturette materials and adapt lecturettes to accommodate

leader's style and/or unique group needs.

Prepare charts for lecturettes and workshop components as necessary.

Duplicate materials needed for distribution ddring the workshop.
(Workshop folders can be prepared for participants.)

Prepare display of teaching materials for culturally diverse

non-sex-biased curricula.

Time requirement: Seven hours of workshop time per day with a one-hour lunch.

2ra!2__s1_s: Flexible. However, it is suggested that, due to the lesson plan

development procedures, a leader-participant ratio of one leader to ten

participants be maintained.

Facilities: Large meeting room, preferably with moveable chairs and tables.

Equipment:

Chalkboard, newsprint, and felt pens.

-Filmstrip projector and cassette player.

Overhead projector and acetate transparencies, if needed.

Microphone, if needed.

'16



WORKSHOP AGENDA FOR LEADERS

DAY I:
Minutes

8i-30 a.m. 'Coffeei-registrationr_materials_display,
getting acquainted 30

9:00 a.m. I. OPENING COMMENTS
- _Welcome and introductions

Purposes of workshop
Overview of the three days'
activities 10

9:10 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

II. ICE BREAKER
Individual completion 5

Exchange with partner 5

Group exchange 10

III. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE SURVEY
Individual assessment 10

.Review of correct answers 10

Discussion 10

IV. RACE/SEXTIMELINE
Individual Completion
Individual explanation

10:30 a.m. Break

10:45 a.m.

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

2:15 p.m.

3:15 p.m.

10
20

15

V. RACISM, SEXISM, AND WOMEN OF COLOR
Racism and sexism lecturette 30

Question-and-answer discussion 15

Filmstrip: "America's Women of Color:

Past, Present, and Future" 15

Group discussion 15

Lunch 60

VI. AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN
Introduction 15

Filmstrip: "American Indian Women" 10

Group discussion 15

Suggestions for teaching about

American Indian women 20

Break 15

VII. ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN
Introduction 15 .

Filmstrip: "Asian American Women" 15

Group discussion 15

Suggestions for teaching about
Asian American women 15

Summa:y and review of day's activities

and adjournment 15

10 1



WORKSHO? AGENDA (continued)

DAY II:

8:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

10:00a.m.

10:15 a.m.

11:15 a.m.

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

1:25 p.m.

2:00

Minutes

Coffee,,registration, materials display 30

I. PERSONAL INVENTORY ON RACISM AND SEXISM
Individual assessMent 10

Individual sharing with group 20

II. HISPANIC WOMEN
Introduction 15

Filmstrip: "La Mujer Hispana: Mito
y Realidad (The Hispanic Woman: Myth

and Reality)" 15

Group discussion 15

SuggeStionS for teaching abtut
Hispanic women 15

Break 15

III. BLACK WOMEN
Introduction 15

Filmstrip: "Not about to be Ignored° 15

Group discussion 15

Suggestions for teaching about
Black woMen 15

IV. PINPOINTING RACISM AND SEXISM WITHIN
BUILDINGS

Small group brainstorming 10

Small group discussion 10

Small 'group strategies for action

improvement 20

Reporting on group action plans 5

Lunch 60

V. DEVELOPING THE LESSON PLAN: SOJECT
AND TITLE IDEAS

Lecturette 5

Work in pairs 10

Group discussion 10

VI. KEY CONCEPTS.AND GENERALIZATIONS
Lecturette 10

Work in pairs 15

VII. COGNITIVE.BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
Lecturette 10

Individual work 10

Discussion in pairs and groups 10

8



WORKSHOP AGENDA (continued)

2:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

VIII. TEACHING ACTIVITIES FOR LESSON DEVELOPMENT

Lecturette lp

Work in pairs 15

Group sharing

IX. LESSON PLAN'EVALUATION PROCEDURES
Lecturette
Individual work
Discussion in pairs and group

3:30 p.m. Summary and review of day's ac.tivities

and adjournment

DAY III:

8:00 a.m. Coffee, registration, materials display

8:30 a.m. I. MATERIALS RESEARCH
Lecturette
Individual research

9:30 a.m. II. LESSON DEVELOPMENT
Review
Individual work

10:00 a.m. Break

10:15 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

AND EVALUATION
Review
Individual work

IV. OUTLINE TEACHING PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES
A

Review
Individual work

12:00 noon Lunch

1:00 p.m. V. CONSTRUCTIVE SHARING
Individual presentations
Group discussions

2:00 p.m. VI. LESSON PLAN COMPLETION
Individual work

10

10
10

5

Minutes

30

15
45

5-

25

15

5

40

10

50

60

25

35

80

3:20 p.m. VII. WORKSHOP EVALUATION AND SUMMARY 10

Note: If you.find the tiMe periods provide more time than you need,

you may wish to develop more than one lesson plan.

19
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DAY I

1. OPENING-COMMENTS- --=---

A. Purposes of the activity:

Each participant will be provided with an overview of the goals,
the sponsorship, and the activities of the workshop.

Workshop leaders and other key individuals will be introduced.

An open, informal atmosphere will be established.

R. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

"Workshop Ob4ectives"
"Workshop Agenda for Leaders"

For distribution to participants:

"Wortshop 0 jec yes"
-"Workshop Agenda"

C. Procedures: Welcoming comments, introduc4lons, review of objectives

and agenda.

1. Welcoming comments

The participants should be welcomed to the workshop-and_told of

its general purpose. If the workshop is sponsored by a local --
education agency, it may be useful to have the superintendent or
curriculum director give the welcoming comments.and indicate the
significance of the workshop in the agency's efforts to provide
women's equity in education. Some attempts should be made to

ensure that all participants understand how this workshop model

was developed under the auspices of the,Women's Educational Equity

Act Program. Such comments might incluae:

integrating Cultural Diversity into Non-Sex-Biased Curricula was
a two-year project funded by the Women's Educational Equity Att

Program, U.S. Department of Education. The project was founded

on the premise that students need to understand the status, needs,

and contributions of minority women of color, i.e., American_.----

Indian, Asian American, Black, and Hispanic; and to assigE teachers
in integrating releyant aspects of the history;-culture, and con-
tributions of these women into their-e-ilating classroom curricula.

Among the prodgc. eveloped by this project to meet those needs

are t ofkihop model outline and materials, as well as the film-
rips on minority women, filmstrip_user's guides, an annotated

bibliography, and curriculum guides. We will be using these re-

sources during the next three days.

1320
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2. After the welcoming comments, the workshop leaders and persons

with :primary responsibilities during the day should- be introduced

to the Eotal group. Introductions should be brief and focused

on information that is relevant to the persons' qualifications

for carrying out their workshop responsibilities.

3. The objectives of the workshop and the agenda should be reviewed. ,

Explain the importance of reading the different articles on women.

Spare time should be used for reading and researching because,

at the end of the th'ree days, a written lesson plan is expected

frolfl participants. In addition, a materials display can be set

up to provide participants with more curriculum ideas.

Clarify the term "women of color" by explaining that the four

minority groups of women which the workshop focuses on are:

American Indian, Asian American, Black, and Hispanic. These

groups of women are the only ones in the United States who are

faced with discrimination on the basis of both their race and

pex. The terms "minority women" and "women of color" will be used

interchangeably during the workshop. Both terms are preferred over

that of "coloree-women."

American Indian Women:
Women who are United States citizens, and who arc de

scendants of the original inhabitants of North and

South America. They may aiso officially be listed on

an Indian tribal roll.

Asian American Women: .

Women who are United States citizens, 2nd who are of

Asian ancestry. Some Asian locations are Japan, China,

the Philippine Islands, the Pacific Islands, Korea,

Southeast Asia, and.East India.

atack Women:
Women who are United States ci 'zens and who are of

ii."African, Caribbean, and Oceani Islands ancestry.

Hispanic Women:
,:..1.-WoMen who are United States citizens, and who are of

SouEh Ameeihn, euerto Rican, Mexican, Central American,

Carigbean Islands, and Spanish ancestry.

D.`Time required: 10 Minutts.
N,
N.,



WORKSHOP OBjECTIVES

Workshop Obiectives:, The general objectives.for the workshop may be grouped

into three categories: knowledge, attitudi-al, and skills. These objectives

are described as follows:

Knowledge Objectives

1. Participants will be able to increase their awareness'Of-i&glitutional
racism and sexism and their effects on individuals'and groups in

society.

22 Participants will be able to develop a working knowledge and under-
standing of minority women, i.e., American Indian, Asian American,
Black, and Hispanic; and their histories, cultureS, and contemporary

concerns.

Attitudinal Objectives

_ 1. Participants will be ableto examine their attitudes as they
relate to sex and ace biases in education.

L--- 2. Participants will be able to increase positive attitudes needed
the delivery of culturally diverse non-sex-biased curricula.

Skills Objectives

1. Participants will be able to increase their skills and strategies
for assessing their classToom curricula.

2. Pa'rticiPants will be able to develop lesson plans for integrating
culturally diverse nori-sex-biased curricula into their Classrooms/ 1:

subjbce areas.
ft

'II

4
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WORKSHOP AGENDA

DAY I:

8:30 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

9:10 a.m...

9:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

Coffee, registration, materials display -

I. OPENING COMMENTS
Welcome and introducti?mv ,

Purposes of workshop
Overview of the three days!.lactivities

II: ICE BREAKER c.

Individual completIori
Exchange with pirtner
Group exchange ,

/
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE SURVEY

1 Individual assessment
Review of correct answers
,Genexal question-and-answer session

IV. RACE/SEX TIMELINE
Individual implementation
Individual and group sharing

10:30 a.m. Break

10:45 a.m.

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

2:15 p.m.

3:15 p.m.

V. RACISM, SEXISM, AND MINORITY WOMEN

Racism and sexist lecturette
Questions and answers

Filmstrip: "America's Women of Color: Past,

Present, and Future"
Group discussion

Lunch

VI. AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN

Introduction.
Filmstrip: "American Indian Women"

,Group discussion

Review-of-lesson_plans__

Break

VII. ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN
- Introduction

Filmstrip: "Asian American Women"

Discussion
Review of lesson plans

Summary and review of day's activities an ,

.adjournment

23



WORKSHOP AGENDA (continued)

DAY II:

8400 a.m. Coffee, registration, materials display

8:30 a.m. I. PERSONAL INVENTORY SURVEY
Individual assessment
Individual sharing with grpup

,g

9:d0 a.m.

/ -

10:00 a.m.

10:15 a.m.

,11:15 p.m.

1 ;

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

1:25 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

3:00

HISPANIC WOMEN
Introduction
Filmstrip: "La Mujer Hispana: Mito y Realidad

(The Hispanic Woman: Myth and Reality"

Discussion
Review of lessonplans

Break

III, BLACK WOMEN 0

Introduction
Filmstrip: "Not about to be Ignored"

Discussion
, Revikw of lesson plans

IV. PINPOINTING RA-CISM AND SEXISM WITHIN BUILDINGS

Small_group WOrk
. Small group reports

Lunch

V. DEVELOPING THE LESSON PLAN: SUBJECT AND

TITLE IDEAS
Work in pairs
Group digcussion

VI. KEY CONCEPTS AND-GENERALIZATIONS
Lectureite
Work in pairs

VII, COGNITIVE BEHAVIOkAL OBJECTIVES
Lecturette
Individual work

- Group sharing
- -

VIII. TEACHINGIACTIVITIES FOR LESSON DEVELOPMENT

Lecturette
Work in pairs
Group sharing

LESSON PLAN EVALUATION PROCEDURES -
Lecturette
Individual work
.Group discussion

3:30 p.m. Summary and ieview of dayt,s activities and- adjournment
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WORKSHOP AGENDA (continued)

bAY,III:

8:00 a.m.
.

' Coffee, iegistration, materials display

8:30 a.m. I. MATERIALS RESEARCH
Lecturette
Individual work

9:30 a.m. II. LESON DEVELOPMENT
ReView
Individual work

10:00 a.m.° Break

10:15

11:00 a.m.

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m..

-

DEVELOPMENT OF BEHAV;ORAL OBJECTIVES AND
EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Review
Individual, work

IV. OUTLINE TEACHING PROCEDURES AND Arl'IVITIES

Review
Individual work

4.

Lunch

CONSTRUCTIVE SHARING
Individual Presentations
Group discussion

2:00 p.m. VI. LESSON PLAN COMPLETION
Individual wofk

3:20 p.m. VII. EVALUATION, SUMMARY, AND REVIEW

a:30 p.m. Adjournment

25
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II. ICE'BREAKER
..-.

\

A. Pur osesof the ctivit 1
\, 4

l'.

1."

A

o-

B.

Ea h participant will be Ale to asses'8 some reasons for
paxticipating in this workshop.

Tpdividual involvement and group sharing Will be established.

Materials:

Forworkshop leader's use:

"Ice Breaker". a

For distribution to participants:

"Iceilliefter"
PencilsgPens

C. Procedures: .Indiv44ual use of assessment. Pair off group. The

,plembers of each pai,r become acquainted and, in turn, introduce each

other to the entire group.

1. Suggebted introduction

Sometimes" when we ta ke workshopi, en though we are told the

objectives, we coneinue through he activities without,being,

completely aware of expectation and requirements. In order

to "break the ice" and find ou1 litt e about each partidipant,
we would like.you to take out of folders the activity

.:

sheet entitled "Ice Breaker."

Please do not spend more than 5 minutes compleeini this sheet.
As soon as you have finisher, please exchange 'your sheet with
speeone you do not know. Spend 5 minutes exchanging. your

points of view. At the end of 10 minutes, you are to introduce,
to the group,the person you lave just met by giving the following
information about her or him:

1. Name.
2. School and pOtition

3. Explanation of one response check for one of the

statements. .

2. After the participants have had an opportunity to discuss their
answers in pairs; have them share their opinions with the group.
They should'explain at least one reason for checking a,positive/
negative/Other response for one of the statements.

&Often question 10 brings out a negative response and is a contro
versial issue because of the word "feminist." Explain to the
participants that the word "feminist" has been around a long time,
and one of the earliest feminists wag a Black woman, Sojourner

19
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\

D.

Truth. Participants must be made aware that,the besic meaning

of the word has to ci,e with the eliminition of inequality. It

can-have a positive connotation or a negative one depending on

how it is perceived.

Time'required: 20 minutes.

9
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ICE BREAKER

Please spend 5 minutes completing thrs sheet. As soon as you have finished,
please exchange your sheet with someone you do not know. Spend. 5 minutes

exchanging your points of view. At the end of 10 minutes, you are to intro-
duce to the group the person you have just met by giving the following
information about her or him:

i. Name
2. School and position
3. An explanation for one of the responses

Please complete the following:

1. My name is

2. I am from

3. I am a
(teacher, student, etc.)

in the
(district, school)

Please check one response for each statement and explain one of the responses

- to your dew acquaintance.,

----___
Positive-- 'Negative

A

Other
(Specify)

e it-is important to develop
and teach non-sex-biased,
curricula. ,

...

2.
.

It is importantto integrate
information on minority women
into the curriculum.

. It is important to develop
and.teach the relevance of
the feminist movement.

. When one is developing curri-
cula and teaching,-it is
important to understand the
interrelatedness of racism
and sexism..

. It is important that the
.meaning of human and civil
rights be reflected in curri-
culumDdevelopment and
classroom instruction. .

21 28



III. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE SURVEY

A. Purpose of the activity.:

Each participant will be able to assess her/his individual knowl

edge about America's women of color.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

_"General Knowledge 'Survey -- Key"

For distribution to participants:

"General Knowledge Survey"

Pencils/Pens

C. Procedures: Individual use of general knowledge survey and group

diScussion.

1. Suggested introduction

Women of color have been discriminated against in many ways. "One

of the ways iS that they have been omitted from textbooks which

view the histOrical accomplishments of America's people. Many

times workshop participants complete workshops and are not com

pletely satisfied. We tend to leave workshops sometimes in a

frustrated state of mind, wondering if we will be'able to recall--

enough information to be able to disseminate it appropriately to

our students. This general lalowledge survey allows each of you

to be truthful with yourselves about the knowledge which you have

about women of color. After you complete this assessment, you will

be able to determine those areas in which you need to do further

reading and/or research in order to teach about minority women.

Each of you willireceive a "General Knowledge Survey." Please

take 10 minutes to answer the questions listed. You should

answer the questions to the best of your knowledge. You will

notice that therOre four sections to the survey. The first

section is to be-answered-with either "true" or "false." The

second section is multiple choice. The third section requireS.

you to fill in the blanks. The fourth section involves matching

names with descriptions.

2. After participants have been allowed 10 minutes to -compleee the

survey, the workshop leader should ask that they write down any

questions. The leader should move right through the answer

sheet (key), giving,the correct answers. Afterwards, the leader

should allow 10 minutes for individuals to ask and discuss

questions.

22



The workshop leader may point out that women of-color have many

concerns and issues. However, there are two especially important

one$: -health-and-employment. Suggest that workshop participants
look at numbers 2 and 8 in the multiple choice section (health
concerns), and numbers 2 and 4 in the true/false section- (employ-

ment).

The workshop leader should point out that the questions in the
survey can provide ideas for lesson plan development.

D. Time requiredl--30 minutes.

1

I
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i.

-

-

-GENERAL KNOWLEDGE SURVEY

,

_

Please complete this survey to the best of your ability. You will have

10 minutes.

Name

,

I.
-

,
I e

...

..

SchOol

Subject Taught or
Professional Field _

I.

f.
l

% ,
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I. True/False: ' Indicate whether each of the following statements is true

Or falde by pl-dang a "T" or-"F",in -the-space ,preceding it.
_

1. Pilipino* American women have the highest level of educational
_achievement of any:group in the U.S._ _

2. The average income of Black women. is about half that of white men.

3. Studies have shown that women outnumber men among Puerto Rican
migrants returning to Puerto Rico after living and working in the

United States.

4. The unemployment rate for Indian women is about twice that of
()-

white women. - _

.. A Sansei female is a third-generation Japanese American woman.

The expression "Sapphire," used in the context of-Black culture,

refers to a-woman brilliant intellect.,

7. A Chicana is a SpanishIspeaking girl'who has reached puberty in

Mexico.

8. The promiscuity that early explorers found among Indian women was
'due to their sexually more "liberated" role in the indigenous

society.

9. Iva Toguri (d'Aquino), the "Tokyo Rose" of post-World War II noto-
riety, confessed to only one of the eight counts of treason for

which she was indicted.

10. Black women, as a result of the women's movement, are taking away

jobs from-Black men.

11. Chicanas and Puertorriquefias have avoided politics and social
activism because there is no precedent for this behavior among

r females in Latin cultures.

12. It was a characteristic of the.aboriginal American economy that

Indian -women worked together.

II. nlliple Choice: Circle the letter corresponding to the phrase which

best completes each statement.

1. Among Asian American females, tRe highest percentage of outgroup
(interracial),marriage occurs among:

a. Pilipino Americans

b. Korean Americans

c. Japanese Americans
d. Chinese'Americans

*There is no f sound in the Filipino language, originally referred to as
Tagalog, and the contemporary Pilipino American prefers the p spelling

and pronunciation.
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.2. Compared to white womenthe rate_of_hypertension among Black

women between 18 and 24 years of age is:

a. Negligible
b. Half as high
c, --The same

Double
e. None of the above

3. The median income in 1974 for Hispanic women was lowest among:

a. Cuban Americans
b. Puertorriquefias_ _ _
C. Chicanas
d. Central and South AMerican- women

e. Other

4. The proportion of Indian women in the work force as administrators

add manager's in 1970 was:

a.

C.
d.

e.

5%
Greater than 10%
Less 64an 107:but greater than 7%

2% -t
None p,f.the'above

5. The largest group of Asian American women is:

a.

b.

C.
d.

e.

Chinese
Japanese'
Korean
Pilipinp
Vietnamese

The 1972 'Virginia Slims American Women's Opinion Poll indicated

that Black women desired change in women's status:

a. Less than Black men
b. More than Black men

c. More than Black men but less than white women

d. More than Black men and mote than white women

e. LesiTtraff-Black men but more than white women

7. MarianisMa refers to:

a.

aTHe vène t'ion of the Virgin Mary
The manipulation of.women by

c. The phenotenon of alleged appearances 15y

young Pu4rto\Rican women

d. Veneration of'the Virgin Mary as well as

the ultimate role model for the Chicana

e. None of the above

1
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a

-DeMographitally_Speaking,- Indians-have:
x,

8.

infpt_mortallty rate, an a-short

life expectdhcy .

b. A high birth rate, a normal infant mortality, and a shbrt
life'expectancy

--a: A-low-birth-rate-and-a -short life-expectancy

d. A high birth rate and a high infant mortality rate

e. None of the above

III. Fill_IJU__Any_reasonabie-approximavion-of a correct-answer-writ-5d

acceptable.

1. "Picture bride-4" refers to Japanese women who

2. The Black woman comprises about
total Black population.

Mat-hismo is to many,Hispanic men as
many Hispanic women.

4. Malinche, Pocahontas, and

of the

is to

are three Indian women who
aided European explorers and whose formerly negative image is cur-

rently under re-:examination.

51. The phenomenon of minority women being discriminated against on the
,basis of race and sex is ofted identified as the

(two wordO

64 When considering their annual income, it perhaps is more relevant
for minority women ta compare earning figures for the

rather than with men within their own culture.

7. The disproportionate number of women, especially minority women, in .

clerical and retail sales jobs has given that sector of the workplace

the name of the " ghetto."

8. Minority women, considered as a diverse group of nonwhite ethnics',

do have a common identity as women of

27 34 ,
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IV. Matching) Match the following names wtth_tfie CorreSloonding description,

placing the letter in the blank provided.

1. Lupe Anguian0

2. March Fong Eu

. tida Deer

4. Lola Rodriguez de Tlo

5. Lucia Gonzalez AKA Lucy Parsons

6. Fannie Loll Hamer

7. Beah Richardg

8. Joan Hill

9. Evelyn Mandac

10. Maria Cadilla de Martinez

a. Former Congresswoman from Hawaii

11. Patsy Takemoto Mink

12. Pauli Murray

13. Maggie Walker

14. Shirley Hill Witt

15. Wetamoo

16. Mitsu Yashima

17. Zora Neale Hurston

187Lourdes-Miranda-King

19. *Bea Medicine

20. Iva Toguri (d'Aquino)

b. Japanese American artist and author of children's, books

c. World=renowned Pilipino opera singer

d. California's first female secretary of state and the only Asian,

AmeriCan to hold this position

e. Black actress, dramatist, and poet

f. Black banker,_philanthropist, and social activist

g. Black lawyer, auihor, and former public official

h. The.late Mississippi political activist and grassroots leader of the 1960's

i. Labor organizet of the late f9tfi century

j. Puerto Rican educator, painter, and historian

k. Chicana official at HEW and mbrity wolpen's advocate

1. Patriot, poet, and authot of Puerto Rico's national anthem

m. Menominee activist and businessperson

.n. Indian author on women's ipsues

Among the prolific Indi'an aitiSts in America

p. Warrior and mrlitary leader of the Narragansett Indians during the

colonial period in the U.S.

q. Anthropologist, hisp.orian, and specialist on Ihdian affairs

r. Victim of post-WW II.praNganda campaign to identify her as "Tokyo Ro$e"

s. Anthropologist and folklorfst; among the brightest minds of the Harlem

Reffaissance period .

t. Former profesgor of Spanish literature and a founder of the National

Conference of Puerto Rican Women

28
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. Thiel Fa1se-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE SURVEY -- KEY,

II. ifultiple Choice

T 7. F 1. C 5. B

T 8. F 2. D 6. D

T 9. F 3. B 7. D

T 10. F 4., D 8,

T 11. F

F 12. T

Fill In -- any reasonable approximation of these answers should

be acceptable.

1. Were selected as wives by Jawaase_male-immigrants in America
who could not affoid -the return trip home and the many other
exPenses associated with traditional marriage.

2. Half

3. Hembra/marianisMa

4. Sacajawea

5. Double bind

6. White male

7. Pink-collar

8. Color

IV. Matching

-k 1. c 9. s 17.

d 2. 1:10. t 18.

11. 2. 19.

1 4. 12, r 20.

i 5. f 13.

h 6. n 14.

e 7. £15.

o 8. b 16.

29 36
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IV. RACE/SEX TIMELINE

---A7- Purpose-of the AttIvity:

.0.

Each participant will be able to ident'ify how racism and sexism

have been operative in heWhis life.

B. Materials:

_For workshop 1eadees_use.4_ _

"Race/Sex Timeline"

For distribUtion to 'participants:

"Race/Sex Timeline"
Pencils/Pens

C. Procedures: Individual use of 'assessment and group discussion.

1. 'Suggested introduction

All of you,Who are attending this workshop have had many exper-

iences that contribute to your ideas about your race and sex,

as well as to that of other people. Experiences in our lives

can,be either positive or negatiile.

In our efforts to reduce racist and sexist practices, it is im,

portant to understand how different lives have been affected,by

the two. Also, it is important that eadh individual begintO -

recognize.and take responsibility for the unequal_treattent-of-----

humãbëIñ

Before we discuss specific concerns andlissues centered around

race,and sex, it is useful for us to sp'end a few minutes examin-

ing some of our own ideas and experiences which relate to both

race and sex and share some of these feelings with others in

the group.

The main idea of this activity is to graph any experiences you"

can recall that left an impact on you -- whether positive or

negative.

This activity is to be graphed on the "Race/Sex Timeline."

Rea& the examples On the "Race/Sex Timeline" exercise and practice

graphing the examples given.

Take 5 minutes to recall and rate on the graph a personal exper-

ience that was sexist and 5 minutes for a personal experience

that was racist.

You will be given 2 minutes to discuss your experience: 1 minute

for the experience you had,that was sexist and 1 minute for the

-experience you had that was racist.
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,
.pelstge. UrtAHHHalTr 1.pur exier ien'cd's ..so that ypu can: refer to pur

notes while dascabing thergov;- - 1 -

. =

/2. Participants are allowed 10 minutes to fill out their timelines.
Afterwards, each Participant is to share her/his timeline with
the group.

D. Time required:._ -30- minutes:-

P3i. .3 8

do.



RACE/SEX TIMELINE

4

,

I. Establish a persohal experience related to racism.

-A.- Graph-your persoAal awareness of racism..

1. By year of experience.

2. By severity of incident; on a +5 to -5 scale, how sevefe yes

the incident? (How upset did you get?)

Example:
In 1965, I marched in a small town in Texas with a mixed group of

teenagers to protest the segregation of restaurants.' During the

process, we were jailed. All the Blacks involved were jailed without

bond for 3 days, All the white were released in the care of their

parents after 3 or 4 hours. This, to me, is a -5 experience.

II. Establish a personal experience related to sexism.

A. Graph your personal Awareness of sexism.

1. By year of experience..

2. By severity,of incident; on a +5 to -5 scalehow-sevefé

was the incident? (How upset-did-you get?) ,

_

+3

+2

+1

0

-1

- 2

- 3

-4

-5

1930

ExampTe-:-

In 1973, I decided to go into private business. After I filed a

loan application, the banker informed me that I would also have to.

have my husband's salary listed to get thc loan processed. I became

very upset and discouraged.- I did not try to fight thq decision at

the time; but became very bitter. This., to me, II'S a -5 experience.
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RACE/SEX.TIMELINE

III. Graph your own pfirsonal experiences_which were racist and sexist on the graph below:
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V. RACISM, SEXISM, ANp WOMEN OF WI.OR

A. Purposes of the activity:

Each participant will be able to identify the factors resulting
in race and sex discrimination.

Each participanvwill be able to identify how the double bind
of*.i&ce Mid sex dikrimination is applicable to minority women.

Materials:

ar.
Foe workshop' leader's use:

Lecturette, "Racisth and Sexism in the Lives of Minority Women"
User's Guide and Filmstrip, "America's Women of Color: Past,

Present, and Future"
Supplementary Reading, "Enlarging the American Dream," by

Donna Hart

,For distFibution to participants:

SupplemeLtary Reading, "Enlarging the American Dream," by

Donna Hart,

C. Procedures: Lecturette and-group discussion, filmstrip, and

discussion.

1. Suggested introduction

Racism and sexism have persisted Aroughout the history Of the
United States, Minority women are discriminated against in both

ways and need to work with minority men and white society in ,

eliminating discrimination. The minority woman often finds her-

self defending her status while fighting-for equalityO The
1question that is usually asked is whether she is fighting for

seqtguality or race equality.

The paradok,ghOuld be relatively cleanbeing a mi ority woman,
sht cannot separate her sex from her race; thus, /he has to make
efforts to pursue equality for herself as both aiwoman and a

person of a particular race.

. .

The invplvement of minority women in the women movement has been

demonsfrated thraighout,this country's history/. The women's move-

ment, for example; did nolibegin with white wpmen. The first

renowned feminist.wag a Black woman, Sojourner Truth. She is a

-good example of a woman fighting for equalitay on the basis of both
"

-her.sex and race.

41.
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In this lecturette, you will begin to understand how racism and

sexism are operative together for minority women only. Massive
documentation is available to illustrate how the double oppression
of racist and sexist discrimination has contributed to the loss
of self-worth for many young minority girls an0 women.

2. Suggested lecturette: (Note: You may want to put pertinent

partS of this lecturette on overhead transparencies.)

Racism and Sexism in tM Lives of Minority_Women

Definitiom of Racism: Racism is'the major-attribute of a system
which allows,'requires,-and rewards decision-making predicated
on raee, alleged racial traitg, or ethnicity.

-Biased beliefs and acts of prejudice on the part of individuals
are not enough to make racism Operative. It is kept alive,

powerful, and functional by the policies of institutions and
the precedents in American social history.

Some of the characteristics of racism and racist systems are:
ethnocentrism; inequitable distribution of resources; inflexible
institutional patterns and practices; and the, monopoly of power.

Ethnocentrism results in the elevation of certain values of the
majority.culture to the level of universal standards by which to

measure the entire society. The unequal distribution of resources,
such as money, property, jobs, and education, contributes to the
apparent inferiority of nonwhites as a group The conservative

nature of most American,institutions increases the advantages of
the "incumbent" group and makes real progress for minorities an

unduly long process. PoWer is not shared, on an uncontested basis,

in our society. Their powerlessness adds another dimension to the
struggle for survival in the lives of people of color.

Definition of Sexism: Sexism as an attitude and a way of life

shares much with racism on a theoretical level. It is the major

attribute of a system which allows, requires, and rewaVs decision-
making based on gender, alleged sexual characteristics, and custom-
ary or arbitrarily assigned social status. At the core of its
philosophic underpinning is the idea that males, by virtue of their
gender, oughtto act out the predominant social roles in the human

drama.

Effects: ,Racism affects majority persons as benefactors and
minority persons as victims. The benefits of racism are clear

when we consider them as economic, political, and psychological
advantages which accrue to whites.
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Sexism affects all or most women in a way simIlar to that in which

racism affects all or most minority persons. It is worth noting,

however, that while many white people are able to avoid having

to interact with minority persons on a meaningful level, it i

much More difficult for men to avoid interaction with women.

White people enjoy:

Economic Benefits of Racism and Sexism: (1) A reduction of com-

petition; (2) Exploitation of labor; (3),Avoidance of undesirable

labor and "dead end" jobs; (4) Contrdl of/Progress.

Political Benefits of Ilacism Sand Sexism: (1) Power and control

over the allocation 9f resources;.(2) Control of legal status

and the interpretation of justice.

Psychological Benefits of .,cism and Sexism: (1) Superiority/

elevated self-image; (2) Displacement onto others of feelings

and traits considered negative, laziness (vs. extreme

industry), sexual promiscuity (vs. sexual chastity), irrespon-

sibility (vs. rugged self-reliance); (3) Reduction of tension

among white social classes.

The victims of racism and sexism suffer from:

Economic Disadvantages of Racism and Sexism: (1) Decreased

resources and lack of access to them; (2) The increased exploita-

tion of their labor and/or higher unemployment; (3) A limited

number of jobs and .013 opportunities; (4) Little or no control
,

over progress.

Political Disadvantages of Racism and Sexism: (1) No power, or

control over the allocation of resources; (2) No control over

legal status and the interpretation of justice,

Psychological Disadvantages of Racism and Sexism: (1) Inferi-\

ority/low self-image; (2) Burden of stereotypes and prejudice;

(3) Increased tensions between members of the same ethnic group

and hostility toward other groups.

The Double Bind: While racism and sexism have a great deal in

common in their negative impact on the lives of their victims,

the conjunction of these two forces is operative only in the

lives of mincrity women. Often they suffer the disadvantages

of race and sex discrimination in the society at large, only to

be placed at a disadvantage within their own cultures by the

sexist attitudes and practices of minority males. Many minority

women feel they should dispute this claim or face the charge of

failing to uphold, "race unity." However, if they would examine

the evolution in the status of women in their group, they could

well be in for a surprise.
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Methods of-Avoidance: ,Bacism and sexism are "sidestepped" as

substantive issues by denial, putting blame on the victim, and

tokenism. The initial response of many individuals and inseltu-

tions will be to deny: (1) knowledge of the issue or (2) knowl-.

edge of the_practice of racism andior sexism.

Very often, the responsibility for racism and/or sexism is

shifted to the victim. It is quite easy to attribute a grievance
to a deficiendy in the alleged characteristics of the ethnic

group or the gender of the person(s) in questioh. Tokenism has

been so characteristic a response by-many individuals and,insti-
tutions that it has produced.its own stereotypes. It is among

the easiest ways of avoiding any true commitment to, combatting

racism-and sexism and '4oes not represent a real gain for the

persons who present the challenge.

Active Factors: Racism and sexism in education are advanced

by omissions, inaccuracies, and sterebtyping. The.degree to

which educators are unprepared to teach a culturally diverse,
non-sek=biased curriculum has not been established. Neverthe-

less, if the existence of learning materials is any indication,

the 'condition is critical.

, -
Omissions: Most curriculum materials, such as textbooks, sitply

do not include minority females as anything other than window

dressing in relation to themes that are white-male dominated.

Few books seem able consistently to present multiethnic, sexually

balanced, intelligent situations.

Stereotyping: Stereotyping is a widespread practice supported by
the mass media and given such a degree of credibility that it is

often difficult to enlist the.aid of teachers in establishing

alternatives to custotary images. Even when physical Stereotypes

are discredited, tne expectation of certain behaviors skcific to

alleged racial and sexuallcharacteristics may persist,

fnaccuracies: The dissemination of incorrect info'imation about
minority women reflects the low priorities the majo ity culture

sets for the abolition of race and sex discriminatio . The ig=

norance and bias predominant in educational material indicate

a lack of awareness of the.history, culture, and soci 4. per-

spectives of minority women.

Resolution: While racism and sexism contribute to a poi rized

*)cial environment, reversing discriminatory patterns iS he

first step toward balance and harmony. This can be accomplished

by correcting the attitudes and behaviors shown toward minority

women, as-well as improving the material,circumstances in the

lives of women of color,
1

Many minority women have retreated from taking a supportive
stand on women's rights because of the media image of the women's

movement and its inherent white racism. Fortunately, the women's
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movement is not as white as it looks. Media time is costly and

in the competition for the attention of the media, White women's

groups often "win out" because there are more white women and

they are'more powerful. Racism and special class interests
exist in the women's movement, but neither should serve as an
adequate reason for irvalidating women's rights as an issue.

Within the context of American dissent, the movement to empower
minority women is both legitimate and necessary. It is also a

movement in which all people can become active. The historical

record reveals a tradition of activism among minority women. The

issue of race and sex discrimination, if it, is neglected, poses

agreater threat than is generally recognized, beCause it has the

capacity to destroy the potential of the minority communities to

survive and grow strong in America.

3. After the presentation of the lecturette, participants may wish

to raise questions or to discuss some of the issues raised. It

is important that some time be allotted for this purpose, because

much of the information used may conflict with participants' views.

4. View filmstrip and discuss key issues and concerns presented.

In order to help you understand the history that has been omitted

or distorted, we will view "America's Women of Color: Pas, Present,

and Future." You will also gain more information about the stereo-

types that must be dispelled, as well as the concerns and issues of

minority women.

A user's guide, available with the filmstrip, can be used to facili-

tate questions.

5. Pass out to workshop participants "Enlarging the American Dream"

by Donna. Hart and encourage them to read the article when time

.permits.

D. Time required': 75 minutes.

E. References:

Blakely, William A. "Everybody Makes the Revolution." Civil Rights

Digest, Vol. 6,,,No. 3, Spring 1974, pp. 11-19.

Fact Sheets on Institutional Racism. New York: Council on Inter-

racial Books for Children, August 1975.

Fact Sheets on Institutional Sexism. New York: Council on Inter-

racial Books for Children, March 1976.

Hart, Donna. "Enlarging the American Dream." American Education,

Vol. 13, No. 4, May ,1977, pp. 10-16.

Terry, Robert. "The White Male Club," Civil Rights Digest, Vol. 6,

No. 3, SPring 1974, pp. 66-77.
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An emergipg sense of heritage is being proudly expressed by
minorities who dispute the position that they should conform

to a majority model of social behavior and belief

Enlarging the American Dream

Traditionally, American society has
been willing to accept culturally
different peoples if they in turn were

willing to reject their cultural distinctive-
ness. Assimilation, until the late 1960s, was
accepted by almost everyone, educators and
large segments of most ethnic communities
prominently included. During the past,
decade, however, an emerging sense of
heritage that is being more and more
proudly expressed by racial minority and
national origin groups is changing all this

The -past definition of education's func-
tionto remodel citizens for conformAy tu a
single homogeneous model of acceptable
behavior and beliefs is being challenged.
Many Americanc now «intend that demo
cram education should have c ultural plural
ism as a goal. I hey amtie that the rich
cultural mix in Anwrica;tbe different
values; customs, traditions. and religions
can expand everyone s horuons as It affects
all aspects of life, including sex.role at-
titudes and issu-s of c om ern in education.

This article pie cents an overview of the
Impact of the we men's movement on
cultural norms and be iitage and the c ultural
differences and educational exp. riem Cs of
five minority groupsPuerto Rican,
Chicano. Black, Asian, and Native Amen-

Ms Hart is on the faculty of the School of Educa-
tion, George tsashington t msersity the follow
mg resiec..l dpfts of the issue paper fe,im ',shah
this .oucle %as taken Cecilia Preceado-Burciaga.
assistant for Chicano Affairs Stanfor&, Francelia
()leaves, Project on Status and Education of
Women. Association of American Colleges, Edith
I hi Inas Halsey, director of Equal Education,
Nebraska Department of Education. Pai I.ocke
and Paquito Vivo. directors of Ethnic Studies,
Western Interstate Commission of Higher Educa
lion. Jeanie Si% erson and Beverly Orr, staff writ
ers. National Project on women s Education

By DONNA HART

can. Though these five groups by no means
represent all minority women, they do indi
cate the needs of a major segment of
minority women as they differ from the
needs of Anglo women.

Mai A It "nu o
Black women, victims of double dis

crimination because of their race and sex,
are often asked to make a choice with regard
to their priorities, "Are you black first, or
female first?" The plain fact is that they are
both and have no way to separate the two.
Many black women believe that the effort to
force a separation of the two, especially as
that relates to establishment of society
priorities, has worked to the detriment of
both the racial movement and the women's
movement. The black woman is'the victim
of both racism and sexism, and therefore
represents a potentially puwerful unifying
force aruund issues for both movements.

In a piece included in Voirec of the Nett
tenni:ism, writer Pauli Murray says, "Be
cause black women have an equal stake-in
women's liberation and black liberation,
they are key figures at the juncture of these
two movements. White women feminist; are
their natural allies in both cases. Their own
liberation is linked with the issues that are
stirring women today. adequate income
maintenance and the elimination of poverty,
repeal or reform of abortion laws, a national
system of child.care centers, extension of
labor standards to workers now excluded,
cash maternity benefits as part of a system of
social insurance, and the removal of all sex

barriers to educational and employment op-
portunities at,all levels. Black women have a
special stake in the revolt against the treat
ment of women primarily as sex objects, for
their own history has left them with the scars
of the most brutal and degrading aspects of
sexual exploitation."

The notion that the black female enjoys a
favored economic position in relation to the
male is a myth. The belief that black women
have always been "liberated," and therefore
do not need to b? involved in a movement to
liberate women is also a myth The media
produced stereotype of the women's move-
ment as a middle class white woman's strug
gle to escape from housework and child
rearing, to get out of her home and into the
job market ignores the black woman who
may have been a family breadwinner but
who lacked the opportunity to make free
choices concerning her life

Historically, these "breadwinner" jobs
have been the result of the economic struc-
ture's need for cheap labor Because of an
economic necessity' of earning a. living to
help support the family and a need for-the
black community to d.-aw heavily upon the
resources of all its members in order to sur
vive, black women have taken jobs that few
others would accept; thereby they unwit-
tingly aided in creating the myth of the
female's dominance in the black family.
This illustrates how racism has affected the
relationships between black males and
females. As black men develop access to the
economic power structure, black women for
the first time have wife or worker options
that many white women have had for a long
time.

Diane Slaughter of the University of
Chtcago, in examining the different adap-
,,tive strategies black women have arrived at,

American Education, May 1977, pp. 10-16. Reprinted with permission of
the U.S. Department of Education:



suggests, "The strongest conception of
womanhood that exists among all pre-adult
females is that of the woman who has to take
a strong role in the family. They (the pre-
adult females] accepted the situation as part
of life and t:adition in the black community.
It is againsethis backdrop that the symbol of
the resourceful woman becomes an influen-
tial model in their lives."

As a result of her- research, Afro-Amen-
can sociologist Joyce Ladner sees three pri-
mary agents of socialization for the pre-
adolescent black 'female: 1) the immediate
and extended family: 2) the peer group; and
3) negative community Influences such as
exposure to rape, poverty, violence, and the
like. The strong personality that results from
exposure to the harshness of life-enhances
thc girl's chances for survival and her ade-
quate functioning within society. To "sur-
vive," the black woman must "make It" as a
mother and a worker.

Consequently, over the years,, education
has been one of the black movement's
priorities. The black woman's aspirations
toward education are associated with an em-
phasis on career possibilities that are seen as
making possible or easing the maintenance
of the black family.

Despite the faith 'of black women in the
education system as a means for social and
economic advancement, equal education has
not assured them equal access to oppor-
tunity. Black wetmen with degrees
equivalent to those held by men and white
women have been unable to obtain
equivalent jobs. The gap between the sal-
aries of black men and women has widened.
Both black and white women with some col-
lege 'education earn less than a black male
who has only eight years of educat-on.

Although the black woman has made
great strides in recent years in closing the
educational gap, she still suffers from inade-
quate education and training. In 1974, ap-
proximately 73 percent of black women had
completed high school compared with 83
percent of white women. Although there

was a 56 percent increase in college enroll-
ment of blacks between 1970 and 19i 4, only
16 percent of black women were enrolled in
college at the end of that period. A college
degree is attained by only 7 fi percent of
black women.

Since 1970, little evidence exists of any
_advance in the relative earnings of black

females. A look at the jobs in the top five
percent of the earnings distribution shows
that black females-held none of them in 1960
and essentially none in 1973. Black women
earn less than white women ta median in-
come of $2,810), are employed in greater
numbers about 60 percent between the ages .
of 20 and 34 t, and hold a greater percentage
of low-paying, low-status jobs t.54 percent
are employed as operatives or service
workersi, In 1973, 35 percent of black

tfamilies were 'wade' by women who earnedt
a median income of nly $4,465. That there
is still a large numbek of black women in the
labor force reflects td, a considerable degree
their continuing obligation to suppl; a sub-
stantial proportion offamily income. It also
suggests that educational attainments, no
matter how small, ra(se participation rates
more for black than fOr white women.

The quandary ofblack women is how best
to distribute their energies among the multi
ple barriers of poverty, race, and sex, and
what strategies to pursue to minimize con-
flicting interests and objectives.

More and more, young black women are
starting to think about their futures as black
women in the United States. They are not
accepting societal interpretations of their
roles. ln the process of thinking things
th.ough they are being realistic about the
roles that they will embrace. Black women
will still have to work, but they want to work
at jobs that are more challenging and that
more fully use their strengths and talents.

They want quality education and training to
develop their abilities and interests. They
want education that respects cultural
differences and that educates for liberation
and survival.

Putrto Ruan It wen,
In immigrating to the states, Puerto

Ricans differ in one main respect from most
other minorities who preceded them. They
come as American citizens. Nevertheless,

numerous problemsdifferences in cus-

toms, racial ine9ualities, and a limited
knowledge of English among them have
restricted their social, economic, and educa
tional succe, s.

Many Puerto Ricans report that the

family, which is very Important in tradi
clonal Puerto Rican culture, experiences a
tremendous shock when it is transplanted
from Puerto Rico to the mainland. No role
in the Puerto Rican American family has

been more challenged by immigration than
that of the father. In traditional Puerto
Rican culture the man is the undisputed
head of the household. Meanwhile, the
"good woman" obeys her husband and.stays
at home, working long hours 'while caring
for the children. But whethcr head of house-
hold or "good woman," the individual
subordinates his or her wants and needs to
those of the family.

On the U.S. mainland, where women
have more prominence and stature, these
traditional Puerto Rican roles are undercut
Puerto Rican women are not_shielded from
mainland differences, Economic need often
projects them into the labor force where

the v are confronted by the greater expecta
lion of women's roles Then, too, the school

and community teach Puerto Rican children
that they should have more freedom, be
more aggressive and independent, and
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should speak English rather than Spanish.
These influences change the traditional
roles within the-familycausing
conflicts', and identity confusion.

The Puerto Rican woman often drops out
of school at an early age to enter the labor
force (at the lowest les-,e1) in the hope that
her wages will help her family out of a life of
poverty. When she is able to find a job, she
faces serious disadvantages, not least among
them her lack of knowledge of English and
the lack of bilingual programs in her com-
munity. Adequate training -is another lack
that keeps a decent salary out of-reach, a
situation that further compounds her hous-
ing, health, and other problems.

Of no assistance to her plight are dis-
criminating hiring practices that have Puer-
to Rican women working for a lower wage
than Puerto Rican men despite equal pay
legislation Many of the atiailable oppor-
tunities have been so-called "Wornen's jobs,"
wh.ich are economically and, politically
powerless and amount tq, nothing more than
low-paid unskilled drudgery.

Supporting this glum picture of Puerto
Rican women in America are the 1973
U.S. Census figures that show 1.7 million
Puerto Ricans in the United States, 906,000
of them female, of whom only 154,000:'nave
jobs. More than half of Puerto'Rican Women
participating in the labor force nre operative
or service workers, and 68 percent of those
working earned incomes below $3,000; The
most recent data indicate that 31 percent of
Puerto Rican households in the .linited
States are headed by women who earn a me-
dian income of $3,889

Puerto Rican women in America com
piece an average of 9.5 years of school. Only
25 percent of them attain a high-school
education and a mere three percent are col-
lege graduates. Their educational attain-
ments, like their employment, are hampred
by their imperfect grasp of English and their
Identity confusion, which is often exacer-
bated by mainland prejudice and their own
sense of bong sti wig-COT-1 a h3reign country.
Of significant concern to Puerto Rican
women is how much the lack of access to
"mainstrr am" education influences their

social and economic situations.
Pot to Rican women in the United States

are still struggling with racial as well as sex-

ual discrimination in housing, education,
and hiring They find the women's move-
ment defined by Anglo-American standards
diid often oblivious to the special needs-and
strengths of minority women They feel that
the mosement has tended to ignore and
obscure the racist issue, resplting- in double
discrimination for minority women.

Puerto Rican women will not separate
themselves from their cultural heritage or be
alienated from their men. They strongly
support the qualities of womanhood, strong
family ties, and respect for the family as an



_.institutionThey.....wilLaccepLa_movement
that confronts sexism, but not one that

---div-ides- the sexes. If khe movement appeals
to the issue of basic "-human rights, to the
values inherent in the freedom of both sexes
from sexism, and to the proposition that
when a womarr-has_fretAem of choice this
also frees the manif this, in fact, is the
meaning of the women's movement, then
-many Puerto Rican women will support it.

thAh an I to, fu in? It WWI!

Mexican-Americans constitute the second
largest-minority in-the United Stites-today,
and more than 90 percent of them are city
dwellers. Vilma Martinez, a young Chicana
(feminine form of Chicano) lawyer, has
speculated that "in 15 or 20 years the
Hispanic population will surpass the black
population. Our citizens must be awakened
to the ramifications of this fact Hispanos are
a nationally significant, and not a regional,
group."

Historically, the Chicano family has been
patriarchal and aiithornarian. Economic,
social, and political leadership in Chicano
communities traditionally has been male-
base-d. Education, sexual liberties, and
material comforts have been for the -men,
with the women taking a subordinate, sup-
portive role within the family. The Chicana

wasmit rolled, her-pa rents until-she- inwr-
r ied and then had to be-faithful to her hus-
band and children.

Chicanos often place a greater-emphasis,
on the family as a unit than on its individual

, members. Parents stress the use of Spanish
as their children's primay language, Insist-
ing that to give up Spanish would be to say
that one's ancestors accounted for nothing
and that one's culture had made no impres-
sion on the history of the Southwest The

, feeling prevails that the family nucleus
would disintegrate if the children could not
speak in Spanish to their grandparents

hicana leaders see three distinct
...__choices_open to Mexican_Amencan

women The Chicana can adopt the
traditional sex role, imitating the rural Mex
ican woman ',Those place is in the home, she
'can choose a dual role in which she is /:
bilingual and begins to move away fromira
ditional religious and family sex-role un-
ages; or she can cut her cultural ties and
identify with the "liberated" middle-class
white woman.

This diversity of role models for women
within the Chicana community requires
special consideration by education policy-
Makers. Chicanas themselves express the
need for having specific role models which
they can follow at 'all education levelsele-
mentary, secondaly, community college,
and higher- education. And they're talking
about teachers'and administrators, not just
Chicanas in school cafeterias, Many of them
are looking beyond community-college
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training as secretaries or as cosmetologists.
_ _

Educational and vocational training op.
portunities must, therefore, be made more
accessible and relevant to Chiconas' lives.
The deficiencies in our educational system
as It relates to_Chicanas are underscored in
that Chicanas complete an average of only
nine years of school. One-fourth of. them
have completed less than five years of
school, 13 percent have completed high
school, and only 2.1 percent of those 25
years of age and older are college graduates.

These low figures do not translate the zeal
with which Chicanas seek education despite
the many obstacles. One formidable barrier
is hydra-headed discrimination because of
race, color, national origin, language, and
sex-role socialization. Then there are
damaging or inadequate counseling, ill-pre
pared and unmotivated teachers, culturally
biased achievement tests, inequality of
school finances, tracking into noncollege
preparatory courses, economic deprivation,
and a lack of role models.

Parents of Chmanas recognize the value
of education as a tool for survival in,a com-
plex society, They encourage their
daughters to pursue education, and there is a
sense of family pride about a daughter's at-
tendance at college. But parents aiso want
Chicanas to remember their traditional
Canacl.

pressure to succeed as both student and
Chicana within a strange, impersonal,_and
often inflexible college environment, the
young woman becomes vulnerableand lit-
tle wonderto the despair and frustration
that account for the high dropout rate of
Mexican-Amertcan women.

form any differently than their white male
predecessors. -Will white wom-en work.-for
humanity's benefit? Will they use their
power to give entry skills and opportunities
to minorities? Chicanas have seen little evi
dence of white women addressing these
broader needs or exhibiting an understand
mg of-the minority-wide issue Of redistribu
tion of income levels.

Bea Vasquez Robinson of the National
Chicana Coalition succinctly states the
minority women's position vis a vis the
women's movement. "To expect-a Chicana
who has_ felt the degradation of racism to
embrace a movement that is once more
dominated by whites is childish." And in
another instance, "We will join forces to the
extent that you white women are willing to
fight, not for token jobs or frills, but rather
go to the roots of our common oppression
and struggle fc -,.inomic equality."

The Chmanaf prime concerns are eco-
nomic survival and the continuance of their
culture. Their Issues are broader than sex-
ism, theirs are raeism and cultural pluralism
as well.

I lb, /gib I .tho

In any discussion of American Indian
women, It is necessary to keep in mind the
diversity among the 789 tribal entities exist

W itin for the FWD ChallenI .
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Nor can the economic realities that often
preclude interest in and access to.education-
al attainment be overlooked. The annual in-
come of Chicanas in,11)74 demonstrates a
cycle of poverty, with 76 percent of them
earning less than $5,000. In terms of earning
power as compared to all other Spanish
origin women, the Chicana is at the bottom,
earning a median annual income of S2,1,82.
It must afso be noted that Chicanas are in-
creasingly in the labor force-because of eco.
mimic need and responsibility as heads of
households, 14 percent of Chicano families
are supported by Chicanas, and one-half of
these are below the poverty level.

Chicanas have tended to be suspicious of
the woman's movement, which came about
Just as the minority movement was ginning
momentum Hostility toward white women
who have moved into the forefront with
their 'sexual politics results from the
Chicanas feeling that class interests have

,been obscured by the issue of sex which is
Taster tto substantiate and to deal with than
are file complexities of race.

Chicanas, along with many other
minority women, question whether 0. not
white women in power positions will per-

social scientist Regina Holyan says, "Some
tribes allow and encourage prominent au
thoritative behavior on the part of their
women, while other tribes such as the Nava
jo and Cherokee prefer that their women
not act conspicuously in decision making
roles. These conflicting expectations by
different tribes place Ir_dian women in sensi
tive situations when they must interict with
members of other tribes."

Nonetheless, like the Chmanas, American
Indian women may choose among three sep
arate subcultural rules. the traditionalist,
sties .ing.adhereine to the tribal religion and
cult iral patterns, the moderate that retains
ele ents of the traditional, Indian heritage
ancf customs while adjusting to the dorm
narit white societal pattern., and the pro
giessive, which replaces the -traditional
culture with the modern white beliefs and
values. Educators need to be aware of these
different role choices and to avoid influenc
mg Indian students,to choose a role based on'
the expectations of whites.

Among the cultural values basic to many
tribes is an emphasis on living fur tuday in
harmony with nature, with no time cor.
sciousness, with a concern for giving, nut ac
cumulating, a respect for age, and a desire
for sharing and cooperating. These values
are, often in direct opposition to those
stressed by (he dominant cultaire's educa
ttonal program. The white way of life is
future oriented, time conscious, and cum
petitive. It places great i.nportance on
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youth, the conquest of nature, and long-term
saving.

For over a century the federal govern-
ment, largely through the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, has assuthed the responsibility for
educating Native Americans -to the stan-
dards of the general population Because the
Indians must live in the white man's world,
their sense of survival tells them that educa-
tion is the way to success, even though, they
may Rot agree with many of the practices of
the schools their children attend.

Despite the availability of free schooling,
only 6,2 percent of Indian females and .5.8
percent of Indian males in the Southwest
have completed eight years of school Data
from the 1970 Census, however, indicated
that women in the total American Indian
population complete a median of 10.5 years
of schoJI with just over a third (34 6 per-
cent) graduating from 'high school.
Although female Indians attain more years
of formal education than do males, they'
have been shown to be dramatically less ac-
culturated than Indian males

Census data also show that only .50 per-
cent of American Indian women report
English as their mother tongue. This means
that English is a second language for half of 0
the Indian women. Educational policy-
makers especially at the eiementary
level must be aware of the high incidence
of English language e ciencies among
than females and plan programs accord-
ingly.

There is a real need for American Indians
to participate in formulating education
policy for reinforcement of th'e distinct
tribal belief systeMs and value systems In-
dians look upon self determination as a ne-
cessity, especially in view of tribal diversity
and the different learning styles that exist
among thc tribes_ Yet Indian vvomen often
perceise federal programs and the women's
movement as sidestepping their particular
wants and strengths and threatening family
unit -because these programs encourage
them to seek their own self satisfying goals.
This is to say that though Indians vill not
dispute that education is necessary for sur-
vival, they dislike the specific methods be
cause they disrupt their culture and often
have the effect of channeling Indian women
into domestic jobs and other low paying
positions.

Preservation of the family with the nur-
turing of children within the family struc-
ture is the prime goal of Indian made
policy. Should the Indians feel a federal pro-
gam to be in conflict with this policy, they
can choose not to take part in-n That deci-
sion, however, is not without serioils conse'
quence Not to participate_can-reai-in an
effective block_to progressive self-help by
closing offIcEonomic and educational oppor-
'tunnies Lack of education also prevents the
American Indian from working from within



the-education and political systems where
weighty Issues must be dealt with. How, for
Instance, is access to educational funding on
bodr-federal-and-stateie.vdssained by In -
dian tribes individually? Who controls ind
uses the funding once it is gained? How-can
self-determination be enacted within exist-
ing guidelines for receiving educational
funding? 4

Thus the InChan student has two life styles
to learn. On the one hand, the ways of the
white, predominant culture must be learned
as a survival skill, though Indian wornen
caution against these ways being permitted
to "vitiate"-or influence tribal style. On the
other hand, the Indian life content, which
now is learned only through the home, must
be learned simultaneously as standards and
values. The Indian woman must be effective
in both areas and aware of the appropnate
responses expected of her in different situa-
tions.

Employment and job opportunities I'm-In-
dian women are, naturally, affected by the
level and quality of their educational back
ground. More Indian women than any other
group (8t) percent) earn less than S5,000 per
year. Thirty-five percent of Indian women
participated in the labor force in 1970, and
as a group they earned a median annual in-
come of SLO97. Seventy percent were in the
powerless and vulnerable position of clerks,
operatives. -and domestic set vice workers.

Ithou h there V,,ere two wage earners in
alinost hal f -6-e-T-naran-li-o-useholds,m-1-969,
their median family Income was a mere
S3,300. American Indians, the smallest and
poorest of all America's ethntc. groups,
"Stand in a class by themselves when it
-comes to suffering economic deprivation,"
according to economist Lester Thurow.

For the most part, Indian women believe
that working toward the improvement of the
status of Indians as a people is where-their
efforts should be directed and not solely
t_oward their status as Indian women. As a
Winnebago woman put it. "We Indian
women do not feel oppressed in the Indian
world. We are more concerned, with the
problems of racial- discrimination An
Isleta Pueblo woman observes that Indian
women have a concept of equal rights that is
different from that of the women's, move
ment; they believe that acquiring equal__
rights does not necessarily mean that...Inch-an
women want to attain equal leerage in
tribal inatters._And Minerva White, a

Seneca. -releath said, "W: have had
voimen's liberation for five thousand years,
we have been liberawd for five thousand
years, and so that is not an issue for us."

Because Indians do not make the same
kinds of sex-role distinctions whites
make, and because Indian women,

especially those of matrilineal tribes, in
fluence tribal economtc deusiolis and are in
decision-making positions, these women are

not generally sympathetic to the women's
movement. They accept the reality of soci'al
changes occurring, but ask little beyond a
voice and some control over the directions
-of the changes that are profoundly affecting

--thelives-withiritheiFlabe.

Asian American Women
Asian-Americans, like American Indians,

are _a highly diversified ethnic group The
Asian American population includes Kor
eans, Indians, Pakistani, Vietnamese, In-
donesians, Thais, ,Malaysians, and a wide
representation of Pacific peoples such as Sa-
moans, Guamanians, and native Ha-
wanans. Americans of Chinese, Japanese,
and Filipino origins are also, induded, and
because more detailed research and descrip-
tion are available for them, they will, for the
purpose of this discussion, represent all.
Asian-Amencans. A

Asians today constitute less than one per-
cent of the,population in the United States,
although the Importance of their presence in
this country, past and present, far outweighs
their numbers. From a background- of
"unskilled" labor and objects of discrimina-
tion, Asian-Amertcans have reached com-
paratively high levels of educational and oc
cupational achievement. Chinese and
Japanese, the most prominent of the Asian-
descended groups in America, are often
pointed out as the "successful" minority
groups.
---The-first_Census data of 1910 showed that
78 percent of the Japanese in this country
were male, as were 89 percent -of the
-Filipinos,and 90 percent of the Chinese. Be-
cause recentimmigration has almost consis-
taitly introduced more females than males
into each of the Asian-American com-
munittes, the sex ratios have changed con-
siderably. The Japanese and Korean popula-
tions are-now predominrtly female, partly
a leflection of the number of war brides
brought back by returning servicemen. The
Chinese and Filipinos continue to be pre-
dominantly male.

A comparison of the labor. forcestatus of
women 4iows-that-,1--la rger-percen t age of
Asian-American women i50 percent) work
outside the home_diarr diiblack (48 per(ent)
or whits....wonlen (41 percent). A bide over

,..55-percent of Filipino women and 42 per-
cent of Korean women work, whereas
Japanese and Chinese women occupy an in
terinediate position with 49 percent taking
jobs, according to 1970 Census data. All in
all the proportion of Asian-American
females gainfully employed is higher than
the national average, and this does not take
into account the unpaid women in family
operated businesses, since many of these
women do not classify themselves as

"employed."
Although many Asian American women

aic highly educated, having altended ur
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Posnble Strategies to Meet the Educational
Needs and Strengths of Minority Women

Federal education agencies and foundations
Conduct and encourage research into

the problems and concerns shared by
minority women in the area of education.
-I Organize on national or regional levels
a clearinghouse for .r.formation ex-
change on minority women and relevant
resource personnel, materials, and pro
grams.

State departments of education
Interpret Title IX with a sensitivity to

multiculturism, recognizing the double
jeopardy of sex and race

Include multicultural female repre
sentatives in planning and developing
programs for minority women and girls.

Encourage and provide equal employ-
ment opportunities for hiring minority
women in administrative and decision
making positions.

Retrain educators, counselors, and ad
ministrators to sensitize them to the
special needs and concerns.of minority
female students

Require teacher training and certifica
tion programs to include intense self
evaluation sensitiVity to multiculturisrn

Local education agencies
Include minority women and com

munity members on the board of direc-
tors or trustees.

Encourage minority women to prepaie
for career advancement and provide ade-
quate training opportunities

Education institutions (preschool through fol-
'lege)

Recruit minority women-into adminis-
trative, faculty, and student ranks.

Provide special stipends and allow-
ances for minority female students from
low-income familiei.

Adopt day-care, tutorial, and counsel-
ing services to enable minority womenlo
partake of educational opportunities,

Initiate special placement efforts for
minority female graduates

Expand and enrich adult education
opportunities so that parents and
children are exposed to acculturation at a
more closely related pace

Encourage and preserve bilingualism
Emphasize in school and college cur-

riculums the-literature, music, art, dance,
games, and sports of minority cultuies

Make effective use of community
resources and develop incentives for
community participation.

Evaluate regularly and systematically
school programs that involve minorities
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completed college, they are nevertheless
concentrated in the positions of book-
keepers, secretaries, typists, file clerks, and
the like. "They are qualified for better jobs,"
says Betty Lee Sung of the.Department of
Asian Studies at City College of the City
University of hlew York. "but are the vic-
tims of sexism more thaivracism."

Levels of unemployrnent of Japanese-
American and Chinese-American women
are generally low, even slightly lower than
those for whites. In 1970, for example, the
uriemployment rate was only 3.7 percent for
Chinese women. The problem is not in get-
ting a job, but rather in the kind of job.and
the salar,y it-pays. Many recent Chinese im-
migrants, fresh Off the plane, can walk into
one.of the small garment factories scattered
throughout any Chinatpwn or its peripheral
area and start working the next day. They
work by the piece and their hours art fairly
,flexible. Piece work at low rates is always
available.

The presence of very young children has
not limited the level -of occupational
achievement for young working Asian
women. Chinese mothers show higher levels
of occupational achievement than childless,
never-married Chinese women. This is true
also for Filipino women, although to a lesser
extent than for the Ch4se. This situation
may represent a cultural carry-over from
the traditional Asian pattern in which mid-
dle-class Asian mothers are inclined to be
employed. By Asian custom, older children
'help to take care of younger ones, thereby
relieving mothers of these family duties dur-
ing the day. Hence, the Asian "cliy-care"
program is conducted within'the home and
family.

Chinese-Americam women are marrying
later and limiting their families probably be-
cause they are spending more years in
school, In 1970, the Median years of school-
ing for each Asian-American group was
slightly above the white attainment of 12.1
years. Today, differences in years of com-
pleted schooling among Asians and whites
of both sexes have virtually disappeared.

Census data for 1970 indicate that'23
cent of Filipino and 58 percent of Chinese-
American women between 18 and 24 yeart
Of ap. are in college. About three fourths of
all Japanese-Americans finish-high school.
Figurei- like these indicate that

families have shed.the cefituries-old belief
that females are spoiled for wifehood and
motherhoodd they-acquire some education. .

It is generally the foreign-born female who
is the most deprived and, hence, the most
handicapped. Her occupational sphere is,
therefore, extremely circumscribed and,
,limited_to.the most simple and menial jobs.

Many Americans are unaware that more
Chinese-Americans are born abroad than
are born in the United States. The foreign-

`..4 born ratio will, probably become greater as



immigration exceeds native births. In es
, sence, the Chinese-American population is
largely, a first-generation or immigrant-gen-
eration population. The tremendous adjust-

ment that first-generation Chinese-Amen-
cans must make puts them at a disadvantage
in every respect. rhey must re-educate
themselves completely and quickly.

ost Americans assume that Asian-
Americans have no social prob-
lems, an asSumpuom which

--restricts the access of Asian-Americans to
funds available to minority groups. As a
result they have been forced to form self-

-help organizations in their own corn-
munniean action leading to the miscon
ception that Asians "take care of their own."

One segment of the Asian population
most in need of help are those who cannot

.. speak, read, or wine English. Illiteracy is
generally a problem with those; over 45,
especially the women. The younger gener-
,ations are highly educated and 'bilingual,
regardless of sex. However, in ;the 1970
Census, only rour percent of thcl Chinese

.= living in New York listed Enghs as their
mother tongue. In California, 1 percent
and in Hawaii, 44 percent did so. That the
Chinese have clung to their langu ge more
tenaciously than most other national growls
is comMendable and could provide a na.
tional resource of bilingual,people.1
' Another problem Asian-Americans often
encounter is the American cultural' values
that are in conflict with many tradttional
Asian values. For example, manyl Asian
cultures have emphasized strict loyialty to
the family, which trains children tci avoid
controversial, potentially embarrassing
situations. Strict selkontrol and dis ipline
were mandatory. As a result, / mans,
especially women, often have appeareti to be
reserved, self-conscious, and reticenti find-
ing continuity, permanence, and personal
security in the close relations of the fimily.
In contrast, donimant American cylture
now comprises a majority of single, nticlear
families with few multtgenerational living
arrangements.

Another .example would be
competitiveness based on "each fur um
self," a notion alien to most Asians. How
ever, in the process of acculturation and up
ward mobility, many Asians have a& pted
the more expressive and assertive .sty e of
the dominant culture. Betty Lee ung

;asserts that the tendency is becoming in-
creasingly prevalent for Asian Amerians tu

-believe that, in order to adjust to 11%t1 g in
the United States, one must embrac . the
Amerkan way in two and cast off the sian

heritage tompletely. She also believe that
great psychological damage will rest It for
these Asian-Americans. Instead, she iulds,
Asian-American women and men s ould
strive for a culturally pluralistic socipty in
which they can preserve their herinages

V .

while contributing to American social, civic,
and educational life.

Like many foreign women, Asian-Ameri-
can women have been neatly categorized by
stereotype milled in white imaginations.
Asian women- are often described as being
docile, submissive, and sexless. Or they may
be exotic, sexy, and diabolical. They are
often presented as objects or cornmodities
rather than as persons with ideas, aspira
tions, talents, and feelings.

A situation familiar to many Asian
women comes as a- consequence of recent
immigration. Since the end of World War
II, more than 500,000 women of foreign na
tionality have entered the United States as
spouses of Americans. Over one third of
these, women were from Asian countries.
Professor Bok-Lim Kim of the University of
Illinois has found that manyof these women
experience a host 'of adjustment problems.
Reports of severe physical abuse and de-
Ryvation are not uncommon. In one study
made at Washington State, Professor Kim
noted that divorce or separation among
Asian wives of military men resulted in over
20 percent of those in the study becoming
female heads of households. (This figure is
in contrast to the six percent of Chinese-
American and eight percent of Filipino-
American female heads of households.)
These Asian wives are often unable to seek
-help Ilecause of their isolation, lack of profi
ciency in English, unfamiliarity with the
life style, and fear of outside contacts.

Young Asian-American women, especi-
ally those who are third generation, are
feeling a void and are expressing a need
and desire to rediscover their ethnicity.
These women are more liberated and more
assertive. They are challenging the
monocultural ideal of the majority society to
acknowledge, analyze, and incorporate
Asian-Amencan women and men at air
social, political. educational, and econom
Ica! levels. Fundamental changes in the
American educational process toward a goal
of cultural pluralism is a realistic response to
their peculiar needs and strengths.

Minority women by and large are con,
cerned with how_Anglo society its educa
tional Institutions in particular has at
tempted to divorce them from their cultura'
heritage and alienate them from their men.
They want to share the belief that the only
route to fulfillment of the American Dreirn
is by perseverance and education. Yetthe
preseht educational system often
against such goals for minorities and

especially females.
Many minority women are high school

dropouts. Consequently they look to sec
ondary school programs to be made more
relevant and available to them. !Wilke vein
higher education, a. recent alteriative for
many minority women, needs to be

demystified. College ,role models in their
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immediate families are still rarely found be
cause most minority women in college today 11

are the first in their fthilies to be there Set-
ting this kind of precedent puts pressure on
the young women, brought on by expecta ;

tions from both their families and them
selves. Those who make it through four
years of college soon become painfully
aware that the job- benefits which should
follow are often limited. Many college edu
cated minority women are -unable to get
white collar jobs at a professional level.

The fact is that minority women fre-
quently explain then...problems in economic
terms. The kinds of jobs open to them is a
smarting issue to these women Of 36 mil
lion women in the lah-or force, 1.7 million
are minorities, constituting more than 40
percent of all minority workers. Dis-
criminatory hiring practices based on racist
and sexist factors still prevail and are just
further complicated when minority women
have educational attainments, the more edu
cated often finding themselves under-
employed and underpaid. It is often the case
that both white and minority women with
some college education earn less than
minority men with less than a high-school
education.

Generally, however, the more education a
woman has the more likely she is to be in the
skilled or professional labor force. New job
opportunities in expanding occupations and
additional schooling are almost certain -to
place more minority women in the labor
force.

Statistics indicate that most minority
women workers are high school graduates.
March, 1974, figures showed 61 percent had
graduated from high school, including ten
percent who had completed four or more
years, of college The comparable figures for
white women were 75 and 14 percept,
respectively Because minority women coin-
_plete a median 12 3 years of-schooling, the
educational system must plan and iMple
nent instruction that will meet theiespecial
ieeds during these 12 years

One purpose of the educational system is
to equip all learners with satisfying and
rewarding competencies for entering the
world of work in the fielddf one's choice,
The curriculum and instruction used in pre
paring the professionals who will work vyith
minority girls and women must reflect the
heritage, needs, and concerns of the various
minorities. Cultural pluralism, a relatively
new idea in eckation, addresses the
cultural differences of minority worlien and
informs majority men and women about
this diversity. This pluralistic concePt is the
h,ope that ethnic women have in getting
others to understand, promote, and respect
differences in cultural patterns and learning
styles that are so widespread in America
and, not incidentally, in advancing them
selves in the dominant culture. 0



VI. AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN

A. Purposes of the activity:

Each participant will be able to discuss the past and present

status of,Abeiican Indian women.
0

Each participant will be able to suggest;ideas for teaching

about American Indian women.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

Article, "American Indian Women"

Two Lesson Plans:
"Similarities and Differences between Ourselves and Ameritan

Indian Females"
"Three'American Indian Wdmen"

User's Guide and Filmstrip, "American Indian Women"

Note% If you choose to invite uresourcg person to speak, be

sure to determine some criteria tp ensureihatoyour speaker is

knowledgeable about issues and concerns of American Indian

women. Some,suggested criteria include:

1. Knowledge of correct historical information on

American Indian women.

2. Knowledgc of current concerns andissues of American

Indian women.

For distribution to wofkshdp .p.articipants:

f

Article, "American Indian Women"

Two Lesson Plans:.
0

"Similarities and Differences between Ourselves and American

Indian Females"
"Three American Indian Women"

C. Procedures: Allow workshop participants-ample time to read article,

view efid discuss filmstrip, and review and discuss lessons.

1. Distribute copies of the article, "American Indian Women,"

to participants and allow them to read it.

2. Introduce'and show the filmstrip, "American Indian Women." Discus

sion questions can be found in the user's guide that accompanies

the film6trip. In addition, participants may want to raise their

own questions and share comments. If a resource person is present,

she should be included in the group discussion.

3. Pass out copies of the two lesson plans o. n American Indian women.

Go through each lesson With patticipahts. At this point, the

.
materials and resources for each lesson should be presented to them.
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4. Discuss the effectiveness of the two lessons and ways in which
they might be modified by participants for use in their own

classrooms/subject areas. If time allows, participants can
brainstorm other ideas for teaching about American Indian women.
The workshop leader can record ideas on newsprint/chalkboard.

Time required: 60 minutes.

a
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AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN*

\

According to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, there were o er 300 separate tribes
inhabiting North America, with a population exceeding o e million prior to

the immigration of Europeans. Due to the differences in culture among tribal
. groups, it is impossible to generalize about the lifest4es of American Indiah

- women. However, American IllJian people have been and continue to be dependent

upon communal economic tribal structures. Children, male and female, learn

. _at an early age the importance of contributingto the comffion welfare of their

fatily, clan, and tribe. Therefore, 'Indian women'were less dependent upon

: men. than were European women, who did not have the security of tribal life

.shoUid the3, remain single or face widowhood.

Historical Information
-

The lifestyles of Indian women in several tribes present a stark contrast
to the roles of European woMen if one compares family systems, economic roles,

and political activity. For example: the Iroquois Confederacy, which in-

habited an area of land now called New York, was a matriarchal, matrilineal

society. ,The Iroquois had developed distinct clan systems, each presided

over by a matriarch chosen for her age and ability. The tribes themselves

were-governed by male sachems, or chiefs, with one chosen from each clan.

When a vacancy occurred on the council, the matriarch of the respective clan

selected a sachem to" fill the position. If he did not perforM to the satis-

faction of his female clan members, he was warned three times and then removed

by the council at.the request of the matriarch. The matriarch was also.respon-

sible the coordination of the economic activities of the female clan members

and their contributions of food for charity and public festivels. The Iroquois

were also matrilineal, which meant that descent was traced through the female

line, with rights to all fields and crops belonging to theM.,/
,=

Other tribes, including the Hopi, Zuni, and Eastern Pueblos, were also matri-

lineal, although the Hopi and Zuni were also rn.rilocal. When a man married,

he moved to his wife's house and the males were respOnsible for the harvest.

in most agricultural societies where women were responsible for-the harvest,

it was essential that cooperation among women be maintained. Therefore, a

woman could posslbly work the same fields from childhood-through her actult

life alongside (Aher female relatives.

The Navajo tribe was matriarchal and datrilineal. A matriarch headed each

family and had.the final word in all family maLters. Descent was traced

through the female line. Women owned the livestock\, which they cared for

close'to their homes while the men were off hunting.

Navajo women also controlled a large share of the pol tical and_religious

life of the people dalled the Dine. One of the important religious occasions

was the female puberty ceremony. The Navajo believed in the concept of Earth'

Mother, the creator of all, whom they' callee"Changing WOman." Her birth,

maturity, motherhood, and works are recounted, encompassing the entire history

of their ancestors., during the celebration-of the.puberty ceremonies.

*
Th

ma

is article was_written by Sharon Day Garcia for indiuslon in this training

lual.
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Some Indian tribes uf the southeastern area of the United States were gov-

erned by female chiefs. In some tribes, these female chiefs inherited the
title, while in others they evolved into these positions due to their leader-

ship abilities.

The Cherokees, being descendants of earlier tribes, elected a matriarch who

wa4 called the "Beloved Woman" to preside over a women's council. This

council consisted of elected delegates from each Cherokee town. This "Be-

loved Woman" and,her council did not hesitate to challenge the authority of

the chiefs-if the welfare of the tribe demanded it.

Tribes from the western part of the United States also had females in leader-

ship positions. Among the Sinkaietk, a Salish tribe in Washington, womm who

.were related to the Chief were elected leaders of their bands with authority

varying from band to band. cz:3

Among-the western Apache,,a woman evolved into her position as chief by dis-
.

playing qualities such as.courage, wisdom, gtrength, and generosity. Because

-she wz.s industrious and accumulated wealth, she, as well as male chiefs, was

expected to share this excess with those who were less fortunate.

Within many tribes, women were free to pursue careers as medical practitioners.

North American Indian tribes believed in two kinds of illness; therefore, they

practl-ced two kinds qf medicine. Physical illness required a medicine derived

from herbs, rootslplants, etc., and psychological disorders required a super-

natural cure, or today what many psychiatrists call an early form of psychodrama.

In most tribes, women were free to practice medicine and were educated from an

early age to treat both-types of illness.

Indian societies, like non-Indian cultures, exhibited traditional male and

female roles. Within tribal groups whose economies were based on hunting and

gathering, men were obviOgsly the hunters, while women stayed close to home,

preparing meat for storage, cleaning,.and tending hides. However, theEe roles

evolved not because women were perceived to be inherently inferior to men, but

because it was difficult fOr a woman raising small children to be away from

jlome for days at atime as'a hunter must be.
I

Even within those societies whiCh were patriarchal, women were afforded much

more independence or equal opportunity when compared to women in European

cultures. Within the Ojibwa\tribe, women were free to excel in traditional

male occupations if they cho eto. For instance, should a woman elect not to

marry, or become divorced or idowed, she was free to hunt and provide for her

family without any social sti Ma attached.

Native women, regardless of tr.be or lifestyle, were treated with respect, as

were all living things. As they gteW older.:they increased in value to their

society and their cumulative wSdoM was considered a valuable resource.

AMeri.nn Indian Women. Today: A Feminist Perspective

ihe American Indian woman has been and continues to be the target of racist

and,se ist attitudes and behaviors. The colonitts and early pioneers viewed

Americn Indians as inhuman sairages. Most early reports wtitten by missionaries
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and explorers described male activities only, with few exceptions; the motiv_

for those exceptions was suspect. For instance, Pocahontas, the heroine of
the English colonists of Jamestown, who was supposedly received enthusias-
tically by the English court, may never have known that following her marriage
to John Rolfe, the English passed a law forbidding further matriages between
the English and people of color--specifically Indians and Blacks-.

Even though the Eng.lishwere opposed to intermarriage, they, along with other
foreign powers, recpgnized American Indian tribes as sovereign nations and,
whenever beneficial (to the English), treated them as such. Unfortunately,

the colonists did not share that point of view. Following the creation of

the United States Government, the Federal policy toward American Indian tribes
became one of assimilation or extermination. The Bureau of Indian Affairs
was created to implement those policies and was originally part of the U.S.
War Department. The appointed Officials of the Bureau have historically
been white males, wfio generally did not consult with white females when shaping
governmental policies and, obliously, were not about, to consult with Indian
women, except when they needed allies for peace proposals. Subsequently,

Indian women suffered a loss of input regarding tribal life that had tradition-
allibeen their right.,

-

Another area in which Indian women have been hindered is education. Indian

educational institutions created by the Bureau were intended to assimilate
further Indian children, especially males, into white society. Within these

institutions, Indian children were,prevented from speaking their own languages
and practicing other customs, such as ceremonial participation and religion.
Education and the lack of it continues to be a problem for Indian children.
Too often, along withother students, they are still taught that American his-
tory began when Christopher Columbus "discovered" America. An American history

book published in 1974 deyoted four paragraphs to pre-Columbian Indian
societies, omitting Indians from the rest of the text, except for a picture
portraying Manifest Destiny as an angel leading Europeans'in numerous forms of
transportation across America, while forcing American Indians west.

-

Throughout the history of the United States, Indian eople have been and con-

tinue to be at a lower socioeconomic level than the mainstream population.
,
They suffer from high unemployment rates and low incomes. In addition, Indian

people have a high birth rate, a high infant mortality rte, and a short life
expectancy. Less than half of the Indian population gra4ate from high school.

rewer graduate from college. Such is the condition of Indian women that there
is very little hard data on the integral aspects of their li es,,such'as em-
ployment specifics, educational attainment, and career opportu ities. _Recently,

in western states where Indian women are provided health care b \the U.S.

Public Health Service, data.are being gathered regarding the numbet of Indian

womeh involuntarily sterilized.

The problems and concerns of American Indian people are numerous and becOMe,,

further complicated when.Federal legislators add to the confusioh. In 1977,-,

twelve separate hills were introduced in Congress that would terminate tkle
trust responsibilities of the Federal Government to recognize Indian tribes.
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The reaction of American Indian women to the feminist movement is often mixed.

Indian women often support such issues as the Equal Rights Amendment, but

the white women's movement often is unwilling to deal with Indian issues, ex-

cept for an occasional resolution voicing token support. This, along with

other factors, perhaps has contributed to the number of Indian women becoming

increasingly irvolved with local, tribal, and national Indian organizations.

Generally, Indian women are sympathetic and motivated to assist the feminist

movement, but not at the expense of becoming lax in their involvement with

Indian issues.

Personal Comments

Some personal thoughts may further illustrate the double jeopardy and barriers

caused by racism and sexism:

Sometimes, it is painful to be an Indian woman in white America.

When applying for a job, employers usually want to know where you

sibtained your degrees, and when you reply, "What degree?", they

reply, "Sorry, but you are not qualified." When looking for an

apartment, and you explain to the landlord that you are divorced

with two children, too often the reply is, "Sorry, but we've had

your kind." (What kind?) It is frustrating when you apply for

a Basic Educational Opportunity Grant and are informed that since

you are not underemployed or unemployed, you are not eligible.

Being an, Indian woman is painful when your daughter's schoolmates

are not allowed to play with her because she is a "redskin." Along

with thespain comes anger--anger that whites in America, land of

the free, have taken all the freedom and independence for them-

selves--anger that you are not acknowledged as an individual with

strengths, abilities, and talents--but merely a product that their

myths and stereotypes have created. Following the pain, frustra-

tions, and anger comes the determination to become educated and to

educate, to become politically active, to nurture and be nurtured;

because as an Indian woman, your parents have taught you that you

are special, you are unique, you are strong, and you can be as-

sured that your daughters will teach their children the same. Some-

day, maybe America wiU learn that colonialization for economic

exploitation is not necessary or good and then, maybe, they will

be willing to share some of the freedom they have hoarded for 400

years with the people they have taken it away from.

In summary, too often the specific needs of Indian children have been neglected

throughout the continuum of education, thereby reducing the number of Indian

students in all educational institutions. This withdrawal has been charac-

teristic of American Indian people throughout the history of the United States.

The following may illustrate this aspect on an individual level: When a situa-

tion arises in which Indians Are being discriminated against, borh overtly and

covertly, I display one of two reactions:

1. Withdraw--physically, if possible; mentally,--i,f-not; or

2. Remain and object--only if it is imperative from my own perspective.
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My suggestion for change is' a curriculum that should, whenever possible,

include information that will add to the self-esteem of Indian children

or, at the least, lesson plans that are not a source of pain for Indian

students

Suggested Activities

Elementary

1. Students may do beadwork, leatherwork, or make baskets using birchbark.

Have students explain why these materials were used historically. Also,

examine the effects which trade had on Indian culture.

2. Research the roles of women and men within one specific tribe. Look 'for

differences and dompai-e to European cultures.

3. Have students do a single biography of a historical Indian woman or a

contemporary woman leader.

4. Have students collect pictures of American Indians and decide

they are historical or contemporary. 'Examine differences.

whether

5. When studying family systems, examine similarities and differences be-

tween Indians and other peoplesif necessary, use resource person(s).

6. Have students research the historical lifestyles of Ojibwa and Sioux

Indians and compare them to contemporary lifestyles. A field trip to a

historical society may be beneficial.

Secondary

1. When examining contemporary issues such as feminism, have students com-,

pare the status of Indian women from such,tribes/nations as the Iroquois

and Navajo with the goals of equality women are seeking today,"such as

equal pay\for equal work.

2. When studying government and the numbers of women elected to public

office, introduce the fact that Indian women were elected to leadership

and governing positions hundreds of years ago. Some examples are:

Cherokee Women's Council, presided over by the "Beloved Woman."

Specific women sachems: historical, i.e., Wetamoo, Nancy Ward; contemporary

women, Annie Dodge Wauneka, who has been a Navajo tribal councilwoman for

25 years, and Wanda Frogg, recently elected as president of the National

Indian Board on Alcolism and Drug Abuse.

3. Examine how these women achieved their positions, that is, by leadership

qualities identical to those of men, such as wisdom, courage, and_diplo-

macy skills, or by inheritance. Have students select tribes and research

them.
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Ft:

4. Have students study the importance of wdmen in strengthening the family,

or the importance of women as they become older within Indian culturp.

How did these aspects reflect the value system of American Indians?

5, Medicine: Indian women were medical practitioners fiundreds of years ago,

not only as.assistants to men, but as equals with men. Four hundred fifty

kinds of medicine are used by American Indians. Research whether any of

the medicines used are found in your state.

6. Government: Indian tribal economics were based on cooperative living,

i.e., making each person, male and female, important contributors to the

welfare of families, band, tribes/nations. Avoid perpetrating negative

stereotypes of American Indians by using only male images, by portraying

women as being slaves or doing all the work, or by portraying ill Indian

women as scantily clad forest nymphs; avoid all extremes. Have students

list the ways in which stereotypes are perpetrated and how they (the

students.) would stop stereotyping.
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NAMES: Vickie Martineau, Anna May Johnson, Lou Johnson, and Mary Bohling,

p.

Roseville Area Schools

SUBJECT: Human Relations GRADE LEVEL: K-2

Title of Lesson: Similarities and Differences between Ourselves

and American Indian Females

Group(s): American Indian

Key Concept(s): Similarities and Differences

Generalization(s): Many similarities and differences exist between
ourselves and the American Indian.

Behavioral Objective(s): Students will be able to list three ways in which
they are similar to and three ways in which they
are different from an American Indian female.

Teaching Procedures and

Activities: 1. The teacher will Show the class the filmstrip,
"Unlearning 'Indian' Stereotypes." The teacher

will discuss with students the seven areas for
discussion listed on pages 24 and 25 under
"Activities for Unlearnin6 'Indian' Stereo-
types" in the teacher's guide which accompanies

--------

2. The teacher will read Wanda Kee Wah Din to the
class and discuss with students the lifestyfe

of Wanda.

Key discussion questions:

a. How is Wanda's daily life similar to ynurt? .

b. What kinds of things does Wanda do that

you do?

c. -How is Wanda's life different from yours?

d. What kinds of things does Wanda do that
are different from the things you do?

e. How is Wanda's-liWttYle attect'ed by her

culture?
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Evaluation Procedure:

Resources and Materials:

3. The teacher will list on the chalkboard
student responses to the following two

questions:

_

a. What are two ways in whiCh your MOther
or female guardian is like or does things

like Wanda's mother?
-

b. =What are two ways in.which your mother or
female guardian is different from or does
things differently from Wanda's mother?

4. Supplementary Activity

Each student will make a necklace similar to
those made and worn by the Plains Indians.
Instructions for this activity can be found

on page 9,in Vegetable Soup Activities.

Students will write down three ways in which they

are similar to and three ways in which they are

different from an American Indian female, i.e.,

Wanda Kee Wah Din. Kindergarten children may

verbally give their listt.

Aitken, Larry P. Wayda Kee Wah Din. Bemidji, Minn.:

'-$.tate_Community Action Project, 1971.

Shepard, Mary, and Shepard, Ray. Vegetable Soup

Activities. Nkw York: Citation Press, 1975.

4jDnlearning 'Indian' Stereotypes." New York: Council

on Interracial Books for Children, 1977. Filmstrip.

Paper

Pencils
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NAME: Art Erler, 1Roseville Area Schools'

SUBJECT: Reading GRADE LEVEL: 7-9

Title of Lesson:

Group(s):

Key Concept_(s):

Generalization(s):

Behavioral Objective (s):

Teaching Procedures and
Activities:

Three American Indian Women

American Indian

Discrimination and Stereotyping._

Despite the negative effects of discrimination
and stereotyping, many Indian women have made
substantial contributions to t.heir people and

to this country.

Each student will be able to list one example
of discrimination and one of stereotyping as
they apply to each Indian woman in the lesgon

plan.

1. Students will read the selection on Sarah
Winnemucca in Famous Indian Women, pages
4 thiough 7 (yellow book). After reading

--the selection, students should complete the
study questions folloving the lesson plan.

2. After completion of the study questions,
students will discuss the' answers.

Key.discussion questions:,

a. What is discrimination? (Making wdis-
tinction in faror of, or against, a, person
or persons on the basis of race and/or

sex rather than on individual merit.)

b. What are two examples of discrimination
that.garah Winnemucca faced?

(She was sent away !rom St. Mary's
Convent School because she was an
Indian.)

(She was a part of forced migration--
being moved.by the U.S. Government to
different reservations.)
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(Indian agents were often disfionest

men who starved the Indians and kept

them in poverty.)

(President Hayes signed an order allowing
the Paiutes to return to Oregon; however,

it was broken.)

c. What were Sarah's contributions to her
people?

(Worked as an interpreter, trying to
help her people apd whites understand
each other.)

(Persuaded the white soldiers not to
attack the Bannock camp. She then

helped her people escape.)

(Tried to persuade the Government not
to send the people to the Yakima Indian
Reservation in Washington.)

(Went, to San Francisco and made many_
speeches in an effort to get money,
clothes, food, and the right to return,

to Oregon for.her people.)

(Went to Washington,. D.C., and talked .to
President Hayes about pigning an order
allowing the Paiutes to return to Ore

gon.)

3. Students will read the selection on La Donna
Harris in Famous Indian Women, pages 27 and 28

(blue book). After reading the selection,
students should complete the study questiops
following the lesson plan.

4. After completion of the study questions,
students should discuss their answers.

Key discussion questions:

a. In what areas did La Donna Harris see
that her people had unequal opportunities?
(Jobsohousing, and health care.)

b. What contributions did La Donna Harris
Make to try to remedy the unfair cOnditions

cc"
they faced?
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(

(Was founder and first president of
Oklahomans for Indian OPportUnity,
an Indian self-help Organization.)

(Okganized.Americans/for Injian
OpPortunitr, which prOTotes the cause
of,Indians, Eskimos,' and Aleuts.)

1

(Has worked extensively in the field
of' mental-health and has worked with
the Oklahoma State .4fental Health and

Welfare Association.)--,_

(Voted Outstanding;American Citizen
and Outstanding Indian of the Year
in 1965.)

(Sprved on the National Council on
Indian Opportunity and chaired its
Committee on Urban and Offrgleservation

Indians.)

5. Students will read the selection, "Buffy
Sainte-Marie: Indiamand Eroud," from
American Indians Today. After reading the
selection, students should complete the study
questions following the lesson Plan.

6. After completion of the study questions,
students should discuss their answers.

Key discussion questions:

a. What is a stereotype? (k set image, or

idea, of how a certain person, or group
of Persons, shoun TOOk and behave.)

b. How di'd Buffy's managers and agents ex-
----peet her to look-when she performed? ,

(Fringe and feathers, like an "Indian."),\

Was this a stereotype? (Yes.) What did"

Buffy feel WasiTrong with' thia? .(Didn't \\

show Indians as ppople like everyone else,
but, rather, showPd them as characters
and clowns.)

c. In what way are Sarah-Winnemucca, La Donna
Harris, and Buffy Sainte-Marie similar?
(They all eried to improve the conditions
of Indian people.)
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Evaluâtion Procedure:

Resources and Materials:

Each student will list, on a piece of paper, one
example of each of the key concepts as they apply
to each Indian woman in this lesson plan.

Bowman, Kathleen: "Buffy Sainte-Marie," in New
/

Women in Entertainment. Mankato, Minn.: Creative

Education/Childien's Press, 1976, pp. 12-19.

-dutler, C. (ed.). American Indians Today.,

Mi Jeton, XeroxEducation Publica-

timns, 1970.

Gehm, Katherine. Sarah Winnemucca. Phoenix,

Ariz.: O'Sullivan Woodside and Co., 1975.

"La Donna Harrie'in Qutstanding Contemporary
American Indians. Meao Park, Cdp.f.: Educa-

tional .Consortium of American, 1974.

Pascale, Janet. Famous Indian Women. Madison:

University of Wisconsin-Extension, n.d.
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VOCABULARY

SARAH WINNEMUCCA

, Write a definition for each of these wOrds and use it correctly in a

sentence.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

, 6.

7.

'8.

festival

companion

convent

dishonest

poverty

4
unprotected I

4.

interpreted

4
drdered

euberculosis

v

1
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COMPREHENSION

SARAH WINNEMUCCA'

Answer the questions and complete the following statements.

I. Sarah belonged to what Indiaa nation?

2. Sarah's Indian name was

3. What three languages could Sarah speak?

1.

2.

3.

4. During Sarah's stay at the Mormon tfading- post, she became_a

and took the name

5. Why did Sarah have to leave St. Mary's Convent,. School?

6. Life an 4 reservation was bad for the Paiutes'because the

were men whO

kept' them in

the Indians and

7. After tbe Bannock War, Sarah's people were told to go to the Yakima

Indian Reservation in-Washington. Why did Sarah feel that thds was not

fair?

4 -

8. In an attempt to help her people, Sarah went to San Francisco and gave many

speeches. In her speeches, what four things did Sarah ask for?

9. Were the Paiutes eventually allowed to return to Oregon?
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.1. Paiute

2. Shell Flower

3. 1. PaiUte
2. English
3. Spanish

4. airistian
Sarah
Indian faith

ANSWERS

1 SARAH &NNEMUCCA COMPREHENSION

5. Some of the rich white faMilies did not want an Indian with their

children. (Discriminatiol.)

6. Indian agents
dishonest
starved
poverty

7. Sarah felt that they should not'have to m v since the Paiutes had:

not fought in the war.

8. 1. MoreeY

2. Clothes
3. Food

, 4. That the Paiutes be returned to-their hoijie in Oregon .

9. .No, the order signed by President Hayes was roken.

1

#
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VOCABULARY

LA .DONNA UARRIS

Write a definition for Peach word and use it correctly in a sentence.
l

1. Oklahoma

2. ComanchR

3. traditkmal

4. eventually

5. urban

6. reservation

7. opportunity

8. Aleut/Aleutian

9. promotes

outstanding
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COMPREHENSION

,LA DONNA HARRIS

Answer the questions and complete the 'following statements.

1. Where was la Donna Harris born?

.2. Who raised La Donna?

3. What two things did La Donna's. grandmother Wick-kie teach her?

1. '

2.'

4. La Donna's grandfather Tabby7cite was a who

proudly wore his long and dressed in

5. What did La Donna learn when she was away at school, and how did she feel

about it?

6. When La,Donna was campaigning for her husband, she was reminded that Indians

were without three things. List the three things they were without:

1.

2.

3.

7. After the_senatorial election, La Donna set up two groups. What was the

name of each group and what did it do?

1.

2.

8. In 1965, La Donna was voted Outstanding American Citizen and Out tanding

Indian of the Year for her work in what field:
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ANSWERS

LA DONNA HARRIS COMPREHENSION

1. Cotton CQunty, Oklahoma

2. Her grandparents

3. 1. How to speak Comanche.
2. The Comanche way of life.

4: medicine man
hair
traditional Comanche clothes

5. She learned that many Americans had better living conditions than

the American Indian. She felt it was wrong and wanted to'do something

about it.

6. 1. Good jobs
2. Good housing
3. Health care

Z. 1. OLlahomans for Indian Opportunity=-an Indian self-help organization
2. Americans for Indian Opportunity--promotes the cdUse of Indians,

Esklmos, and Aleuts

8. Mental health
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VOCABULARY

BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE

Write a definitioA for each word and use it correctly in a sentence.

1. Cr...ee

2. Saskatchewan

3. stereotype

4. traditions

. portray

6. authentic

7. ambitious

8. compromise

67
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COMPREHENSION

BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE

Answer the questions and complete the following statements.

1. Where was Buffy Sainte-Marie born?

2. Buffy Sainte-Marie is a member of what'Indian nation?

3. When did Buffy Sainte-Marie learn to play the guitar and who taught her?

4. Where did Buffy Sainte-Mari go to college?

5.s Managers and agents wanEed Buffy to look like a "stereotypic" Indian

woman. What is the stereotyped image of an Indian woman?

6. After Buffy made her debut at a popular New York nightclub, several managers'

and agents helped launch her into show business. ;hese people-tried to

capitalize on hex "Indianness." In your own words, briefly describe what

sife felt was wrong with this,

7. List two projectS Buffy Sainte-Marie is involved in to help the American

Indian.

1.

2.

8. Where do the membership fees from Buffy's fan club go?
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ANSWERS

BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE 7 COMPREHENSION

1. Saskatchewan, Canada

2. Cree

3. After high school, she taught herself.

4. University of Massachusetts

5. Teacher discretion, as answers will vary, i.e., Indian princess,
squaw, etc.

6. They weren't interested in her as a person. Rather, they wanted her .

to be presented as the stereotypic Indian.

7. 1. Began a foundation to help Indians go to law school so they can
help protect treaty rights.

2. Is writing a school primer in the Cree language to help save that
part of her heritage.

3. Plans to start a teachers' college to train teachers for the
Indianreservations.

8. Membership fees.go to save children, to adopt Indian children.
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VII. ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN

A. Purposes of the activity:

Each,participant will be able to discuss the past and present

status of Asian American women.

Each participant will be able to suggest ideas for teaching

about Asian American women.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

Article, "The Asian Woman in America"

Two'Lesson Plans:
"Comparing Family Experiences"
"Images of Asian American Women"

User's Guide and Filmstrip, "Asian American Women"

Note: If you choose to invite a resouece person to speak, be

sure to determine some criteria to ensure that your speaker is

knowledgeable about issues and concerns of Asian American women.

Some suggested criteria include:
1. Knowledge of Asian American history, heritage, and

cultures.

2. Knowledge of current issues and the various concerns

which affect the Asian American woman.
a

For distribution to workshop participants:

Article, "The Asian Woman in America"
Two Lesson Plans:

"Comparing Family Experiences"
"Images of Asian American Women"

Procedures: Allow workshop participants ample time to read article,

view and discuss filmstrip, and review ard discuss lessons.

1. Distribute copies of the article, The Asian Woman in Affierica,"

to participants and allow them to read it.

2. Introduce and show the filmstrip, l!Asian American Women." Discus-

sion questions can be found in ehe user's guide that accompanies

the filmstrip. In addition, participants may want to raise their

own questions and share comments. If a resource person is present,

she should be included in the group discussion.

0

3. Pass out copies of the two lesson plans on Asian American women.

Go through each lesson with participants. At this point, the

materials and resources for each lesson should be presented to

.them.
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4. Discuss the effectiveness of the two lessons and wayd in which
they might be modified by participants for use in their own class-
rooms/subject areas. If time allows, participants can brainstorm
other ideas for teachiag about Asian American women. The workshop
leader can record ideas on newsprint/chalkboard.

D. Time required: 60 minutes.
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THE ASIAN WOMAN IN AMERICA*

------,

The Asian woman in America, like other women of color, is confronted with the

double oppression of racism and sexism._ In attempting to define and'establish

her identity and existence, she -has found that ag an Asian add as a woman, the

white middle-class women's movement-in this country has not been totally rel-

evant to her life. But neither have the traditional_Asian roles for women

nor ti+ typical stereotypes oE Asian women in America proven to be satisfactory.

It has been an ongoing-strugg, e to unearth the roles of Asian women kn,American

history, to ccnfront and cope with loth racism and sexism, and_to seek and try

out viable alternatives to th typical stereotypes imposed updirlier. The

treatment of Asian culture and Asian women by institutions and people in this

country prevents both Asians and non-Asians from perceiving, affirming, and

respecting the Asian woman as a total human being with needs, talents, emotions,

and creativepotential. This article presents an overview of the historical

context and the present-day status of Asian women in America, as well as sug-

gestions for teaching about Asian American women.

A Historical Context

Asian women haye been in the United States since the 1800's, when large num-

bers of Chinese immigrated to this country. The natural catastrOphes of-flood.'

and famine, as well as political suppression and rebellion in.,China, were

factors which caused the Chinese to seek their fortunes overseas. The Chinese

immigrants arrived with the intent of earning enough money so. that they could .

return to China and buy land for their families and/or pay off their debts.

Few Chinese women immigrated with the_large influx of males. One.major

reason for this was the traditional attitudes and beliefs about married women

living with their husbands' families and not leaving for any reason. Anottte .

was.that since the men had iritended to return to China, they did not sa6-'any

need to bring over their families or brides-. -Consequently-, by 1890, there

were only about 4,000 Chinese females compared to 104,000 Chinese males in

this country.

One-of the inevitable results of the disproportionate sex ratio between thee

Chinese male and Chinese female was prostitution. Many of the Chinese prosti-

tutes were not originally prostitutes. They,were women who had been sold or

forced into prostitution. This situation continued through the years. By

the late 1880's and the early-1900's, Chinese women in the United States

were severely oppressed as mere slaves and sexual commoditiei:

The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1881 prohibited theeentry of Chinese women who

were not the wives of classes of Chinese exempt from the Act. Those classes

were merchants, students, and teachers. Since the bulk of Chinese immigrants

were laborers, their wives, if they were married,-were not allowed to immi-

grate. This situation further added to the imbalanced ssx ratio. In addition,

states passed miscegenation laws, which iirevented Chinese males from inter-

marrying`with white females. The result was that Chinese immigrant men lived

out lonely, desolate lives in this country, while attempting to amass their

fortunes. The development of a Chinese bachelovsociety was a product of the

imbalanced sex ratio.

*This article was written by Gloria L. Kumagai for inclusion in this

traThing manual.
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Chinesevwomen were permitted to enter this country in 1943 when the Chinese

Exclusion AC1 of 1882 was repealed.--Amendments-taTthe-imMigration Act of 1924

and the 'War Brides Act of 1947 promoted family' unity and helped to equalize

the sex ratio within the Chinese American population. However, this population

_is still experiencing the consequences of the Ey,Ausion Act as reflected in the

highly imhalanced spx ratio in certain'age categories.

The life o Chinese imMigrant women since the 1940's in _this country has been

described a one of struggling to survive in a strange and hostile land.

They are us ally hired as "cheap labor" in garment sweatshops, restaurants,

and private omes.
,

_ In addition, have patterned on the Confucian ethic--to serve

their fathersin youth, husbands in marriage, and their sons in old age. The

basic elementsof Chinese society were filial piety and the strong family unit.

Consequently, 1.tinese women have sacrificed for their'families wiphout a com-

plaint because 11 of their hopes are eXpresed through their children. Their

individuality i defined by their role within the family and the family's posi-

tion within'society.

-Thedmmigration of Japanese women was similar to that of Chinese women_in that

very few came,dur ng the late 1800's. However, unlike the Chinese, Japanese

women began coming, in a continuous stream from 1900 to 1020. The reason for

4:his differenceya that many young Japanese male iMmigrants began to bring

over wives. ,

The "picture,bride"\practice was the major way for single japanese male im-

migrants to acquireyives. This practice Was an extension of the traditional

arradged marriage system.in Japan. Picture bride marriages were perceived by

) the surrounding domiklant white society as "immoral" and crontrary'to American

Christian ideals. Whites assumed that because Japanese immigrants partici-,

pated in such-a degraOing practice, they would never be.able to assimilate or

"Melt" into the mainstream of the United-States. Claims, such as these led

to the Japanese governmenCs discontinuing the issuance of passports to picture

----brides in 1920. This Act, along with the subsequent 1924 Immigration Act,
left many adult Japanese males still single in America,with no hope of getting

married.

\

The -overall importance of the immigration of Japanese,women was that they

made the Japanese-American family unit possible. This unit produced children

who were born in the United States and were U.S. citizens,by birth.

V I

Japanese pioneers in the United tates are.known as ljssei, referring to'the

first generation present in this country.Issei women did not lead an easy

life. Thqy immediately began to work alongside their husbands because of con-

stant dep,ivation and the,need for money. The reSponsibilities of childbearing

t
and hous' eeping Were additional burdens for Issei women. 'Childbirthiwas prob-

I
ably the keatest hardship due to, the lack of professional health care. For

example"poctors were not readily available in rural areas mhere immigrants

lived, w ire too expensive, or would mot treat JamaneSe women. 'Thus, the al-

ternati s were to deliver by oneself or use.the serVice of a midwife. Child-

raising.usually was the sole responsibility of women, ds a result of the

distinc sexual division of labor within the
,
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Japanese oneer women, like 'other early Asian American!women, were extra-

ordinary. They had the physical stamina and moral courage to persist and

survive from the time they left their homelands through' their adaptation to

life in America. They had the strength to survive despite the formidable

conditions undet which they lived and which they,facedveach day.

Second-generation Japanese in America are called Nisei. Both Issei and Nisei

women went through upheaval in Moving from their)36Mes and communities to being

relocated in the United States to internment camps in this country during World

War II. Cultural values.of submission and passivity have-persisted in,forming

the lives of Nisei women. As with Chinese American women, duty and obligation

have been strong concelits in the deve--opment of behaviors and lifestyles. In

turn, Nisei women have passed these values on to their daughters, owho are

called Sansei or third-generation

The immigration of Pilipinos, to this country followed the influx of Chinese

and, Japanese immigrants. The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 had limited the

nuMbers of laborers entering this country. qhe GentleMen's Agreement Act

signed between the govrnmens of Japan and the United St-61es in 1907 had

a similar effect on the nung.,ers of Japanese laborers immigrating to the

West Coast- 'However, the demand for cheap laborers, particularly in the

growing agricuLtural industries, such as lettuce and grapes, increased. By

1920, labor recruiters were in the Philippine Islands and Hawaii seeking

young males fgr work in farm fields on the mainland.;

The fact thaeso few women immigrated has been attributed to-the preference

for strong, muscular men for farm work, as ell as to the valyes of the

. ,Philippine society, which did not allow si gle women to eravel to ahother

locality unchaperoned. In addition, most if the married male immigrants

did not plan to stay longer than thei4la or contract callFd for--like the

Chinese, their intent was to make enough oney eo buy land back home-+so!

their Wives and families stayed behind, hose women who didcome to,this

country had to work due to economic nece.sity. Their lives were similar to

those of other Asian immigrant women--
*

Although the dispx9mortionaGe- ratio between male and female immigtants was

present in the 1940's, a second generation of Tilipinos began to evolve: In

the early. 1959's, many Pilipino women were petdtioned bytheir relatives in'this

country to immigrate.as students or tourists, and many ended up marrying and

f:ecoming permanent residents.
a.

V

immigration of Korean'women to Amertca follows a similar pattern. Koreans :

began to immigrate to Hawaii and the mainland in the early 1900's. By 1910,

there were small Korean communities on the Wev.Coast. The picture bride

System was used by Korean male immigrants, and a limited number of pictilre

lq'ides immigrated until the late 1920's. There was little immigration during

the 1930's and the 1940's.

Kring,the past 25 years, the,immigration of young children adopted transra-

cially by American parents and young intermarried Korean women has favored

females. In addition, twice as many females as males were admitted to the

United States between 1970 and,1975. Kim has noted the special problems of

intermarried Korean women:
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Problemt ehcountered by Korean women married t6 U.S. serVicemen

ate lesa visible and, consequently, are poorIS understood by,both

the Korean ethniE comMunity and the majority population. Sinee

1950, nearly 30,000 Korean women emigrated to the United:States

as wives of American servicemen. An undetermined numberof them

suffenfrom physical abuse,'neglect, and desertion, Many more

guffer from isoldtion and/alienation. There is an urgent deed

to identify such-wómen and develop programs to assist them

(B-L. Kimi 1976, p. 41).

Besides Asian women of Chinete, Japanese, Pilipino, and Korean ancestries,

there aLe women of other'Asian ancestries in this cOuntr;,_suell as Hawaiian,

Pacific Itland, and Vietnamese. Today Asians comprise the secondjargest

ethnic group immigrating to the United States. Thetefore, a proportion-of

Asian" women in.this country is foreign-born. For these.womed, tile basic

struggle for survival is often,complicated by their inadeq4te languag skills

in English, and they are limited to Asian ghettos he-ie their native ; aguages

are spoken:

May Chin, for example, is a 28-sear-old accountant who recently

arrived from Hong Kong. $he-warks a 501hour waeek as aseamstress

in a garment factory in New York's Chinatown and has a take-glome

NO pay of about $70. Like others in her positions, Mrs. Chin.has
. professional skills but must settle fova low-paying job because

she doesn't slteak English,(Lem,.1976, pp. 19-20.

Although the 1970 Census repotted that Asian Americans have fligher adtica-
,

tional.Ievels than.white Americans, the reality of the situation is that,

Asian Americans tend to be uederemployed. They are not an job positions Which

are commensurate with their levels of education. Oftentimes, Asian Americans

will be kept igoentry-level jobs for year3. ,0hen employers have been asked

the reatons for nonpramotion, typical responses are: "They lack aggression.".

"They're tbo quiet." '"They're passive."

Asian women have increasingly entered the job market. The 1970 Census data

revealed that between 1960 and 1970, the labor'eorce participation iate of

,Chinese women increased from 44% to 50%, with the greatest increase occurring

in the. working patterns of married women: 1960--13%, 1970-48% (1970 Census,

1974, p. ix). Labor force participation rates of other groups of Asian women

'in this country are:
-

_Group 1960 1970

Japanese 44% 50%

Pilipino 36 . 55

Korean * 42

Hawaiian

f4

* 48

*Data not available in 1960 Census
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Although the labor force participation rates of foreign-born and U.S.tborn.
Chinese women are approximately the same, there is a distinct difference in

the kinds of jobs which they hold:

Over half of all eMployed U.S.-barn Chinese women are-'employed as
typists; secretaries, sales clerks, and other low-status, white=
collar workhs. Less than a quarter of employed foreign-born Chinese

women arP found in these occupations. Thirty-seven percent of the
foreign-born Chinese women are woiking in factory-related, blue-
collar jobs (moSt.of them as senl-skilled operatives). A meret9%
of the U.S.-born Chinese women are employed in such occupatibns
(1970 Census, 1974, p. x).

This pattern of U.S.-bOrn Asian women being found in low-status, white-collar
or,"pink=collar" occupations--chiefly as clerical workers--and ioreign-Lborn
Asian women in blue-collar jobs--is found with women of Japanese descent.
For Filipino women, the occupatIonal pattern varles from area to area, In

Hawaii, the majority are emplo2d in blue-collar jobs; in California, the, are
in low-status white-collar jobs; and.outside pf California, the majority of

Filipino women are employed as professionals. It shoula be noted that,Pilipino
wpmen, in general, are much better educated than their male counterparts and

the proportion of Filipino women with a collegct education (27%) is the highest
for any populatioc_ group, male or female.(U.S. Census, 1974, p, DesPite

are facts that Filipino women are highly educated and in the work force, -their

median iacome levelsare only Slig41y higher than those of other women. Of

all Filipino wcmen, 56% haveian income less,than $4,000, a very high percentage
of low-income earners (U.S. Census, 1974, 1-1-: xvi).

Although there are large numbers of Asian wc..mcn in the labor market, they tend

to be found in either low-Statue -'4te-collar jobs or in blue-collar work.

Their occupntional status is alt. ,.eflected in the 1970 median wages of full-

time, year-round Asian American female workers:

GITEE Wage.

1411:Ite men $7,391

White women $4,777

Filipino women $3,513

Japanese women ,__$3,236

Hawaiian women $2,931

Korean women $2,741

Chinese women $2,686

Sources: U.S..Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract
of the United States (1971)'; Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos
in the Uni,ted States (1973)._

Certain patterns emerge When the history of Asian women in the Umi.ted States

is examined, Fir. of all, while the information on Asian AMerican history
is slight, the information on Asian women is almost nonexistent. Consequently,

the role which Asian women have played in this country is obscured and has

been, largely ignored in historical accounts of Asians in America.
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A second pattern is that Asian males immigrated first and in great r numbers

than women: Women did not immigrate in large nutbers due both to c ltural

traditions and to official exclusioWby ittigration laws.

Other patterns emerge when the 4ives,of Asian wodien in America gre stvdied.
Historically, Asian women entereti the, labO'r force because of economicneces-

sity and were economically exploAted by employers. This condition exfsts

today, as.revegled in the tendency of,Asian women to be underemployed And

underpaid (reflected in median incomeilevels presented earlier); In acOition,

traditional values of passivity and sex-linked roles have persfsted in in-
fluencing thq lives,of Asian American Women.

It is important to know about the history of Asian women in America becau e

much of it defines the,ir present situation. Many aspects of history are still

ongoing. And the past experiences of Asian women have shaped how they perl
ceive and define themselves as Asian Americans today. ,The historical aspet
is one of the first forces contributing to the uniqueness of Asian women in

1

America. It is also one of the most neglected factors.

Stereotyping

Asian American women are victims of both sexual and racial stereotyping--

a position of double jeopardy. The most common stereotypes are:

a. The docile, submissie Asian female who makes the perfect wife.

b. The eXotic sex-pot who will cgter to the whims of any man.
--Epithets are Suzy Wang, dragon lady, and geisha girl.

These stereotypes have often been viewed as pesitive by both females and

males; However, their use is negative in that such stereotypes do not permit

people to percteive and deal with Asian American women as real human beings
with ideas, abpirations, talentS, and feelings. Thus, they are denied

respect and dignity.

4".

Women of Asian ancestry have been stereotyped since they imthigrated to this

counLry. Chinese immigrant women wer -. viewed, as degraded animal-like cLeatures.

Negatilve perceptions of these women 1,-,:re formed during the anti-Chinese period

of 187p-1900, 0 America. t later times, these prejudices were directed toward

women f otiherlAsian groups when they entered this country,

1

After yorld War II, U.S. soldiers brought back the impressions that Japanese
1

women were ,perfect wives--domestic, and excellent homemakers. This image has

been generalized onto Japanese American women as well as other Asian American
,lhe_belief that Aldan American women are the same as Asian women in

Asia is not only illogical, it is clearly discriminatory. Asian Ameracan women

are di4tinct from.Asian women In Asia, btli. are not perceived to be distinct

people ia thislcountry.

An int resting aspect of the stereotypes abLui. Asian American females is that

the sate ones are either positive or negative depending largely upon how

favorably their particular ethnic group is being viewed by others. Thus, during

the anti-Chinese period in this country, stereotypes of Chinese women were

highlyinegalive, as they were for Japanese American females during World War II;
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after World War II, the stereotypes became "positive" for Japanese American

women, as they Aid for Chinese American women after Richard Nikon's visit to

China in the early 1970's. These negative and positive stereotypes are

paradoxical and have reoccurred recently due to the Vietnam War and the influx

of refugees into this country.

The media have reinforced to a great extent the prevailing attitudes toward

and stereotypes of Asian Americans during a given period. At the present,

there are two major roles for Asian American women in the movies and television

shows. They either fall into the Suzy Wong category or are shown as the pas-

sive, docile, and accommodating woman. Since there is a lack of of Asian

American females in.a variety of other roles and job positions in the media

industry, there ace few .positive role models for Asian American females, young

and old. This fact is especially detrimental to the self-concept of these

individuals.

Differences from White Women

There are distinct differences between Asian American and white women in this

country. Some of the differences were described in previous sections of this

article. Many Asian women have experienced discrimination not only on the

basis of being female but also due to their membership in a raial minority

group and/or low socioeconomic status. Issues of race and class are inter-

twined with the questions of female roles and identity. Asian American women

have a double burden to face: sexism and racism. This fact has contributed

to the different experiences Asian and white women face. For example, his-

torical differences between Asian and white women are evident when the histories

of their respective racial groups are examined; Asian American iliomem have and

do make lower incomes than white women; Asian women have been hired to-clean

other people's homes and to serve other,people's hors d'oeuvres, so that

white women could do community work and becow emancipated. Differences such

as these make it imperative that white women face and deal with their own

racism in regard to Asian American and other minority women in their fight for

sexual equality in this country. The women's movement at the present is per-

ceived to be white and middle-class and unconcerned with the needs and concerns

of minority wsmen.

Asian American women face sex-role stereotyping and discrimination in this

society and they also face sex-role stereotyping and discrimination in the

cultures of their particular ethnic groups. Within her own family, the Asian

American female is olten delegated to a lower status than the male. This

lower status and the view of women as passive, submissive, and modest have

their roots in Asia and were transported to this country by Asian immigrants.

Sex-role stereotyping has shaped the lives of many Asian American women who

have been socialized into perceiving their role as inferior to that of men.

In her struggle to become a leader or to be successful, her own people may not

support her. To be effective, she must be aggressive, assertive, and visible,

which is contrary to the Asian values of passivity, submission, and modesty.

In summary, the basic differences between Asian American and white women are:

1. A historical difference in experiences, as white women :lave been

included by society and the power structure to receive benefits

while excluding minority .females and males.
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2. Asian American females have been sterotyped and discounted by
society, while white women, in spite of sex-role stereotyping, have

occupied a position on the pedestal.

3. Asian American females must deal with both racism and sexism, while

white women are faced only with sexism.

These differences need to be acknowledged and understood in order for both

groups of women to work together cooperatively. *Unless this is done, the

concerns, contributions, and aspirations of Asian American women will not be

refleCted in the women's movement in this country.

What Teachers Can Do

Teachers can do several alings to educate their students about Asian American

women. They include:

1. Teachers, themselves, increasing theit awareness of Asian American

women. There are some excellent resources, such as Asian Women
(see Bibliography) and Woman Warrior by Maxine Hong Kingston, which
provide basic information on this group of women.

2. Examination of instructional materials to determine the extent to

which Asian American women are included. If they are not, teachers

can supplement them with books and audiovisuals about such women,

e.g., pictures of Asian Americans should be included on the bulletin

board.

3. Legitimizing 'the culture of Asian American women by including infor-

mation about their community, history, culture, and leaders 'within

tha classroom curriculum

Suggestions for integrating material on Asian American women into the classroom

curriculum are:

Elementary .

1. Arrange bulletin board displays of Asian American women.

2. Read or tell stories to students which include Asian Amer3Lan

female characters. Examples are First Snow by Helep Coutur,, Knopf,
1g74; Friends! Friends! Friends! by Ruth Jaynes, Bowma: Ptolivhing
Corporation, 1967; stories from Asian American People and Placc.,,

Visual Communications, 1972.

3. Study Asian Americans, e.g., family life. Look at the kinds of

roles which Asian American women play and compare them to roles of

other ethnic women.

4. Have students compare themselves to Asian American female charac-

ters in stories and books in regard to differences and similarities.
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Secondary

1. Have students examine their stereotypes of Asian American women--
how they developed and where they came from--and contrast them with
valid information on Asian American women.

2. Study Asian cultures and their treatment of women. Compare this
information with the treatment of Asian women in America by both

Asian American and non-Asian American cultures. v

3. Do a community study of Asian American women.

4% Compare autobiographies of Asian American women written 20 years
t.

ago with those written in the present.

In teaching about Asian American women, students, regardless of race and sex,
are.provided the opportunity to learn abou't and value this culturally different

group of women.

,.
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NAME: Sharon McIntyreL_Roseville Area Schools

SUBJECT: Social Studies GRADE LEVEL: 4-5

Title of Lesson: Comparing Family Experiences

Group(s): Asian American

0

Key Concept(s): Similarities and Differences

Generalization(s): There are many similarities and many differences
between Asian American females and non-Asian
American females.

Behavioral Obiective(s):
Each student will be able to list three similar-
ities and three differences between herself/himself

and the Asian American girls featured in this unit»

Each student will be able to write a paragraph
describing similarities and differences between

, her/his mother and one Asian American woman
featured in this lesson.

Teaching Procedures and

Activities: 1. Students will read the selections, "The Chan
Family" and "Mrs. Kim," from Asian American
People and Places, Ethnic Understanding Series.*

0

Students will then be asked to choose one of

the following activities:

a.. Interview their mother or female guardian,

asking the following questions:

What is your presefft occupation?
(Housewife, teacher, etc.)

What different kinds of jobs_have-you-
done in your -life?-7answers will vary.)

Would you have liked to have done
other things in your life?

Do you think women should try to do
otherthings besides being a housewife
and mother? Why?

What. is yout;main interest outside of

your job ana household duties?
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b. Interview their mother/grandmother or
other older female relative, asking the
following questions:

When did our family immigrate to the
United States?

Why did our family iMmigrate to the
United States?

What particular,hardships or problems
did our family face after we immigrated

to the United States?

What particular problems did an im-

migrant widow have?

Where did bur family first settle in
the United States after we immigrated

here?

Students will then-:'use their interview questions

to write an essay. Depending on which interview
they haVe chosen, their essay should be titled

either: A. "My Mother, Her Occupation and
Attitudes on Women s Roles,' or B. "I

in the United States: A Woman's View.."

2. Entire,class will view the filmstrip, "China-
town," from the Five Families filmstrip series.

Elicit responses ta'the following questions:

.a. List three things that this filgyclarctes----
in their daily_lives-that-a-re different

orii-fh-e-lings which your family does.

1.

2.

3.-

b., List three things that this family does
in their daily ?Ayes that are similar
to the things which your family does.

1.

2.

3.
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Evaluation Procedures:

Resources and Materials:

7-

c. List three, ac:ivities that the woman and
girl do in this filmstrip.

1.

2.

3.

d. Are these activities similar to or different
from the activities that you, your mother,
or sister(s) do each day?

Explain how these activities are similar
or different.c,

3. Supplementary Activity:

To stress further the similarities and dif-
ferences between the.students and Asian Americans,
intuduce the children to the Chinese American
vet-Sion of hopscotch on pages 30 and 31 in
Vegetable Soup AeLivities. The teacher should
explain the game to students, then divide the
class into integrated groups of four to five
children, and have them try the game.

Each student will demonstrate increased knol.edge
of the similarities and differences by listing
three ways.in which she/he is-similar to-and dif-
ferent from_Asign_AmerIcan-liils featured in this

Each student will write a paragraph describing
similarities and diffgrences between her/hic..

mother and an Asian American woman.

Asian American People and Places. Ethnic Under-

standing Series. Los Angelis: Visual Communica-
tions/Asian/American Studies Central, 1972.

"Chinatown" fromffave Families. New York: Scholas-

tic Press, 1972. Filmstrip.

Shepard,iMary anti Shepard, Ray. Vegetable Soup

Activities. New York: Citation Press, 1975.
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NAME: Pro'ect Staff

SUBJECT: Social Studies GRADE LEVEL: Secondary

Title of Lesson: Images of Asian American Women

Asian AMerican

Concept(s): Stereotyping

Generalization(s): Stereotyping of Aslan American women prevents us

from viewing them,as individuals with needs,

feelings, talent's, and aspirations.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Teaching Procedures and

Activities:

Students will be able to identify their stereo-

types of Asian American women.

Students will be able to analyze their stereo-

types of Asian American women.

Students will be able to compare their stereotypes

,vith information on Asian American women.

1. Students will complete the exercise on

stereotypes. (The exercise can be found

following this lesson plan.)

2. Students will pair up and share their responses

to the exercise.

1. Have the pairs report their discussion to the

class. You may want to do one or more of the

following,thingsduring_the group discussion:

a. Tally the responses in sections a and 'b.

of the exercise.

b. Ask for and list,the responses regarding

the kinds of things said about Asian

American women by parents/relatives:

Discuss how these comments influence

and affect Asian American women.

Discuss the kinds of feelings associated

with the verbalized Tessages, e.g.,
-

anger, happiness, superiority, etc.
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4.

Discuss what a stereotype is and how we
often stereotype Asian American women
In certain waysw;-(Stereotype: A set
image; 4 stagdardized or typical image
or Conception applied to members of ,

a c9Xtain group.)

4. Students will read the autobiographies (or
parts of them) of Maxine Hong Kingston; Monica
Sone, and'Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston. Ip addition,

the readings in Asian-Women are good examplcs
'of the diversity of viewpointS and lifestyles
o f'Asian American women in this country.

Students can also do resea.rch on Asidn American
women such as Connie Chung, March Fong Eu, and
Tatsy Takam6to Mink.

5. After students have completed their readings,
and/or research on Asian American women, have
them compare their findings with their answers
in the exercise on stere6types. The cobparisons
should be discussed in the total class situation.

,

Key discussion questions:

a. What were/are ybuf-Ffereotypes?

b. How do they compare with the information
that you found on Asian American women?

o

c: Is it valuable to stereotype-Asian
American wome0

d. Why or why not?

e. Have you ever been.stere6typed?

*
f., How did/does it make you-feel?

/
6. Supplementary Activities:

Ii

a. Students can review curriculum materia ls

in their classroom and/or school to determine
the extent to which Asian American women are
represented truthfully by pictures ahd/or
stories about them.

If there is a lack of information on
Asian American women, plan a couise of
action whereby the publisher is requested

to include such data. (Students could

write letters to the publisher(s) protest-
ing the lack of Asian Amer can women in
textbooks, etc.)
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4

Evaluation Procedure,:

Resource andMaterials4,

C.

_

4

Iss

Collect pictures of Asian American women
from magazines, etc., for use by teachers, i

and for posting on bulletin boards.

b. The strategy for examining stereotypes about .

Asian American women can be used in examining
Stereotypes about other women of color.
Bookraed resources can be found in the other

lessbn plans.

Each student will write an essay identifying and

analyzing initial stereotypes about Asian American

women and comparing thpm to how she/he now views

Asian Aterican women .

Asian Women. Los.Angeles: University of California

'Press, 1975..

'Houston:Jeanne Wakatsuki, and Houston, Janses Di"

/Farewell to Manzanae., Nesi,York: Bantam, 1976.

Kingston,.Maxine Hong. Woman Warrior. New York:

' Vintage, 1976.

Sone, Monica. Nisei Daughter. Boston: Little,.

Brown and Co., 1953.

!
Exer*se on Stereotypes

!!'
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EXERCISE

STEREOTYPES

Have st4ents individually fill out the followipg exercise:,

a. What are your ideas about Asian American women?

Pretty'.

2. Passive

3. Cannot speak,-English

4; Lookrlike China dolls
,

Aggressive

6. TSlanted 'eyes

7. i!Bionic women

8. OCan dance well

9. Graceful

.10. Business-minded

0-

/
Other (write in words)

1,

b. 1:ook.over your,list and try.ro recall where you got your_ideas about.

Asian American!women:

1.

2.

3.

4
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DAY II

I. PERSONAL INVENTORY ON RACISM AND SEXISM

A. Purpose of the activity:

Each participant will h., able to identify and assess her/his

own awarenes6 of minority women.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

"Personal Inventory on Racism and Sexism"

For distribution to workshop participants:

"Personal Inventory on Racism and Sexism"

Pencils/Pens

a

C. Procedures: -Individual use-of inventory and group discussion.

1. Distribute the inventory and give the following directions:

Many times, we are very unaware of the images of minority women

we perpetuate in society. , We are going to do a personal inven

tory on everyday situations. kead over the personal inventory

and answer each of the questions. Spend 15 minutes filling out

the sheet; we will then discuss it.

2. Have each individual briefly share her/his personal inventory.

Emphasis should -be placed orr-what individuals are doing to pro

mote a positive image of minority women.

D. Time required: 30minutes.

1
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PERSONAL INVENTORY ON RACISM AND SEXISM

Read over the personal inventory and answer each of the questions.

1. My favorite minority females in the media while growing up were:

A.

B.

'C.

2. My favorite stories about mindrity females which I read in school were:

-
A.

B.

' 4

Please explain why you considered the above-mentione4 stories as your favorites.
4,

.

If you were unable-to name an; stories, please explain how you'are improving

this situation for the students ydu teach.

3 Describe your relationship with the minority woman you knew best as a

child. (If you are a minority woman, choose a minority woman outside of

your minority group.)

4. Describe your relationship with the minority woman you know best as an

adult. (If you are a minority woman, choose a minority woman outside of

your minority group.)

5. Explain the ways you promote a positive image of minority women..
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II. HISPANIC WOMEN

A. Purposes of the activity:

Each participant will be able to discuss the past and present

status of Hispanic women.

Each participant will be able to suggest ideas for teaching

about Hispanic women.

B.i. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

Article, "La Mujer Hispana: At War with a Stereotype"

Two Lesson Plans:
"Nonstereotypic Occupations"
"Chicanas in the Labor Movement"

User's Guide and FilmF rip, "La Mujer Hispana: Mito y Realidad

(The Hispanic Woman: Myth and Reality)"

Note: If you chogse to invite a resource person Co speak, be sure

to determine swrie criteria to make sure your speaker is knowledge-.

able about issues and concerns of Kispanic women. Some suggested

criteria include:
1. Knowledge Of current issues and concerns of Hispanic

women.
2. Knowledge of the history, heritage, and cultures of

Hispanic women.

For distribution to workshop participants:
1

Article, "La Mujer Hispana: At War with a Stereotype"

Two Lesson Plans:
"Nonstereotypic Occupations"
"Chicanas in the Labor Movement"

C. Procedures: Allow workshop participants ample time to read article,

view and discuss filmstrip, and review and discuss lessons.

1. 'Pistribute copies of the article, "La Mujer Hispana: At -War with

a Stereotype," to participants and allow them to reaa it.

2. Introduce and show the filmstrip, "La Mujer Hispana: Mito y

Realidad (The Hispanic,Woman: Myth and Reality)." Discussion

questions can be found in the user's guide that accompanies the

filmstrip. In addition, participants may want to raise their

own questions and share comments. If a resource person is present,

she should be incldded in the group discussion.

3. Pass out copies of the two lesson plans on Hispanic women. Go

through each lesson with participants. At this point, the materials

and resources for each lesson should be presented to them.
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4. Discuss the effectiveness of the two lessonsand ways in which

they might be modified by participants for use in their own

classroomstsubject areas. If time allows, participants can
brainstorm other ideas for teaching about Hispanic women. The

workshop leader can.record ideas on newsprint/chalkboard.

D. Time required: 60 minutes.

o.
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LA MUJER HISPANA: AT WAR WITH A STEREOTYPE*

Hispanic women make up the second largest grouptf minority women in the

United States today. They form approximately 58 percent of the total Hispanic

population of 16 million. Although more than half of this number reside in'
the five southwestern states, Hispanas (Hispanic women) are to be found in

every state in the nation. Yet, despite their numbers, Hispanas have repeat-
edly found themselves ignored, excluded, and treated strperficially or stereo-
typically within institutional, 'political, economic, and educational structures,

popular media, dhd school curricula. Too often, the mythical image of Hispanas

as passive recipients of the Anglo-dramatized and Angfo-interpreted "machismo"
has interfered with Nispanas being taken seriously or even being heard at all.

Even in the face of contin d crises of protest and documented action, the

image of a shy, "fan-waving seftrita or a colorfully fatalistic tortilla maker °-

has overshadowed reality in Thir textboo!s and our students' minds. It is; for

this reason, important thateducators be aware of the heritage, the contemporary
situation, end the perspective of Hispanas.

The term "Hispana" is not easy to define., for the group spans a wide range of

racial, historical, and cultural characteristics. Some Hispanas are recent

immigrants to this country, while many others come from families whose presence
in this area predates the existence of the United States by almost three cen-

turies; others count family residence in this area to before the arrival of

Europeans on'this continent: Some Hispanas identify with a genetic lineage

from Spain, some consider themselves predominantly of Indian.descent, and

still others claim a.heritage of mestizo, mulatto, and other combinations.

Although the differences among them may be great, Hispanas, as hereby defined,

may in general be described as residents of the United States whose ancestors

once lived.in some part of the Spanish Empire, and as women who identify with

a heritage of Spanish-speaking peoples of Latin-American or Spanish-influenced

culfures. Beyond these characteristics, Hispanas vary so greatly that even the

term "Hispana" itself could be considered imprecise or incorrect. It is chosen

only because the alternative terms are _even more misleading. The euphemism

"Spanish" impliet the sole or major influence to be Western European, while

"Indohispana" counts two racial/cultural origins to the exclusion of a third,

the Black influence in the Caribbean-based populations. ,14oth "Spanish-speaking"
ands"Spanish-surnamed" exclude major portions of the populationfor mot all
Hispanas *Speak Spanish, nor do all have Spanish surnames. Perhaps the easiest

way to analyze the Hispana or "L'Atina" population (as it is also called) is to

recognize that there are three major ethnic groups with distinct characteristics

included in the term, and that even within each ethnic group, there is a wide

range of cultural, racial, historical, and Class variations.

By far the largest ehnic group under the term "Hispana" is the Chicana.

Making up more than half of the total population of Hispana, the Chicana is

also the lowest paid. While the Chicano-male population earns far 1)elow the

national al7erage, at $7,797 in 1978, and the overall median income for Hispanas

is a shocking $3,669 a year, the Chicana median income is $3,351 a year (U.S.

Bureau of the Census, 1979). In addition, the level of education for Chicanas

ihis article was written by Cathem Tafolla for inclusion in this training

manual.
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is lower than* that of all other Hispena groups, as well as of Black and

Anglo women. In 1978, Chicanas attained a median 9.7 years of schooling

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1979).

Descended from peoples who inhabited what is now the United States when, it

was Mexico, as well as from peoples who have since immigrated here from

Mexico, the Chicane is in many, areas qof the Southwest an ethnic majority.

The city of Los Angeles has the second largest population of Mexican descent

in the world, second only"to that of Mexico City. Although the Chicano .,

popuatiot is largest in the Southwest, significant numbers are spread through-

out industrial centers and agricultural areas.across the entire central.and

western section of the United States from Chicago', Illinois to Seattle, W4h-

ingtohl

The secoi.:1 largest Hispana gioUp, the Puertorriqueña, is most commonly asso-

ciated with New Xork, for the' number of Puerto Rican women in that city is

as large as the total number of Puertorriqüerias on the island of Puerto iico.

e Puertorriquefias are also concentrated in Detroit, Chicago, and throughout the

Northeast. In 1974, approximately one-third of all Puerto Rican families were

headed by a woman. In addition, past studies had shown that 65 percent of the

fZmilies headed by Puerto Rican women lived below the poverty level. Economic

powerlessness, linguistic and educational barriers, ald racial as well as class

discrimination have plagued the Puertorriquaa., whose admixture of garibbean

Black blood stimulated the exclusionist attitudes she encountered.

The third major Hispana ethnic-group is the Cubana, the Cuban,American. Cuban

cmunities have established themselves in the United States since 1871, but

tri.t greatest increase in,the Cuban American,population has occurred in the

last twenty years, since the beginning of/ Fick&i-d'astro's communist rule in Cuba.

Between 1960 and 1970, the total number of U.S. residents born in Cuba:or of .

Cuban-born parents increased by 351 percent. Cuban exiles, settling mainly in

Florida, but also in New York, Chicago, and,other major cities, brought with

them to the United States a great deal of professional talent anc personal en-

thusiasm. Many came from Cuba's middle or upper class-. For this reason, the

social and economic situation of the Cubana has differed considerably in degree

and rate of improvement from that Of the Chicana or Puertorriquella. Still,

she has found herself waging ap,all-out struggle to kerThnguage and cul-

ture and to avoid the racist and sexist image of t e Hispana "seftrita",found

in this country.
. .

Although these three major groups have experienCed different situations'and

specific obstacles, they have found much in common, on linguistic, cultural,

educational, and feminist grounds., All thtee groups have had to battle stereo-

types, as well as both racist and sexist policies which have limited their

educational, economic, and professional attainmeht. All three have found per

capita income low, educational institutions restrictive, social attitudes worse,

and employment opportunities severely limited.

The most blatant of the problems encountered in common by Hispanas has been

the stereotyping of Hispanic culture in general, and the resultant attitudes

toward individuals from that culture. Indeed, if we are to believe the pop-

ular media, there are at most three different "models" of,Hispano male and

.three_of_Hispana_female. Although_these are_sometimes specific to.one ethnic--

group, there is a visible overlap among the three Hispanic groups. We must
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remember that stereotypes aren't picky; those assigned 'to one Hispanic group

are often confused and extended to other Hispanic groups. This seeMs more

exaggerated for female stereotypes than for male ones. The distinction seems

easier to.keep between the Mexican/Chicano male "models" and the.Cuban/Puerto

Rican/Latin American pale "model." While according to our movies, television
showg, textbooks, and popular novels the two models of "Mexicans" are the

greasy, savage, opportunistic Mexican revolutionary (of Frito Bandito carica-

ture) and the quaint, humble, fatalistic Mexican peasant (complete with
sombrero, huaraches, white peasant clothang, and cactus to sleep under), all

other "Latin Americans" come in the standeid smooth, suave,"Latin-lover aris-

tocrat model (for years typecast exclusively for Ricardo Montalhan and Fernando

Lamas). The standard portrayals of the Hispana female seem even more religiously

.repeated in story after stay and even more confusing between Hispana groups.

The two most-common stereotypes which the Chicana encounters are seemingly

opposites. The first, by far the more common, is that of,a "spicy Mexican
dish," a seductive, flashy-eyed cantina "working girl," good- (or at least

warm-) hearted, but flighty and simpleminded. She is strongly and impulsiVely

attracted to tall, good-looking "Americanos," or basically any, "Amerlcano" she

is exposed to. The hot-blooded cantinera is usually pictured as fascinated,

amazed, and impressed by the strength,-intelligence, and (especially) manliness

of the "Americano." An interesting additional attraction is the "Americano's"

kindness and chivalrous treatment of the cantinera, as compared to the cruel

and violent "machismo" dramatized by her Mexican bandito/desperado boyfriend.

(As everyone knows, the "Americano" will win both the physical duel and the

cantinera's heart, and then ride off into the sunset to marry his pure, decent,

bonneted, "all-American" girl back home.)

The second stereotype commonly encountered is that of the fervent, feverishly

religious "Spanish" noblewoman, attending early'mass daily and devoting her

life solely to 'the one man she loves or loved, be he daring, dastardlY, or

dead. This woman is pictured as having the capacity for only.one love in all

her life. She is as faithful (and as one-track-minded) as a dog.

Puerto Rican and Cuban women (and to some extent all "Latin American" women)

are stereotyped as tropical bombshells--sexy, sexed, and interested. A sexy

dancer singing "Chiquita Bananay and rolling her hips and eyes seems the

"typical" Cubana, as well as a common "model" in other Hispana groups. A

sexual version of the "luscious dessert with fruit topping,"'this banana-toting

teaser sways her hips into your heart (or reasonable sexual facsimile thereof).-

Occasionally, this "model" changes,her costume (but not her character) and be-

comes a fiery flamenco dancer. In either form, she simply perpetrates the

image,of a sexy, Latin pleaser, doubling the amount of sexism which the Hispana,

ss a woman-, must already deal with.

Even in the realm of "scientific" studies, Anglo-American academicians have

held up the traditional view of Hispanic culture as the.epitome of sexism,

baaward values, machismo, and masochism. Discussing "machismo" gives ethno-

centric social scientists the greatest field day by far. Ignoring their own

sexist attitudes, many social scientists accuse Hispano males of being ruth-

less oppressors and the sole power in Hispanic families, ignoring the power

which the Chicane woman has traditionally held_in_ti'e_familial atructure,

thought ,by some to be the single most important social ur...t in Chicano culture.
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Traditionally, this view of Hispanic culture has held it up as the model of

sexism .and has hence resulted in a view of Hispa9a women as passive, somewhat

retarded recipients of the most vile and well-developed machismo. Indeed,

because of the existence of the Spanish word "machismo," the Hispanic popula-

tion has.often suffered,che overstated and erroneous reputation as the inventor

of machismo and all-male chauvinism. Hispanas see this as a stereotypic and

shallow oppression of.Hispanic males as well as fetales, for it further lbcks

them into a racist and caricatured image of Hispanic culture.

Some facets of traditional Hispanic culture have been sexist, as have some

facets of Anglo-American culture, Western European culture, 'Japanese culture,

etc. But several patterns in Hispanic culture have been significantly non2-

sexist and progressive. In short, what Hispanas see in Hispano machismo and

Anglo-American chauvinism are merely different cultural manifestations of the

same oppressive restrictions of sexism. In addition% the Hispana In the United

States sees the bilingual, bicultural person as being at a distinct advantage

in her/his ability to see.two cultures and two manifestations of different

"God-given truths." This dual view can provide ad individual with additional

insight and reason to question the basic assumptions,of any societal structure,

to se,ect from both sets orstructures those which enhance human growth the

most, and even to create new ways of thinking, acting, and being, based on, but

not limited to, the elements of either culture.

-Despite the stereotypes, the history of Hispanic women is*full of significant

actions and concepts initiated by women. From the 17th century feminist oet

Sor Juana Ine's de la Cruz to Emma Tenayucca, the brilliant labOr organizer of

the 1930's, to Marfa Centeno, the leading concert pianist, Hispanas have pro-

vided leadership and perspective in professional, artistic, and intellectual

areas. Unfortunately, textbooks and instructional media ha4e not refle,:ttd

these models, but have instead continued the portrayal of Hispanas as tortilla

makers or fan-waving, mantilla'd sefiorites. The heritage of Hispanas has been

ignored and their contributions excluded. Such a progressive and egalitarian

model as that of a female general leading male and female troops into combat

is ignored or considered an innovation cf the 1970's or a result of the influence

of Anglo-American Women's Liberation. Yet, the example is set in 1915 in the

Mexican Revolution when Generale Carmen Robles led'her soldiers under the

Zapatista banner.

The history of Chicanas includes centcries of exemplary figures. Among her

4 ancestors are the Native American peoples of the Southwest, the indigenous

peoples of Ole Valley of Mexico, colonists c-rom all parts of the Spanish Empire,

and many ethnic and minority groups of the Iberian Peninsula, among them the

Basques and Sephardic.Jews. One interesting aspect of the indigenous cultures

of the Valley of Mexico iS the dual-sex view of the creative deity. Inst.ead of

God, the Creator of humans, having the aged, bearded, white male Santa Claus

image common in the United States, Europe, and other areas, "He" becomes a "He/.

She." Ometeotl, Giver cf Life, had both a male and female aspect. Both Omete-

cuhtli and Omecihuatl, Lord and Lady of Duality in Aztec culture, are involved

in the creation and maintenahce of life. Despite some sex-role restrictions in

the Aztec lifestyle, their entire religion and value system were deeply rooted

in_the_philosophy that the origin of all things lies_in one-dual_principle,

which is both masculine and feminine. This philosophy was reflected in many of

the freedoms women enjoyed in Aztec culture, which were yet far from being

achieved in most of Europe. When Hernán Cortés arrived in the stunning metropoli
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of Mexico, Tenochtitlgn (now Mexico C-ty), in 1519, a woman couldrequest -
divorce or annulment of her marriage and be granted one-half the couple's

property. Although this Practice was unknown in many European nations, it

had long formed part of the Fuero Juzgo of the Iberian Peninsula. This

duality was to strengthen women's position in the new Spanish-Indian culture.
a Women, held positions as pr1estes.3es and religious instructors, businesswomen,

artisAs, textile workers, vendors, and artisans.

During the 300 years of Spanish colonization in the Southwest, the lgoman of

theinorthern frontier area, the fronteriza, was, by necessity, strong and in-

deOndent when compared with her counterpart in the interior. The frontier's

,Otuation demanded a-more egalitarian view and use of each individual's poten-

:-/tia1. The fronteriza, the woman of the north of Mexico and the present South-

,/ west of the United States, was to develop into one of the strongest,images
of cdbrage and action and was often politically and socially'involved,,from the

Independence Movement to the Mexican Revolution to the Pecan Shellers' Strike

in San Antonio. Despite increased discrimination and violent treatment in
the late 1800's, Chicanes were praised for their valor witnin the Chicano com-

munity. In California, Josefa Segovia was lynched for stabbing an Anglo who

assaulted her. Dofia Chipita Rodriguez, the only woman ever hanged in Texas,

was accused of murdering an unknown man whose body was found on a road near

her house. Both she and the entire Chicano community repeatedly asserted her

innocence, but she was sentenced to be hanged in 1863. Throughout the South-

west, lynchings, murders, and thefts were perpetrated against Chicanos and

Chicanes, who were viewed by incoming Anglo settlers ag-conquered enemy peoples.

From 1900 to 1939, there was a marked increase in Mexican immigration to the

United States because of political.upheavalg in Mexico. From the 40-year

Mexican Revolution were to spring such heroines as Juana Gallo, La Adelita,

and the soldadera, or female goldier. Many fighting women reached the level

of coronela, or colonel; at least one reached the rank of.field general:

In the 1930's, several strikes broke out in areas where Chicanas struggled

against injustice. ° At that time, Chicanas formed more than one-third of the

garment industry's work force: Union chapters of the International Ladies'

Garment Workers were organized throughout the Southwest.

At present, women like Dolores Huerta, dynamic vice-president of the United

Farm Workers, and Beatiice Gallegos, president of Citizens Organized for Public

Service, a citizen movement of 6,000 which has gained more than $100 million

in capital improvements for San Antonio's poorer neighborhoods, lead a nation-

wide struggle to better the situation of many citizens who have traditionally

been excluded from the nationts benefits. Such feminists as Martha Cotera

and Lupe Anguiano have also spoken their pretest of existing situations and

policiet.

Puertorriquefias' history is also full of women who have distinguished themselves

intellectually, politically, and creatively. Lola Rodriquez de Tio, a well-

kneen poet and outspoken political leader, was exiled for her cries of protest.

In 1863, she wrote the, poem, "La Borinquefia," which was to become the national

anthem of Puerto Rico. Alejandrina Benitez de Gautier and others also reflected

a Strong-Puerto Rif:an consciousnest in their literary achievements. The

strength and political distinction of Puertorriquefias wat to become obvious

in 1946, when Felisa Rinc6n de Gautier became mayor of San Juan and led the city
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through 23 years of economic and Social'improvement. Women like Dr: Helen

Rodriguez Trias have continued the tradition of strong political and social

stands. ,An activist fOr patients' rights, she protests the mentality"that has

too ofeen seen Hispanas abused medically. Pointing out the fact that 35 per-

Cent of all Puerto Rican,women of childbearing age have been sterilized, she

claims that frequently women were not made aware of the irreversibility of the

process and that.consent was often obtained -while women were under the stress

of labor or following abortion.

More than one and one-half million Puerto Ricans now live in this country.

Among them, countless Puertorriquefias have struggled against obstacles of race,

language, and sex to ieach the top of their fields. Rita Moreno, Oscar-award-

winning actress, Graciela Rivera, a singer with the Metropolitan Opera Company,

and others have made clear the contributions of Puertorriquefias to this nation.

There have been a 7c'eat number of exemplary figures among Cubans. Women such

aa,Alma Flor Ada have been prolific writers and speakers in the field of bi-

fingual bicultural education., Yvonne Santa Maria, Miami's Affirmative Action

Coordinator, and an active member of a special* created ad hoc committee to

study raPe, has provided.leadership in the area of social justice.

With such a rich heritage of outstanding Hispanas, it is a point of continued

concern to Hispanas that they are repeatedly excluded not only from majority

male structures, but also from majority female.and minority male structures.

They are involved id a dual struggle with \both racism and sexism, yet seem to

have been rejected by both antiracist and antisexist movements. Each group

seems to demand from them an exclusive allegiance. Many feminist organizations

fail to recognize the importance of the ethnic group's struggle to move forward

as a whole; they may demand the Hispana's loyalty to their cause and neglect

her own. In addition, the Hispana often finds an extraordinary enthuSiasm

on the part of the Anglo woman to sympathize withs'the "plight" of the Hispana

and to condemn the "machismo" of Hispano males. Within her own ethnic group,

the Hispana may find feminist concerns attacked, based on such myths as

."Women's Liberation is an Anglo Plot" or accusations that she has been accul-

turated or anglicized TI is beingdisloyal to the traditional wdir of doing

*things.

Hispanas are acutely aware that for them, it is mt only a struggle for racial

equality but also one for cultural survival. Yet they are forced to remind

their Hispano brothers that culture is an ongoing, dynamic, growing environment,

moving toward human fulfillment, and that there have always been feminist,con-

cerns within our culture.

Hispanas are repeatedly asked to choose one struggle or the other. They have ,

steadfastly demanded both. They see levels of racism within the feminist move-

ment and levels of sexism within the Hispanic movement. They are intent on

humanizing both.

Educators are in a unique position to be able to help Hispanas in their struggle

to humaniie our society and'free it from-racist, sexist, and ethnocentric re-

strictions on human potential. There are three immediate measures which-class-

room teachers can take. The first is to review existing curricula for stereotypic

representations. Curricula should be.analyzed for recUrrent images of "sleepy"
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Mexican villages, "flashing-eyed".sefioritas', dancing tropical fruit carriers,

and humble Mexican peasants. Teachers should examine'linguiseic and vistial

portrayals, as well as the underlying messages. Did the little Hispanic child

go running ecstatically across an open field. to meet the tall, exciting Americ

stranger? Did Paco learn that the way to'succeed is'to- learn English:and act

just like everybody else in his new school? Did little "bright-end" Maria
learn that Jason would let her ride his tall; beautiful white horse (instead of

those dumb, brown, old burros) in exchange:for her brin ing him Hot, delicious

tortillas? Stereotypic material should be eliMinated o , if iti use is man-

datory, explained and countetbalanced by other materials with radically different

portrayals.
11\

The second measure is the analysis of classroom policies, procedures t-

titudes for ethnocentrism. Hispanas have'often found tlllr home alues ejected

by institutions which are unaware of thd existence of an values thei han

those of the dominant culturfer--One value in Hispanic cul ch has been

widely ignored in the settiijig of school policy has been tne great importance

placed on familia. The fat4ly has served as the central supportive unit of '.

Hisganic'culture; it is the nter not only of warmth, but of importance. In

times of illness, birth, or de"ffaidr, family members loften,gather to lend emotional

support and share-the joy's or sorrows. "Immediate faMily" in the Hispanic

context is not confined to the nuclear family of mother, f6ther, Dick, Jane,

and Sally, but includes the 'comadres an&\-Compadres (gOdparent's), uncles, aunts,

cousins, grandparents, and others with whom one has established a lifelon rela-

tionship of commitment.and caring. Ail important battle against sexism d mono-

culturalism was won in Crystal City, Terkas when the newly elected Ohic o

political party demanded that the nearby factory grant "paternity lea e to its

male workers, so that fathers could help and be with.their families for an

adequate time after the birth oftheir child. An ins stive insti tion might

question a Hispana's absence for a grandmother's operati , a cousi 's funeral,

a mother's illness, or a brother's recent return from ove seas. The emphasis
1

placed on family ties; el respeto, harmony with the enviro mentt and sense of

community .may also be ignored or misinterpreted in a differehtvaiue system by

the school or office staff, or even the well-meaning teacher. 1e student's

performance and ease-at school will suffer.

The third measure is perhaps the most rewarding, and that is the development

of supplementary curricula and activities to emphasize the role of the HispaniC\

woman in the growth of this nation. Biographical packets on outstanding

Hispanas may be developed and used during historical studies of the United

States. A unit on the fronteriza in the Southwest will help to break both

sexist and racist stereotypes; vaquero (cowboy) culture as the ancestor of the

cowboy lifestyle, including the many contributions of the vaquero to music and

language (rodeo, patio, musta , ranch, buckaroo, lasso, corral, and many

others are all mispronounce& Span'sh "loan words" to English, learned from

the Mexican vaquero), is an easy tie-in. To help younger chiId?en (even teachers)

.understand the situation of non-English speakers, an experiment might be set up,

in which upon entering a room, one is spoken to only in a foreign language,

and-penalized for any questions or responses in English.

There are many methods for developing 'a sensitivity in students as well as in

--institutions to the falsity of the stereotypes which the Hispana. must confront

daily. The best is an analysis of the historical and contemporary world of

the Hispana.
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NAMES: Lois Moheban and Linda-Fretheim, St. Paul Public Schools

SUBJECT: Career Education GRADE LEVEL:. Kindergarten

Title of Lesson: Nonstereotypic Occupations

Group(s): Hispanic

Key Concept(s):- Stereotyping

Generalization(s):

Behavioral Oble-dtiVels):

TeachinI Procedures and
Activites: Teacher will elicit v,erbal respOnses from

students, asking.them to discuss their mothers'
oecupations.

All Hispanic women do not have the same occupation.
Hispanic women ,have different areas of interest
and are found in a variety of careeri.

Each student will be able to name two n nstereo-
typic occupations held by Hispanic women,

I

,r

F.

Note.: If students state mother does not work,
but stays home, -teacher ShbUld-dridourage
students to think about responsibilities

Motheys have.

Sample questions.

a. Do you think cooking'and making your lunch
is work?

b. Do you think washing clothes fs work?

tmphasize that women should be able to make
owndecisions about their job situations.

2. Teacher will ask students to think about
careers of other women they know.

,

. Teggher'will read A Woman Is . . . .

For example:

a. Relatives
b. FriendS of their mothers

c. Peole they know who work with them &very
day
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4. Ask students to name one person they know

who has one of.the occupations in the book.

5. Teacher will ask students if they know any

Hispanic women. TeacIler will encourage the

class to discuss tbe types of occupations
of Hispanic women whom they know.

6, Using Women at Work,-pages 142, 173, 202, and

262, teacher will show students pictures of

Hispanic women in four occupations.
_

7. Teacher will elicit responses from studentS

about their mail carriers.

Note: Teacher will have to use discretion
based. on_type of answers students give._

Key discussion questions:

a. Do you have a woman mail carrier?

If not, why do you think this is .so?

b. Do you have a minority woman mail

carrier? lf not, why do you think this

c. Do you think it is possible for a
_Hispanic woman_to be email carrier? _

8. Teacher will tell students that she will

read a story to them about a mail carrier

who is a Hispanic woman.

9. Teacher will read the story, My Mother

the Mail Carrier.

After reading the story, teacher will
elicit responses to questions.

Key discussion questions:

a. Does Lupita's mother like her work?

(Yes.)

b. Does she do a good job?' (Yes.)

c. How do we know? (Answers will vary.)

d. Is her mother strong enough for her job?,

(Yes, she carries different amounts at

different times. Sometimes, the mail

bag is yery heavy with books and maga-

zines.)

In)
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Evaluation Procedure:

Res-ources and Materials:

e. How do we know she is brave? (She .

doesn't run from dogs,.but calms them
down when they try to 17ite her.)

f. Is it strange to have a woman mail

carrier? (Some people thought so in

the story, but it isn't strange to
have a woman mail carrier.)

Each student will draw a pitture of two Hispanic

women in nonstereotypic occupations and verbally

TIME: theoccupations they have drawn. Nonstereo
typic occupations include mail carriers, truck.
drivers, doctors, construction workers, and

businessperson's.

Maury, Inez. My Mother the Mail Carrier.

Old .Urestbury, N.Y.: The FeMinist Press, 1976.

Medsger, Betty. Women at Work. New York:

Sheed and Ward, 1975.

Pellett, Elizabeth A.; Osen, Deborah K.; and

May, Marguerite P. A Woman Is . . . . Concord,

Calif.: Aardvark Media, 1974.---
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NAME: Phyllis_Dixon, St. Paul Public Schools

SPBJECT: Reading GRADE LEVEL: 10-12

Title of Lesson: Chicanes in the Labbr Movement

Group(s): Hispanic

Key. Concept(s): Discrimination

Generalization(s): Some Hispanic women have played important leader-

ship role6 in fighting discrimination experienced

by Hispanic farm workers.

ft

Behavioral Objective(s):
Students will be able to describe how discrimina-

tion has affected Hispanic workers.

Students will be able td name two Hispanic women
who are labor leaders and describe their activities.

Teaching Procedures and

Activities:
Day I

1. Students will read "Dolores ffuerta" from New -

Women in Politici, pages 14-17.

2. Teacher will pass out the Dolores Huerta
worksheet and review the vocabulary words.

3. After the students have completed the worksheet,

they should discuss the goals and grievances

of the United Farm Workers (UFW) organization.

Key discussion questions:

a. Why was the United Farm Workers organiza-

tion formed?

b. What are child labor regulations? Minimum

wages? Unemployment benefits?

c. What are some of the things Ms. Huerta

does as vice-president of the UFW?

Day II

1. Students Will read "Emma Tenayucca: Chicana

Labor Leader" from La Chidana, Pages 24-26.

(rhis article is reprinted on pages 102-104

in the Secondary_Curriculum Guide.)
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Evaluation Procedure:

Resources and Materials:

2. The teacher will review vocabulary words
found on page 27 in La Chicana.

3. The queitions listed on page 27 can be used
for a discussion of the reading.

Key discussion question:
---

a. How are the background, roles, and respon-
sibilities of Emma Tenayucca similar to
those of Dolores_Huerta? 4Bath_exper4enced
racial discrimination as Chicanas; both
are active in promoting equality for the

Chicana and Chicano.)
a

4: SuPii-leMentary Attivities:

Students can complete the activities listed
on pages 27-31 in La Chicana.

..Day III

1. StUdents will read "Chicanos Strike at Farah"
from La Chicana, pages 32-34.

2. The teacher will review the vocabulary words
found on page 35.

3. The questions listed on page.35 can be used
for a discussion-of the reading.

Each student will write an essay describing the

following:

1. How discrimination has affected labor con-
ditions for Hispanics.

2. Two Hispanic Women who,are labor leaders,

and their activities.

Bowman, Kathleen. "Dolores Huerta," in New

Women in Politics. Mankato, Minn.: Creative
Education/Children's Press, 1976, pp. 14-17.

La Chicana. Berkeley, Calif.: Berkeley Unified

School District, Chicano Studies and Women's
Studies Programs, 1977.

Worksheet for Dolores Huerta
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WORKSHEET

DOLORES HUERTA

Vocabulary

vehicles injustice ramshackle aspirations

gnarled conferring nutrition vital

bullhorns strategy negotiate dedicated

emerged wavered unintimidated discrimination

positioned solidarity status similarities

symbol migrant

chiseled plight stereotyping

sculpture insecticides unified

ComprehensiOn
is a Mexican'American

who is dedicated to And-organizing-farm laborers. -The

workers are treated like animals. They sometimes die because

and low

are sprayed on them. They have very poor

and poor

are 'called

regulations,

. The people she is fighting for

. They are not covered by

. They do not have

benefits. These lre soma of the reasons why the

waS formed. Dolores Huerta is the

of this organization.

Answers for Comprehension:

wages, or

6

Dolores Huerta is a Mexican American woman who is dedicated to helping and

organizing farm laborers. The workers are treated like animals. They some-

times die because chemical insecticides are sprayed on them. They have very

poor housing and low wages and poor nutrition. The people she is fighting for

are called migrant workers. They are not covered by labor laws. They do not

have child labor regulations, minimum wages, or unemployment benefits. These

are,some of the reasons why the United Farm Workers was formed. Dolores Huerta

is the vice-president of this organization.
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III. BLACK WOMEN

A. Purposes of the activity:

Each participant will be able to discuss the past and present
status of Black women.

Each participant will be able to suggest ideas for teaching

about-Black-womem

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

Article, "The Black Woman: A Fresh Perspective"

Two Lesson Plans:
"Discrimination and Black Women"
"Statistics in Mathematics"

User's Guide and Filmstrip, "Rot-about to be Ignored"-,

Note: If you ehoose to 'inviL a resource person to speak,
be sure to determine some criteria to ensure that your speaker

is knowledgeable about issues and concerns of Black women.

Some suggeSted criteria ihclude:

1. Knowledge of Black women in history.

2. Knowledge of current issues and concerns of Black

women.'

For distribution to workshop participants:

Article, "The Black Woman: A Fresh Perspective"

Two Lesson Plans:
'Discrimination and Black Women"

"Statistics in Mathematics"

C. Procedures: Allow workshop participantmple time to read article,

view and discuss filmstrip, and reviencli'discuss lessons.

1. Distribute copies of the article, "The Black Woman: A Fresh

Perspective," to participants and allow them ta read it.

9. Introduce and show the filmstri -"Not about to be Ignored."

Discussion'questions can be found'in the user's guide that

accompanies the-filmstrip. In c.iclition, participants may

want to raise their own queOldWand share comments. If

a resource person is present;" -She Should be included in the

group discussion.

3. Pass out copies of the two lesson plans on Black women. Go

through each lesson with participants. At this point, the

materials and resource's for each lesson should be presented

to them.
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4. Discuss the effectiveness of the two lessons and ways in which

they might be modified by participants for use in their own

classrooms/subject areas. If time allows, participants can

-brainstorm other ideas for teaching about Black women. The

workshop leader can record ideas on neidsprint/chalkboard.

D. Time required: 60 minutes.
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THE BLACK WCHAN: A FRESH PERSPECTIVE*

,Contemporary Black.women are seeking new meanings and behaviors for the word

"womanhood." Black women aro also seeking solutions to the triple whammy of
racism, sexism, and Roverty. The women's liberation movement, which has re-
sponded most often to the needs of white, middle-class women, does not provide
the Black woman with the appropriate definitions of liberation or freedom.
White notions of freedom, like someone else's shoes, do not fit the Black

woman. The issues of male domination, the family, and liberation from home
management have different meanings for Black women than for white women because

of their different experiences. The history of Black women is largely unknown
and short shrift is given to their experience in women's studies curricula.

It is imperative for the Black woman to recver her historical roots in order
to discover strengths for the present and models for the future. The histor-
ical_recovery method shakes the foundations of cherished myths and common wisdom
about the identity, values, and aspiritions of the _Black woman. The lack

woman's identity has been,clouaed by romanticization of the slave experience,
Awhixe disinterest in-the African past, and mounds of inaccurate academic
ma.terial_about_ her role in both Africa and America. The complex identity of
-the,Black woman iishatie& by themigration-patterns_ ofillacks within the hemi-

sphere and the nation. Slavery must be examined in order to understand the
acculturation_process which destroyed many African values and resulted in the

creation of other values. The Black woman's prescriptions for change within
the context-of oppression by both the white world and from within the Black

culture are discussed in the final section of the article.

The African Past

Africa is a continent with a myriad of religions, peoples, languages, and

intellectual traditions. Contrary to popular mythology, ancient Africa
provides Black women with models of beauty, wisdom, family order, many roles,

and power. Media treatment of Black culture and Black women perpetuates the
distortion of her past, her present, and her potential. For example, the

Africa popularized by the Tarzan,series is not only mythical and misleading

when one attempts to understand contemporary Africa, but stands in the way of

understanding ancient Africa. The films have an ageless quality about them,

and the viewer is led to believe that the "dark continent" of Tarzan and Jane

has remained unchanged from the morning of creation. Four decades of school

children have seen African civilization portrayed as monolithic, barbaric, and

frivOlous. Black males appear slavishly obedient to whites, and childlike, or

juvenile,a,nd cannibalistic. Black females are nonexistent or mere objects for

bizarre sac ificial rites.

The real African ast is a tapestry of diverse people, languages, religions,

and geographies. d, like tapestry wool, Africa's people were many colors--

brown, black, yellow- and its cultures range in texture from simple tribal life

forms to complex city s tes. Black women appeared historically in Ethiopian,p

Egyptian, and Greek texts. For example, modern Ethiopia traces its lineage

*This article waS written by Vivian Jenkins Nelsen for inclusion in this

training Manual.
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back to Makeda of Axum, known to many as the Queen of Sheba, who visited

Solomon 1,000 years before Christ. Other Ethiopian queens were called

condaces; they ruled the southern capital of Meroe. Egypt was also ruled by

a Black queen, Nefertari, wife of Aahmes I, who was cofounder of the

Eighteenth Dynasty.

Women in.medieval Africa were no less outstanding than their precursors, ac

cording to Arab chronicler Ibn Batuta. On his visit to Mali in the 14th

century, Batuta reported that the Black women were beautiful--neither down

trodden'nor meek aad were fespected more than the men.

Most American Blacks are descended from the people of West African societies.

Therefore, in order to understand the role expectations and functions of

Black women during and after slavery, it is essential to examine the organiza

tion and nature of those societies prior to colonization and slavery.

Social life was wellregulated and organized around family life. A!.though

scholars disagree as to the number of matrilineal societies (i.e., societies

where descent is traced through the-mother), it is clearly the case that

families were predominaatly patriarchal and that the immediate family, con

sisting of a father, his wives and their children, was part of a larger unit,

called the extended family. This patriarch, sometimes considered,a chief,

was usually an elderly man. The extended family was an autonomous social

system--it provided food, clothing, shelter, recreation, religious instruc

tion, and'education for its members.

What was the ro2e of women in West African sncidties? It was very different

_ftrom_that of her_European_counterparts.
Though African women's lives were_ _

chanacterized by hard work, prostitution was unknown, unmarried women were,

rare, and the sick, oId, and infirm were cared for (Bennett, 1962, p. 24).

,African women wielded positions of economic and political power both wlthin

the family and.in the administration of tribal affairs. ."Queen Sisters"

and "Queen Mothers" held prominent roles in tribal life as oral historians

who transmitted mach of the tradition of their nations andempires.

Many African legends and myths-featured women as the founders or mothers of

tribes. These women were aristocrats who were either queens or,,the daughters

of kings. Such women appear in stories of the creation of Chad, Niger, and

of the Hausa people of.nOrthern Nigeria. Women were placed high,in the social

order because of their procreative role, as well as because they were carriers

of their ancestral heritage.

Although women who bore many children were revered in some societies, some

tribes were familiar with the socalled modern praCtice of'birth control.

Bantu tribes helieved that it was not good for a woman to give birth to more

than one child in a threeyear period.

The power that women wielded was both moral and economic. It was the women

who ran the openair markets in West Africa and were the key figures in the

business and the retail distribution process. According to custom, they

managed the family resources, and their economic independence as traders made

them personally independent, giving them power within the family. This power
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was denied to women who, in accordance with the prevalent European customs,

were dependent upon their husbands for support. Some of these West African

women became independently wealthy as a result of their business acumen.

The intellectual life of the period was concerned with the meaning of life,

life after_death, and other questions common to'"advanced civilizations."

Precolonial Africa had four written languages prior to the coming of whites

and religious thought concerned itself with every life event. To reiterate,

Blacks were the products of highly organized societies which esteemed the

family-7both living and dead. They were not prepared to face the barbaric

conditions,which were in store for them in the New World.

Themyriad cultures from which the Blacks came operated under well-organized

social systems, and, despite their differences, had a deep sense of group

identity. The African wolnan vas xdifered4or her intellect and beauty, re-

spected for her financial abilities, and cherished for her active'role in

creating and sustaining tribal order through the family. She arrived in

America--in chains--only to find the women of the, liew World ,enslaved by

sexism and herelf the object of every sexual perfidy and outrage.

Slavery

Black slavery existed far beyond thd Deep South, and despite the threat of,

severe physical punishment, enslaved Africans did not entirely lose their

cultures and languages. In fact, assimilation was often effectively sub-

verted by revolts, subterfuge, and intermarriage with indigenous Native

Americans throughout the Americas. In order to compare the types of slavery

Blacks experienced, it is necessary to look at American, Brazilian, and

Caribbean slavery. The search for Black heritage frequently bypasses the

Caribbean Islands, an important first stop, where families and tribal groups

were separated into lots and sold. Often, slaves were broken and trained in

Caribbean "seasoning" factories and forts for service in America. The impli-

Cation for Black women searching for their roots is that the Caribbean is a

critical link to Africa.. This Caribbean connection links Black women directly

to Hispanic women by blood, and has complicated the racial discussion in the

Hispanic community by introducing the issue of color.

Where did.they come from?

The slave-traffic began in Guinea and the island of Sao Thome, spread in a

short time to the Congo and Angola, and then, finally, to distant Mozambique.

Hausas, Mandingos, Yorubas, Ibos, Efiks, Krus, Fantins, Ashintis, Dahomeans,

Binis, and Senegalese were among the groupS' of people who were enslaved.

How bad were conditions for the slaves?

ihe "middle passage," as the sea lane between Africa and the New World-was

called, was traversed by ships so foul from the stench of human excrement that

many harbors would not allow them to dock. Some writers claim that sharks

followed many of these vessels, feeding on the dead tossed overboard. It is

estimated that only half of the Africans made the voyage alive--they were

packed, spoon-fashion, into the holds, -which often were barely eighteen inches

high. Epidemics of dysentery were common, and the dark, dank hold spread

death to crew members and passengers alike. It was not uncommon to find dead
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persons chained to living ones for several days before,being unshackleeand

removed. The women who arrived in the Americas survived these unspeakable

conditions, not to mention the deaths of their'babies born aboard ship and

sexual exploitation by the crews. Many women starved themselves to death

or leaped.over the sides of the ships.

Was slavery the same everywhere?

Scholars have long debated the relative sevetity of slavery in North and

South America. This is a false debate. Although conditions varied in the

different locales, slavery was an abomination wherever it existed:

Some writers claim that slavery in the'Caribbean was different from North

ATerican'slavery in that most of the slaveowners were absentee urban dwellers

--and, therefore, did not interact with, or have empathy for, their slaves. As

a result, some scholars feel that the slavery in the Caribbean was especially

cruel and businesslike, particularly in Cuba. Other Latin American scholars

point to the legal codes which gave slaves in Catholic countries legal rights,

such as the righv to marry, own property, change masters (if another master

could be found to purchase the slave), testiEy in court against masters, buy

freedoe, and sue if subject to cruel and unusual punishment. In the Old

South, slaves had no legal rights, such as testifying in court, and could be

killed bY their owners. On the other hand,,Blacks in°Cubá or Mexico had,the

right to have their own price declared and could, if so desired, pUrchase

themselves in installments; the Brazilian slave who was the parent of ten

children.might demand his or her freedom (Foner and Genovese, 1969, p. 21).

In Brazil, slaves who were owned by different masters could not be kept from

marrying, nor be separated after marriage.. So, if the estates were far apart,

the wife's price would be set by impartial persons, and she woula be sold to

the husband's master, so that they could-live together (Foner and Genovese,

1969, P. 22). A slave was able to marry a free petson, and if .the mother were

free, children of such a union would also be free.

In the Spanish colonies and in Brazil, there were official protectors of

slaves to whom priests were required to report slave treatment (Foner and Geno

vese, 1969, pp. 22-23). Investigations were conducted and remedial actions

resulted when necessary.

Manumission,,or the freeing of slaves, was a frequent practice.in Latin

American -codntries, as it had widespread social approval. The abolition of

slavery in the Latin American countries (with the exception of Haiti and

Cuba) was brought about without violence or civil war.

Did some slaves have it pretty good then?
_

Melvin Harris discounts the rosy picture of Latin American slavery by pointing

to the fact that Brazil was second to none in the number of its fugitive Slaves

and its slave revolts. Brazilian slaves endured torture and risked their lives

attempting to escape from their masters.

Did women slaves indeed have it easier than men?

In many instances, the life of women was more difficult and restricted than that

of the men. They wprked side by side with the men. Childbearing and raising

were additional burdens. Women were punished regardless of pregnancy, mother-
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hood, or physical infirmity. Their zhildren were used as hostages if

women attempted escape. Furthermore, white men,.routinely abused and sexually'

exploited them.

Some slave women must have beat the system . .

Phillis Wheatley, the slave poet and second American woman to publish a book,

almost escaped the horrors of slave life in her international travels--until

the.death of her owner. Many factors--the rigors of tuberculosis contracted

on the "middle passage," the birth of a third child, poverty, and boardinghouse

domestic service--accounted for her death in her early 30's.

Sojourner Truth, abolitionist, former slave, and ardent feminist, fought the

system on the lecture circuit. Undaunted by the frequent hissing and booing
of hostile crowds, she reeounted her experience as a slave and stutped for

universal suffrage. When the emancipation came, only male slaves were given
the vote and Sojourner moved to the West to continue her fight for wdMen's

suffrage.

Slaveowner; were fo pf rationalizing the "peculiar institution".of si'avery

by saying Lhat.their slaves were happy and spent their evenings laughing,.

dancing, and singing quaint songs. The *subject of one such song, "Moses"

(Harriet Tubman), tertified slaveowners as she swooped down into the South

over-a dozen times to walk hundreds of dissatisfied slaves to freedom. A

military woman, she commanded troops during the Civil War and was a
coconspirator in the ill-fated raid on Harper's Ferry led by John Brown.

Caught while escaping with her husband and four children, Margaret Garner
slashed the throat of,her infant daughter in order to save her from slavery.
She said that slavery was hell foi. a Negro woman and that she would go singing

to the gallows -rather than return to bondage. Following her trial, she was

shipped south aboard the Lewis. The boat had an accident and another of her
children.perished, but Margaret was rescued by the crew aboard the Hungarian.
She. was sold and'her husband, upon learning of her death, wrote that she.

"had escaped at last."

Didn't some slaves have it better than others?

It is commonly assumed that lighter-skinnea slaves who worked in the homes

of their owners were spared the lash, unlike their darker comrades, the field-

workers. The re'sulting dichotomy in social standing and ill will between the

two groups has Icing been a_major 'theme otsiave literature Little, however,----

has-been-said dbodf-ieRual exploitation of "house niggers" on a daily basis

by white southern planters who enslaved their very own mulatto children. Be-

sides facing the trauma of being enslaved by a parent, these "house niggers"

were often the victims of incestuous relationships. It is not difficult to

understand the motives, then, of slave women who, on the one.hand, killed

their masters by putting ground gla;s in food and, on the other hand,

physically crippled their own children at birth to render them unattractive

or useless for the slave trade.

Although many arriving slaves could read and write iR their own tongues, it

was illegal for them to be literate in any language in most slaveholding

states. Blacks defied such restraints, and secret schools dotted the South:
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The most pernicious Myths about the accuituration.of Blacks revolVe around

the role-of the. Black wOman. Her Afritan roles Of oral historian, religious

businessperSon, farmer, and mother were reduce&-to parodies of their

form significance duting slaVery. Black woment--because of Eheir African

characteristics of outspokenness, adaptability, and love of order--were mis-

takenly labeled -by sexists as "maeriarchs." Worse yet is what some assert is

the complicity.of these women in their own sexual degradation. As the trans-%

mitters of pleir culture, they submitted to sex wittl white slaveowners only

to insure the continuation-of the race (Cade, 1970, pp. 207-208). the alter-

natives given them--the-deaths of their husbands or children, the ripping of

unForn babies from.pregnant women's bodies, oe-thel.alSfigurement of innocent

persons In the sl,ave communities-,-were totally intolerable ones. ,The African

woman-was not afraid of deAh, but her sense of justice.aftd religious inter-

pretation of.depth would not easily allow her to cause the death of others.

The assumption tleat women were very prominent in Black'families because

Black women were not sold as slaves as often as Black men is untrue. Despite

the fact tbrit womea might be pregnant ormight have breastfeeding.inftnts,

they were as likely as any other slaves to be sold or punished% 0

Rural/Urban Patterns

Blacks have been present inothe urban and rural-communities of both the North

and South.. /t is interesting to note that the firc Blacks arrived in the

North in 1619 aSindentured servans,,,but that slavery did not begin until

several, decades later. Hence, some Blacks in the United Seates never became

slaves and ware typically employed as artisans and craftsmen. cP

\

Until silvery was outlawed in the North, slaves weie present both in citie;

and on farms. The majority of Blacks (90 percent) lived in the rural South

prior to the Ci71.1 War.

Following the Civil War came the era of Reconstruction and the advent of the

*Jim Crow laws. The 1890's witneSsed a national urban migration by both whites,

- and Blacks. ManyBlacks sought relatives and loved ones who-itad been sold
t. during slavery or displaced during the war. Still others sought their

tunes in the tiorbi. CrOp failures, natural disasters (including a boll weevil

invasion), anPthe First%WorId War accelerated the-Blackotigration northward.

Blacks weee'encouraged' by the lack of European migrants in the work force and

began to fill their places in the facOries and homes of the North.- They

were so actively recruited by labor agents that many Southern cities tried to

stem-tke alack tide-by establishing restrictive migration laws which called'

for jailing of agents and their cli9nts and required licensing fees and other

cumbere'ome measures. Northern industrialists sent trains into the South to

plck up.laborers, and the Black newspaper, the Chicago Defender, organized

a "Great.Northqrn Drive," aimed at enticing Blacks e4 cOme North.

Black women, who have the longest work history-of any group of women in

America, were listed in the 1890 census as having an employment rate twice

that'of white women. Further, almost allqof the 100,000 married women in

domestic service in 1890 were Black.

Many women sought work as domestics in the North and found instead'a new

form ofslavery. The new bondage was called "the slave market," and there

wer corner auction blocks around which groups of women--some old and some
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young--huddled, awaiting prospective employers. These women averaged_2.0_to

-30---cents-an-hour-for-ba-cicbrearang labor and were frequently-victimized by

haying to vork longer hours than arranged, accept less. pay than prOmised,

.
and often'accept clothing in lieu 6f cash.

Blacks have been in transit since the turn of the century,attemPting to

escape both poverty and racial persecution._ Blacks are clearly established

throughout the Americas in-cities and rural areas due to slavery. The pain-

ful process of acculturation of Blacks has resulted in the white culture's

being_enriched by the Africanization of its music, sodial ethics, religious

traditionf,_language, and dance, to name only, a few areas. Africans were

to lose many of their values but were to retain the core or central values

in spite of everything. The rediscow.ry of an accurate picture of the slavery

period's Bladk woman has resulted -in her exoneration as a cultural saboteur

and has elevated her as coliberator of her people.

This historical piece serves as a context in which modern Black women speak

of their experience aal Blacks and females. The sense in which they point to

cultural values, such as the family, emphasizes the preservation of the

AfriCan heritage in spite of the social scientists' claims about ihe broken

or dysfunctional Black family. The survival of the people, a long-time value

throughout the slave experience, is clearly still a part of Black women's

value systems. Black women are doMmitted to change and to the commonweal.

Coping with racism and sexism . . . Who or what is the probleffi?

lilack female respondents, in a recent study conducted by the author, pointed

to racism'and white male power systems as the primary sources of oppressioly/

Not one woman cited.Black males as the major obstacles to her personal success.

An execueive secretary put it simply, "The problem is that first, you're-431ack,1

ahd second, you're a woman." Four of the ten women interviewed mentioned the 1

attitudes of men, in general, and sexism, in particular, as problematid. White

racism as practiced by white males seemed to differ in quality from that prac-

ticed by white women, according to several persons. The role of white males

is to construct and direct racial oppression and white females support and bene-i

fit (unwillin_gly or Idllingly) from this state of affairs. A school district 1

official interviewed commented, "White women don't realize the active role they

play in maintaining.the status quo." The control of the nation's resources,

institutions, power, and culture is 4n the hands of the white male elite.

Black energies are largely spent wresting the basic resources for life--food,

_education, clothing, housing, and employment--from the system's institutions. '

'Institutionalized racism has meant that adequate housing has been withheld

from Blacks because of color bias. This increasingly scarce resource has be-

come even more. inaccessible due to urban decay and spiraling energy costs. \

Tven the Federal Government, the nation's largest landlord, has been cited by k

the courts for creating urban racial anconomic ghettos. In the private

sector, realtors continue to act as agents of white America's racism in the

ongoing deirelopment of single-race ghettos. These patterns of urban residen- \

cy have, in turn, affected the building and servicing of public schools. \I

Unwillingness by government officials to integrate housing "projects" has

resulted in many segregated, separate, and unequal schools, a situation

that busing has.not reversed. Recalcitrant school boards around the nation

cOntinpe to resist school desegregation orders by Lhe-Supreme Court and the

Justice Department, encouraged by the very office of the President.
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Racial discrimination in employment means that Blacks are twice as likely as

whites to be unemployed, and, if they are employed, they make less than whites

in comparable jobs. In fact, many white high school graduates will make more

in a lifetime than Black college graduates. White males continue to dominate

Federal offices, school boards, realty boards, and personnel offices. They

stand indicted as the chief architects of institutionalized racism..

Black women sufferiall the problems that racism visits on the Black community.

The combination of racism and sexism means that they are doubly discriminated

against in employment. Their high rate of unemployment and low pay scales

hold up the bottoms of labor statistic tables.

Black women must determine their own needs in the areas of research, employ-

ment, and education, and initiate legislation and litigation if they are to

enter the 21st century as coequals and not as an endangered species.

Some Possible Solutions

Black women must become familiar with their history and more active in the

development of the Black community. Educational institutiOns must tell their

story so that adolescent Black girls may be provided with role models which

are assertive, yet nurturing--a successful blend of ambition and altruism.

Full employment and affirmative action goals and guidelines must become pri-

orities for our society. Black and white women must negotiate clearly defincd

coalitions around issues of mutual concern, one of them being re-education

of career counselors.

Career counselors have traditionally pushed Black youngsters into nonacademic

fields. This trend needs to change. Black women who have received college

degrees are clustered in teaching and social work; these indeed are worthy

occupations, but they are limited when one considers the Black community's

need for scientits, technicians, businesspeople, lawyers, and doctors. The

"hard" sciences are dominated by foreign-born Blacks, a fact which lends _

credence to the claim that Blacks are capable of mastering these disciplines.

The.role of women and minorities has been thought to be that of "nurturer,"

and it is logical that if counselors continue their negatiVe influence,

the role is not apt to change; women and minorities will remain in their

traditional professions.

-Conflict management is another area where changes must be sought. White

teachers are often threatened when they encounter Black students who display

strong verbal skills and energy. They need to learn from Blacks how to

handle conflict; they also need to acquire a positive regard for assertive

behavior and should not be so quick to equate such behavior with violence.

Teachers should also not expect violence from Black students. They need to

learn the nuances of language and nonverbal behavior inherent in crosscultural

communicaPion. This learning can take place without violence and, one hopes,

will occur before conflict arises. Social psychologist D. W. Johnson offers

an excellent exercise for this kind of learning in his book, Reaching Out

(Prentice-Hall, 1972). In short, white teachers must examine socialization

materials to see that they are not promoting the concepts of individual com-

petition or passivity--both white norms, the former norm for males and the

latter for females.
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The school as extended family

A teacher should approach the Black child as part of what Thomasyne Lightfoote
Wilson calls the "community-family" (Wilson, 1972, pp. 374-389). This "com-

munity" is conceived of as that total group of persons--diverse in their
aspirations, motivations, and skills--who identify with and care for each other
and function as an extended family in order to encourage the overall develop-

ment of the community's children and parents. This concept of community entails
guiding educational experiences of a person from birth through adulthood. In

addition, adults will be resocialized through continuing parent-child education.
The aim of-this process is to lead individuals toward self-direction, creativity,

and individual responsibility. The process involves a re-creation of the

African oral tradition. Teaching staffs should be engaged interpersonally
in identity activities that examine what it means to be white or Black.

Staffs should also actively pass along the social, cultural, and linguistic,
as well as the recreational, traditions of Black folk. Educational committees

should reflect the makeup of the entire community, so that the educational
agenda corresponds to the needs of the children, and Blacks need to clarify

the valid historical-cultural bases for Afro-American education which are

found in America. Blacks need to help learners seek relevant content and

dynamic new values.

In arriving at new values, Blacks should work toward increased interdependent

sharing and caring (the extended family concept) and toward becoming partners
with nature (the nonharmful vs. exploitive use of land and theory). They must

learn to use time and space for the enhancement of intragroup relations. They

must become conscious of the unity of all things and avoid using others to sat-

isfy their own egotistical needs. White educators must expect to assist in

this process too.

The educational agenda must include an emphasis on the basic skills (i.e.,

reading, writing, and mathematics), the community's agenda, socialization

skills which allow students to transcend their isolation and move transcul-

turally with ease, and politicization, so that students can feel equipped to

make changes in society.
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NAMES: Armanda Jackson Berner and Lora Allen, St. Paul Public Schools

Joyce Bell, Roseville Area Schools

SUBJECT: Social Studies

Title of Lesson:

Group(s):

Key Concept(s):

Generalization(s):

Behavioral Objective(s):

teachinProcedures and
Activities:

GRADE LEVEL: 2

Discrimination and Black Women

Black

Discrimination

Black women are often discriminated against
because of their race and sex. Some Black

women have devoted their lives to fighting

such discrimination. They deserve recognition

Wand respect for their contributions, which haye
helped to promote America's welfare.

Each student will be able to discuss verbally

and state the meaning of the term "discrimina-

tion."

Eac,h Atudent will be able to identify and
commerth-on one area of discrimination concerning
one Black woman who has made a contribution to

history.

Day

1. Teacher will write on the board the word

"discrimination." Teacher should elicit

responses from students concerning its defi-

nition in thet'students' own words. ,Teacher
will then write the following wo±ds on the
board to help clarify the meaning of the

word "discrimination."

to make a distinctiOn: to make a dif-

ference because of being unlike others.

b. to favor: to regard with approval.

c. race: a group of persons with the

same origin.

d. sex: refers to one's
/
gender, either

female or male.

e. individual: one parson.
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f. against: not for.

g. erit: worth.

2. Supplementary Activity:

Teacher will allow a group of students to role

play the definition. Six students would come
to the front of the class. Four students

would stand on one side of the room and two
students on the opkosite. The two students

, standing,alone will be the decision-makers,
the ones who hold the power to discriminate.
The two power holders are told to choose persons

who resemble them the most. They are to be

very friendly with the two people like them-
selves and ignore the other two people. The

four students should move away from the two
being discriiinated against. The four will,

discuss how they are discriminating. Their con-

versation is to be centered around the defini-
tions and words which teacher previously put
on the board. Teacher should allow students to
continue to c'reate their own roles. After

role playing is completed, teacher will ask
students the following questions:

a. How did you feel as the person, who was

left alone?

b.- What word can you ,use to describe what
-was being done to you?

c. Do you feel a distinction shoUld be made
between people because of their race
and/or sex?

3. Teacher will write definition of discrimination

on board. Teacher will have students make a
booklet using construction paper for covers
and four lined sheets on the inside. They will

cstaple -.heir booklet together. They shduld write

the word "discrimination" on the outside of the
cover and express their feelings about the word

in design. On the first page of the booklet,
they should write the definition of the word

from the board. Teacher should ask each student
tO explain the term using her/his own words.

Definition of discrimination: .Making a distinc-
tion in favor of, or against, a person or persons
on the basis of race and/or sex rather than

on individual merit.
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Day II

1. Teacher Twill-write on chalkboard the fol-

lowing word list: %

politician carpenter

executive artist

scientist lawyer

Teacher will pronounce words for students,
-then with students. Teacher will ask the

following questions:

a. Do any of you know Black women in these

positions?

b. Does anyone know the type of work these

positions involve?

c. Is there any job in this list that you
feel Black women cannot do? If yes,

why?

Teacher will ask students to explain how

they feel about this statement:

1-

2. Teacher will ask students the following

question:

Sometimes people think that because
a person is Black and a woman, there

are certain things she can or cannot

do. Should people, decide that because

a person looks a certain way, she is

unable to do a job, or should a per-
son be given the opportunity to
prove her abilities?

If a teacher decides to dislike a Black

woman because she is different, and not

teach her, is there a word that describes

this action? (Yes, discrimination.)

3. Teacher should read to class selected
stories from Black Women of Valor. At the

compix.ition of the'story, the students
should be asked to answer the following

questions:

a. Who was the woman of valor in the story?

b. What contribution did she make to his-

tory?



c. How was she discriminated against?

d. _Was she discriminated-against because
of her race, sex, or both?

1. Teacher should read to class the book,

Black is Beautiful.

Key disdussion questions:

a. Name five phrases that illustrate 'Black
is Beautiful. (Answers will vary.)

b. Ask students to complete the open-ended
sentence:

"If I were a Black woman, I Would: It

feel happy be proud

feel sad look good
be as beautiful as love

. Teacher will read to class the story of
Yvonne Burke from New'Women in Politics.

_Key discussion questions:

a. With what issue did Yvonne Burke surprise
her friends and settle quietly? (Getting

her-apartment.)

b. Why was this an issue? (Because the

landlady refused to give her housing.)

c. What did she do? (Filed a complaint

with the Fair Employment Practices
Commission.)-

d. What happened to Yvonne when she started

school? (She was transferred to an all-

white school; the students mistreated her
because she was different; she was Black.)

e. Did she get upset and angry? (No.)

f. How did she'respond to the situation?
(She stayed calm and studied harder.)

Did her good attitude and hard work help?

How? (Yes. In high school, she was
elected vice-president Of her'school by

,the student body.)

g.
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Evaluation Procedures:

Resources and Materials:

h. Uthat happened to her in college? (She

was not allowed to join a women's social

group because s'he was Black.)

i. What did she do? (She started her own

chapter.)

j. Ih what areas did she work hard in
Congress to stop discrimination?
(Housing, child care, and education.)

Each student will list and explain four words

which make up theidefinition of "discrimination."

Each student will name One Black woman, explain

the area of discrimination that she was con-
fronted with, and her contribution to society.

Bowman, Kathleen. New Women in Politics.

Mankato, Minn.: Creative Education/Children's

Press, 1976.

Burt, Olive. Black Women of Valor. New York:

Julian Messner, 1974.

McGovern, Ann. Black is Beautiful. New York:

. Scholastic Book Services, 1969.

Construction paper

Pencils

Crayons
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NAMES: Sharon McIntyre, Jan Karjalahti, Adele Whitehill, and Nancy Schultz

Roseville Area Schools

SUBJECT: Mathematics

Title of Lesson:

Group(s):

0
Key Concept(s):

Generalization(s):

Behavioral Objective(s):

Teaching Procedures and
Activities:

GRADE LEVEL: 7-9

Statistics in Mathematics

Black

Discrimination

Discriminatidn has prevented Black women from
earning salaries which are equal to those
of Whites and Black men.

Each student will be able to analyze the impact
of race and sex discrimination on income levels
of Black women, Black men, white women,,and

white men.

1. Students will make a bar graph on Math

' Sheet 1/1, showing the different income
levels for each of these groups.

Median Income, 1977:

White Women $ 8,870,00

Black Wothen 8,290.00

White Men 15,378.00
Black Men 10,602.00

2. Students will complete Math Sheets #2
through 115. The teacher may wish to hand

out all of these sheets together and allow
each student to'fill them out in the order

she/he wishes.

3. Students will complete Math Sheet 1/6

entitled "Summary: Income Differences."

Note to teacher: Be sure to go over each
of these sheets with the class so that students
will understand the directions and the terms

used.,
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4. "Teacher will conduct a class discussion using

questions #1-10 in "Summary: Income Differ-

ences." Emphasis should be placed on questions

9 and 10. The teacher should help students

realize that both sex and race discrimination
affect the incomes'of minority women, whereas
the other groups mentioned are affected by

either their race or sex alone.

Key discussion questions:

a. What is discriminition? (Making 'a dis-

tinction in favor of, or against, a person

or group of persons on the basialof sex .

and/or.race without regard to individual

merit.)

b. What kind of discrimination would a

Black man face? (Race discrimination.)

c. What kind of discrimination would a ,

white woman face? (Sex discrimination.)

d. What kind of discrimination would a
Black woman face? (Both sex and race dis-

crimination.)

e. Would a minority woman have a more dif-

ficult time earning a decent idcome?

(Yes; see math lesson.)

Evaluation Procedure: fl

Each student will write an essay analyzing the

impact of race and sex discrimination on the

income levels of Black women, Black men, white

women, and white men., Information an examples

from Math Sheets 1/1-6 should be inclu ed in

each student's analysis.

Resources,and Materials:
Math Sheets #1-6

National Commission on Working Women. "An

Overview of Women in the Workforce." Center

for 'Women and Work, 1211 Connecticut,Avenue,

NW, Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20036.

1 3 4
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MATH SHEET #1

BAR GRAPH: INCOME DIFFERENCESi

Make a bar graph showing the median income in 1977 for the folloWing groups:

White Women $ 8,870.00

Black Women 8,290.00

Wbite Men 15,378.00

Black Men 10,602.00
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In 1977, the median
it was $10,602.00.

Budget

Income per year:

Income per month

Food

Child care

Rent/hoilse payment

Telephone

Clothing

Insurance .

health

life

car

Transportation

gas

maentenanm

gavings

MATH SHEET #2'

MONTHLY BUDGET, BLACK FAMILY

income for Black Women was $8,290.00, and for Black men,

Make out a monthly budget bhsed on these figures.

, .

Utiliips 4gas and electric)

Entertainment'.

Vacation*.e*

Total

;

:

i

Family Members

One adult man, working full-time
One.aduli woman, working-full-time
One child in grade school
One child in nursery school

1301 3 6
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MATH SHtET #3

MONTHLY BUNET, WHITE FAMILY

In 1977, the median income for white women was $8,870.00, and for white men,

it was $15,378.00. Make out a monthly budget based on these figUres.

Budget

Income per year

Income per month

FOod

Child care

Rent/house payment

Telephone

Clothing

Medical bills

Insurance

health

life

car

Transportation

Family Members

One adult man, working full-Cime
One adult woman, working full-time
One child in grade school
One child_ in nursery school

gas
I

maintenance

Savings 1

Utilities (gag and electric)

_Entertainment

Vacation

Total

131
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-MATH SHEET 1/4

MONTHLY BUDGET, BLACK WOMAN

In 1977, the median income for Black women was $8,290.00. Make a monthly

budget based on this figure.

Budget

Income per year

Income per month

Food

Child care

Rent/house payment

Telephone

Clothing-

Tiedical bills

Insurance

health

life

%car

Transportation

gas

maintenance

Savings

Utilities (gas and electric)

Entertainment --

Vacation

Total

132

Family Members

One adult woman, working full-time
One child in grade school
One child in nursery school



MATH SHEET #5

MONTHLY BUDGET, WHITE WOMAN

In 1977, the medianlincome for white women was $8,870.00. Make a monthly

tudget based on this figure.

Budget

Income per year

Indome per month

Food

Child care

Rent/house payment

Telephone

Clothing

Medical bills

Insurance

health

life

car

Transportation

'gas

maintenance

Savings

Utilities (gas and electric)

Entertainment

Vacation

Total

Family Members

One adult woman, working full-time
One child in grade school
One child in nursery school
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MATH'SHEET #6

UNDERSTANDING INCOME DIFFERENCES

Median Annual Incomes, 1977:

White Men
Black Men
White Women
Black Wmen

$15,378.00
10,602.00
8,870.00
8,290.0Q

1. Which group makes the,largrst amount of money?

2. Which group makes the least amount Of Money?

3. How much more money does the group in question number one make than

the group in question number two?

4. Circle the letter of the couple tthat makes the most combined income,

if both persons are working. Write the combined incomes for these

couples in the space provided.

a. One white woman and one white man

b. One Black woman and one Black man-

5. Which of these persons makes the most income?

a. White women .

b. Black women

6. How much more money does a white man make than a white woman?

7. How much more money does a white man pake than a Black woman?

8. How much more money does a white woman make than Black woman?

9. Do you think sex and race discrimination have an efgect on income?

Explain why in at least three sentences.

10. If sex and race discrimination are factors in deterMining income, write

a paragraph explaining why a minority.woman would have a more difficult

time earning a decnt income thah a member of.any other group.
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ANSWERS

MATH SHEETS #2 -#6

MATH SHEET 1/2 MATH SHEET 113

Income per year: $18,892.00 Income per year: $24,248.00

Income per month: $ 1,574.33 Income per month: $ 2,020.66

JWPH SHEET #4 MATH SHEET 115

Income per }mar: $ 8,290.00 Income pei year: $ 8,870.00

In,:ome per month: $ 690.83 Incothe per month: $ 739.17'

There are no "correde 'or "right" answers for each monthly budget': The

pulTose of the exercise is to point out the disparity in income among the
groups shown. From this exe'rcise, the students should become aware that
these income differences keep certain groups, particularly Black women,
from enjoying the same quality of life as others.

MATH SHEET 116

1. White men

2. Black women

3. $7,088.00

4. a. Makes the most combined income

a. Combined income is $24,248.00
b. Combined income is $18,892.00

5. a. White women

6. $6,508.00

7. 47,088.00

8. $ 580.00

9. Yes. Reasons should include the 'fact 5that sex and race discrimination
in the job-market prevent minority women from earning salaries which

are comparable to those of other groups of people.

10. Students" answers should include references to the double bind which mi-
nority women are in, namely that they are often subjected to both sex and

race discrimination. Consequentl, they do not have equal access to op-

portunities in education, job training, and the job market. Evidence of

this can be seen when we compare the incomes of white and Black women.
Although both make substantially less than all men, Black women still earn

less than white women.
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IV. PINPOINTING RACISM AND SEXISM WITHIN BUILDINGS

A. Purposes of the activity:

//- Each participant will be able to identify racist and sexist

practices perpetuated within their own school. buildings.

Each participant will be able to identify strategies for

eliminating racist and sexist practices within their own.'

school buildings.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

"Pinpointing Racism and Sexism within Buildings"

For distribution to participants:

"Pinpointing Racism and Sexism within Buildings"

Tape
Newsprint
Telt pens

C. Procedures: Divlde participants into groups of three to five; groups

choose a reporter and a recorder; groups brainstorm sexist and racist

practices and make suggestions to correct them; total group discussion

and summary.

1. Suggested introdpction:

In order to make constructive changes, we must begin to have

an impact in our home schools. For years, schools haVe per

petuated race and sex biases.

We are not saying all people have intentionally perpetuated

racism and sexism. However, institutions'and/or people within

them unintentionally perpetuate,race and sex biases.

To promote change effectively, we must identity the problems

which exist In our buildings.

2. Distribute "Pinpointing Racism and Sexism within Buildings."

After 30 minutes of working in small groups, each reporter is

to share her/his group's list of practices and 'suggested

strategies for elimination of them.

3. The workshop leader should summarize discussion by noting how

certain listed racist and sexist practices affect minorlt:y

female students. Examples are:
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a. Name calling. 0 ,

u

b. Omission of valid information about minority women from

curricula.
c. Criteria which deny minority girls the opportunity to -+r

participate in activities. . .

d. Negative attitudes of some counselors and teachers who
do not encourage minority girls to pursue a variety of

careers.

e. Few role models because of desegregation, or uninterested
teachers who do not invite resource persons who are
women of color into claSses and school programs.

Suggested strategies for eliminating such pract,ices should
be emphasized by the leader.

D. Time required: 45 minutes.
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PINPOINTING RACISM AND SEXISM WITHIN BUILDINGS

Participants will divide up into groups according to their assigned

A, B, C, ptc. categories.

1. Select'someone to record the major points of discussion. Brainstorm

for 5 minutes ways in which racism is intentionally or unintentionally

perpetuated within your school buildings and place the results in

2 columns:

Intentional Unintentional

2. Now, take 5 minutes to brainstorm the ways in which sexism is per-'

petuated within your buildings:

Intentional Unintentional

3. Take 10 minutes for group members to clarify their brainstormed ideaS.

4. Take,10 minutes to list some ways of reducing race and sex biases

within your buildings.

5. Each group will return to the large gropp after 30 min es and share

its findings.
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V. DEVEL6PING THE LESSON PLAN: SUBJECT AND TITLE IDEAS

A. Purpose of the activity:

Each participant will be able to develop ideas for a subject
area and title.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

Chart or transparency of "Subject'and Title ideas"

For distribution to workshop,participants:

"Subjece and TitlelIdeas*
Newsprint
Felt pens.

C. Procedures: Introduce session; pairs brainstorm, record, and

discuss with group.

,l. Suggested introduction:

Now that you have increased your knowledge,of sexism, racism,
and the different groups of minority women, we are goj,ng to
begin developing lesson plans for teaching about women of color.
Before you begin to write a lesson plan, we will take some time
to review the requirements of a lesson plan.

In considering subject areas and titles, topics for a lesson
plan need not be limited to the areas of social studies.
Since women of color have made contributions in all areas of
American society, A variety of topics from many disciplines
may be developed.

For example, let's take a look at literature. Although women

of color have been in America for over 300 years, how many

j
classics are written about omen of color or how many nursery

rhymes depict women of colo in positive roles?

.

Here are some suggested,subject and title ideas. (Workshop

leader should refer to chart.)

. 2. Participants should pair off with partners for 10 minutes and
develop possible subject and title ideas for lesson plan develop-

ment.'

3. After participants have brainstormed subject and title ideas,
they should choose one of their ideas and, share it with the group.
The purpose of sharing will be to explain how they would develop

their choseri subject areas to help students learn about women of

color. The workshop leader.should encourage participants to
choose from all subject areas, not just social studies.
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Example: Math--Statistical Facts Based on Minority Women

and Jobs. This les.son will be developed to shoW and exPlain

to students the inequality of income among minority women,

white meh, and white women.

At the end of this session, participants should have ideas

about their subject areas and lesson titles. Rcmind parti-

cipants to bring any of their own curriculum materiais,

i.e., textbooks, needed to develop lessons.

D. Time required: 25 minutes.

.°
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LESSON DEVELOPMENT: SUBJECT AND TITLE IDEAS

Sub ects

Career Education
Literature '

Political Science
American .History
Mathematics

Media .
\ Health Education

\\\

. .

Careei Education
\Human Relations
M

,

athematics
\
Art
\Reading

Reading
Music\
English
Language Arts
Physical EIucation
Home Econo ics

i

Home Economics
,

Titles

Minority Women in Nontraditional Occupations
Minority Women in Literature
Minority Women as Decision-Makers in Politics
Minority Women in the Building of America
Statistital Facts Based on Minority Women and

Jobs
A Minority Woman's Guide to the World pf Media
Health: Concerns and Issues for the Minority

. Woman
Careers of Minority Women
The American Indian vs. Stereotyping
Story-Problems
Media Art
Actomplishments of Black Women, 1619-1700
Minority Women Biographies
American Indian Women in Music
Iva Togyri: Victim of a Legend
Readings on Black and Hispanic Women
Minority Women in Tennis
Foods: A Historical Perspective by

Minority Women
Minority Women: Traditional vs. Contemporary

\\
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VI. KEY CONCEPTS AND GENERALIZATIONS

A. Purposes of the activity:

Each participant will be able to define these four key concepts:

discrimination, stereotyping, differences, and similarities.

Each participant will be able to write a generalization.from

the key concept selected for lesson plan developilent.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use and for distribution to..workshop

participant's:

"Definition of Key Concepts"'

"Generalization Examples"'

C. Procedures: Lecturette and small group 'work.

1. Distribute handouts on key concepts and generalizations.

2. Lecturette on key concepts and generalizations.

Suggtsted lecturette:

Each,lesson plan has a key concept and generalization. Curriculum

developers, such as James Banks, have defined a concept as a tefM

or phrase that classifies a large range of facts and generalizations.

Concepts are basic to the creation of categories of knowledge and

:re found in all facts, gelieralizations, and theories. Four key

concepts will be used to develop culturally diverse, non-sex-biased

curricula. They are discrimina!ion, stereoty ing, differences, and

similarities.

8./

a. Discrimination: Minority women are onsistently discrim-

inated against because of-Iheir race and sex. Many times,

minoritywomen are Ereated differently because Chey are

women and from a minority group rather than recognized for

their own selfrworth or individual merits.

b. Stereotyping: Minority women have been treated unfairly

because of preconceived ideas some people May have about the

way these women are. Stereotypes vary from group to group.

Some examples include:

American Indian Women: Indian princess, squaw (sex and

workhorse), domestic, welfare recipient.

Asian American Women: Suzi Wong, geisha with d fan,

perfect wife, maid, medical worker.

Black Women: matriarch, Auntilemima, revolutionary,

hot mama, maid.

Hispanic Women: fiery dancer, migrant, classic Spanish ,

lady, Chiquita banana.
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O
c. Differences: Each and every individual possesses a unique

qUality. It is i ortant that minority women be accepted

on an individual ba . Oftentimes, a minority woman finds

that-she has to exhibit erior ability in order to obtain
pr assume a different position or a leadership role. Minority

women muse be accepted for the differences they possess also.

. Similarities; Minority women can be similar to one anbther
as.well as similar to nonminority people in areas such as

physical needs. In addition, among minotity'women, there

. are common issues andconcerns in health care, education-, ---
;employment, and racial equality.

Each of these key concepts ca_n_k_e_thoU-gbt of as an organ#1ng factor

that states the theme or-f-p-dus of your'lesson. It assists in the
selection_of-apprOpriate information/facts which you want to tegch

youf-itudents.

Generalizations follow key concepts. A generalization summarizes
a relationship between two or more concepts. FOr example, the

statement "stereotyping is used by people to categorize others"
tells us that'the general concept, stereotyping, is related to

, the concept of categorizing others. The claim being made is that
the characterigtic of categorizing ahers is applicable to all
instances of the general concept of stereotyping.

Generalizations can be used to summarize facts as well as to
show relationships between objects and events. Since they are

more than factual statements, they represent a more elficient

kind of knowledge. 4Students are able to develop insightq which
can be transferred from one situation,to another.

A handout containing examples of key concepts and pneralizations

has been distributed to you. Generalizations do vary in their level

of inclusiveness. In developing lesson plans, we will be concerned

with developing lower-level generalizations which summarize infor-
mation pertinent to minority women.

Please review the examPleS. Then.choosea partner and spend the

n8xt 15 minutes assisting one another,in developing a generalization

for each key\concept.

3. Ii time permits, participants may share their ker concepts and

generalizations with the total group.

D. TiMe-required: 20 minutes.
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E. Refetences:

..Banks, James A. Teaching Strategies for Ethnic Studies. Boston:

Allyn and BacQ11-, 1975; ,

Wghlage, Gary, and Anderson EugeneNM. Social Studies Curriculum

In,Perspectiye. EnglewoOd Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972. '
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KeysConcept:

DEFINITI S OF KEY CONCEPTS

Word or phrase that classifies a 1 nge of facts and generaliza

tions. It states the theme or foc of the lesson.

Discriminationr

The making of distinctions in favor of, or against, a person pr persons
on the basis of race and/or sex rather t an on individual merit.

Similarities:

Conditions, attitudes, and actiVities which are alike but not the

same.

Differences:

Conditions, attitudes, and activities which are not the same.

StereOtype:

A set image; a standardized or typical image or conception applied
to membe:s of a certain group.
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GENERALIZATION EXAMPLES'

Generalizcztion:

A sentence that summarizes the relationship between two or more

concepts. It states a generarrule or principle based on fact(s).

Key Concept: Discrimination

Generalizations: Asian American and Black women have a right to cateer

choices in a variety of fields. Oftentimes, they are

limited in their career choices because of their race

and sex.

Due to the double bind of both race and sex discrimina-

tion, minority women have experienced poverty in American

society.

Discrimination has prevented minority women from earning

salaries which are equal to those of men and white women.

jKey Concept: Stereotyping

GeneralizAtions Stereotyp,ing of Asian American women prevents us from

viewing them as individuals with needs, feelings, talents,

and aspirations.

Stereotyping of minority women limits our perceptions of

them in the world of work.

Key Concept: L Similarities and Differences

Generalizations: Any two people show sithilarities and differences.

rthere are similarities and differences among minority

,twomen in regard to their roles within their culturql

'groups.
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VII. COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

A. Purpose of the activity:

Each participaat will be able to develop at least one
behavioral objective.

B. Materials:
It

For workshop leader's use and for distribution to participants:

"Cognitive Behavioral Skills"
"Developing and Writing Cognitive Behavioral Objectives"
"Check Yourself List"

-

C. Procedures: Lecturette, individual practice activity, partner
sharing, large grOup sharing, and discussion.

1. Distribute handouts.

2. Suggested lecturette:

Lesson plans should have clearly stated objectives. Such

objectives will assist you in evaluating instruction and
student learning.

An objective is an intention communicated by a statement
identifying a planned change in a student. It is an assertion
of what the student is to be like when a learning experience
is sucnessfully,completed, as well as a description of a
pattern of behavior we want the student to be able to demon-

strate.

There ate three major types of objectives: cognitive, affective,

and psychomotor. Cognitive objectives are\concerned with the

mastery of knowledge and'skills. Affectiv objectives emphasize

attitudes, values, interests, appreciation, nd methods of

adjustments. Psychomotor objectives are conc rned with motor

skills.

We will be concerned with developing cognitive beh vioral Ob-

jectives. That is not to say that you cannot devel R affective

and/or psychomotor objectives. However, due to the Mck of in-
formation on minority women in curricula and the emphasrs\on
basic skills, priority is being placed on cognitive behavioral

objectives. The following are six levels of cognitive behaNii

which are applicable to our task: N,

Knowledge: recognition, retention, and recall of facts.

At this level, students should be able to define terms, renall

names, dates, and persons, and identify words.

Comprehension: interpreting, translating, summarizing, or para-

phrasing given material. At this level, students should be,able

to read a book or musical score, grasp the thought of material

studied, or describe something in their own words.
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Application: the use of information in a situation which

is different from that in which-it was originally learned.

Students should be able to use abstract ideas, principles,

or theories in problem solving.

Analysis: separating a complex entity into its parts,

drawing comparisons and seeing relationships between the

elements. Students should be able to recognize assumptions,

distinguish cause-add-effect relationships, and reorganize

biases or points of view.

Synthesis: combining various elements to form a new original

entity. Students should be able to produce a play, music, or

other art forms, design products, or formulate solutions.

Evaluation: acts of decision-making, judging, or selecting

based on a given set of criteria. Students should be able

to indicate fallacies, compare work or ideas with known

standards, etc.

By using the skills chart, one is able to see how the expected

behaviors can be described by using various verbs. (Workshop

leaders should put list on transparency or board and, under

the different categories, show verbs that can be used to help

develop objectives.) -

In your handout, "Developing and Writing Behavioral Objectives,"

the four concept areas and their relationships to the develop-

ment of objectives are explained You also have examples of

goals for each concept area.

With the assistance of the three sheets, use the practice boxes

provided and write one objective.for each concept area. Concept

areas are: discrimination, stereotyping, similarities, and

differences. After spending about 10 minutes completing your
individual objectives, share them with your partners for 5 minutes.

We will spend 5 minutes afterwards and share scme of them with the

group. After you complete your objectives, use the"Check

Yourself List" and check Your objectives.

D. Time required: 30 minutes.
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COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL SKILLS

The skills chart identifies the types of verbs which can be used to describe

,the expected student behavior.

Application Knowledge Analysis

teach recall advertise

list retain classify

construct ask categorize

interview match separate

report discover survey

record identify compare

observe
research

Evaluation Comprehension Synthesis

debate interpret invent

judge summarize compose

evaluate translate produce

discuss paraphrase design

recbmmend . create

editorialize infer
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DEVELOPING AND WRITING COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

To facilitate the process of measuring the degree of success, we propose that

each teacher establish cognitive behavioral obiectives. These objectives

should be developed in the four broad conceptual areas which affect minority

women: discrimination, similarities, differences, and stereotyping. The

following are six levels of cognitive behavior which are applicable to oui

task:

1. Knowledge: recognition, retention, and recall of facts. At this

level, students should be able to define terms, recall names, dates,

and persons, and identify words.

2. Comprehension: interpreting, translating, summarizing, or paraphrasing

given material. At this level, students should be able to read a book

or musical score, grasp the thought of material studied, or describe

something in their own words.

3. Application: the use of information in a situation which is different

.from that in which it was originally learned. *Students should be able

to use abstract ideas, principles, or theories in problem solving.

4. Analysis: separating a complex entity into its parts, drawing com-

parisons and seeing relationships between the elements. StudentS

should be able to recognize assumptions, distinguish cause-and-

effect relationships, and reorganize biases or points of view.

5. Synthesis: combining various elements to form a new original entity.

Students should be able to produce a play, music, or other art forms,

design products, or formulate solutions.

6. Evaluation: acts of decision-making, judging, or

a given set of criteria. Students should be able to indicate fallacieS,

compare a work or idea wlth known standards, etc.

selecting based on /

This material should be related to the four conceptual areas mentioned

previously:

1. Discrimination: making distinctions in favor of, or against, a person

or persons on the basis of race and/or sex rather than on individual

merit for the purpose of enforcing a subordinate status.*

2. Similarities: conditions, attitudes, and activities that are alike

but not the same.

3. Differences: conditions, attitudes, and activities that are not the

same.

4. Stereotyping: perpetuating a gene:al, rigid image or concept in ref-

erence to members of certain minority ethnic groups of either sex.*

*This definition emphasizes the specific interests of this project.
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If you feel familiar enough with the concept of cognitive behavioral objectives,
you may begin by writing a few which would be related to the stated sample
goals, in the space provided.

Here's an example:

GOAL: To help students learn the history of minority women in America.

COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Each student will be able to identify and comment
on at least one American Indian, Asian American,
Black, and Hispanic woman who has contributed to
American history.

GOALS

I. Discrimination
To help students understand the interrelationships of racial and
sexual diserimination and inequality.

II. Similarities
To help students learn the history of minority women in America.

III. Differences
To help students identify cultural perspectives and values in the
lives of minority women which differ from their own behavior.

IV. Stereotyping
To help students recognize and analyze a standard image or belief

about minority women, singly or collectively.

Practice Exercises
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Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

'Synthesis

lEvaluation

Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

EvaluatiA.n

For your own classrOom use, a goal of one cognitive behavioral objective

for.each lesson plan you develoPis quite reasonable.

For further readiag on this topic,,see:

Armstrong, Robert J. et al. The Development and Evaluation of Behavioral

Objectives. Worthington, Calif.: Charles A. Jones Publishing Co.,

1970.

Bloom, Benjamin S. et
Cognitive Domain.

al. Taxonomy of Eddcational Objectives, Handbook 1:

New York: David McKay Co., 1956.

pgIforamanceOb'ecti.ves. Tucson, Ariz.: Educational

1971.
A

Gronlund, Norman E. Statink Behavioral Objectives for Classroom InStruction.

New York: Macmillan, 1970.

Mager, Robert F. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Belmont, Calif.:

Fearon Publishers, 1962.

Defelo in and Writin
Innovators Press,
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CHECK YOURSELF LIST

Check yourself:

1. Is each objective stated in terms of student behavior or performance?

2. Is each objective stated in terms of the desired goal of their behavior?

3. Does 'each objective include only one learning outcome?

4. Is each objective stated so that it is relatively independent of the
other objective?

5. Is each objective:
a. appropriate to the unit/lesson plan?

b. attainable?
c. in harmony with school philosophy?
d. based on,sound principles of learning?

Key Concept

Generalization

Behavioral-
Objectives

Word or phrase that states
the theme or focus of the
lesson.

Sentence that states a general rui2
or principle based on fact; knowledge
to be learned through the lesson.

What is the student going to be
able to do at the end of the lesson?

4

Evaluation

Procedures

What will the students do
to show they've "learned"
the lesson?

159
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VIII. TEACHING ACTIVITIES FOR LESSON DEVELOPMENT

A. Purpose of the activity:

Each participant will be able to ,brainstorm suggest-ons for %

integrating material on minority women into the curriculum.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

"Suggestions for Integrating Material on Minority Women into

the Classroom"
A chart or transparency on "Women of Color: Supplementary

Activities"

For distribution to workshop participants:'

"Suggestions for Integrating Material on Minority Women into

theselassroom"
Paper
Pencils/Pens

C. Procedures: Lecturette, pairs brainstorm teaching activities,

and group discussion. -A

1. Distribute handouts.

2. Suggested lecturette:

Before we begin to develop lesson plans inority women,

we need to develop ideas for teaching abou,. minority Fomen in

our classrooms. In the process of developing activities for

lesson plans, awareness and creativity can be two of your

most helpful keys to success.

Teachers sometimes find it necessary to suPplement curriculum

materials which have already been written. Those who are aware

of race and sex bias have found the following methods helpful:

reversing of character roles by sex and race; making deletions

and/or additions in certain areas to show the stereotypes which

exist and alternatives to them.

Many creative teachers are able to motivate students by uSirig

activities which are varied and interesting. The handout,

"Stwgestions for Integrating-Material on Minority Women into

the Classroom," proyides some ideas for activities for different

disciplines.

Workshop leader should refer to the handout and go over at least-

three of the examples.
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3. Refer to chart on "Women of Color: Supplementary Activities"

as providing additional activities which can be used with

students%

4. Participants are to work in pairs and brainstorm ideas for

teaching about minority women. During the last 5 minutet
of this session, they should be asked to share some of their

ideas with the total group.

D. Time required:-30 minutes.



LANGUAGE ARTS/READING

Minority Female
Contribution/Aspects

SUGGESTIONS FOR INTEGRATING MATERIALS ON MINORITY WOMEN
INTO THECLASSROOM

Information
Suggestion for
Integration

Supplemental/
Additional Activities

1. Poetry

2. Novels/Other
Books

3. Biographies

Minority females are often
the subjects of and/or authors
of poetry.

Many minority women have writ-
ten novels/other books for
children and young aduifts
about their cultures and
traditions.

By reading the biographies of
minority women, we can better
understand theircontributions
to American society, as well
as the discrimination. and in-
equality they faced/fhce.

Have students read a vari-
ety of poetry by minority :

female authors, such/as
Nikki Giovanni and Eloise
Greenfield. Discusa the
theme and importance of
the authors' poetry.

Ilave students read or read
to them novels/other books
by minority females such as
Virginia Driving Hawk Sneve.
Discuss the theme of the
book and the cultural 4'

aspects.

Read a book or view a film-
strip on the life of a mi.,-

nority female. Discuss her
contributions and list ex-
amples of discrimination
and inequality she faced/
faces.

Students cart Create
drawings or their
own poem using the
thethes of the poetry
they hive reAd as
guidea.

Students can write'a
short essay on the
traditions and cpl-
tural aspects in the-

book.

Using a long strip of
paper and crayons;
students dan 'create
their own "filmstrip"
based on.the biography
they have read. The
filmsirips should be
sequential, noting corp-
tributions and exper-
iences of diserimination
and inequalityl63



LANGUAGE ARTS/READING (continued)

Minority Female
Contribution/Aspects

Information
Suggestion for

Integration
Supplemental/

--Additional Activities

4. Omissions in
Textbooks

164

Information on or references
to minority females are usually
omitted in classroom textbooks.

Allow each student to
\

select any reading .book
or collection of stOries
that is available in your
school library or classt
room. Have each student\
count the number\of persons
from each of the following
categories:
White male -

White female '41'

Asian American male --
Asian American female
Black male
Black.female
Hispanic male
Hispanic female
American Indian male
American Indian female

Have students
rewrite one of the
stories in their
selected books
using a minority
female as the main
character.
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MATII

Minority Femal
Contribution/Aspects

Information
Suggestion for

Integration

Supplemental/
Additional Activities

1. Word Problems

2: Bar Graph

3. Family Budget

1'6

Word problems ,cA be used in
math to show the discrimina-
tion and inequality minority
women faced/face in terms of
earned income.

Bar graphs can be used to
illustrate the disparity ini
incomes between minority
females and males and/or
race groups.

Creating and comparing monthly
budgets for minority females
with those of other groups can
demonstrate the effect of in-

comes on basic human needs.

The median income for
white males in 1975 was
$13,216. The median in-

come fof minority females
in 1975 was.$7,505.

1. Which of these
had the larger median
income?

2. How much greater
was the median income of
white males than that of
minority females?

Students can create a bar
graph showing the following
groups.and median ihcomes

in 1970:
White women $5,490

Black men 6,598

Chinese American women
2,686

Chinese American men
5,223
9,373
4,674

-White men
Black women

Students can create a monthly
budget for minority females
using the 1975 median income
of $7,505. This budget can
then be compared to a monthly
budget for a white male using
the 1975 median income of
$13,216.

Have students discuss
why minority women
have lower incomes
than any other group
and possible solutions
to this Troblem.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

Minority.Females
Contribution/Aspects

Information
Suggestion for

Integration
Supplemental/

Additional Activities

1. Stereotyping in Minority women are often sub-
the Media jected to race and/or sex dis-

crimination in television
programs and commercials.

2. Families

3. Careers

4. Genocide and the
American Indian
Woman

168

Minority wOmen have many of
the same needs and responsi-
bilities in the family as do
nonminority women.

Many minority women have made
contributions,to their minority
group and American society
through their political/social
activism.

American Indian women have ex-
perienced genocide in the form
of forced or involuntary
sterilization.

Have students analyze pro-
grams and commercials for
sex and race stereotyping.
Special attention should
be ,fodUsed on examples of
the "double bind" (race
and sex stereotyping).

Have students read a book
or view a filmstrip on a
minority family. 1. What
needs and responsibilities
does the mother or female
guardian have? 2. How are
these needs and responsi-
bilities similar to those
pf your mother or female
guardian?

Have students research and
report on minority women
activists such as Dolores
Huerta, Patsy Mink, Barbara
Jordan, and Annie Dodge
Wauneka, using library
books, newspapers, magazines,
and television news.

Students can investigate,
read, and resport on in-
stances of genocide; see
"Kiiling Our Future" in
Akw!basne Notes, Early
Spring 1976.

Have students create
their own television
programs or commer-
cials showing minority
women in nonstereoz__
typic roles.

Students can create
a picture and/or
essay showing simi-
larities between the
minority female they
have discussed and
their own mother or
female guardian.

Students can create a
collage on a minority
woman activist using
articles and pictures
from newspapers and
magazines.

List and discuss ir
stances of genocide
experienced by other
groups, such as
Chicanas.
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MUSIC

Minority Female
' Contribution/Aspects

Information
Suggestion for

Integration

Supplemental/
Additional Activities

1. Traditional Music Minority women often ,participate Have students listen to

in, or are the subjects of, traditional music (example:

traditional music. Navajo Squaw Dance SongsY.
Discuss the traditional as-
pects, language, and themes
thapear.

2. Minority FeMale
Performers

3. Popular Music

By studying the 1Lves of
minority female musicians,
we'can see the effects of both
race and sex discrimination'
in their personal and pro-
fessional lives.

'Minority females perform
conteMporary music.

Students can read the bi-
ographies of minority per-
formers such as Ma Rainey
and Bessie Smith. 1.'From
your readings, list examples
of discrimination that these
women faced. 2. What are
some negative results of race
and sex discrimination in the
musical careers of these
women?

Conduct a classroom dis-
cussion on the similari
ties and differences
between the traditional
songs by or about mi-
nority females of each
minority group (e.g.,
compare Asian American
and Hispanic traditional
music), and within each
minority group (e.g.,
compare the music of
two different American
Indian nations, Navajo
and Sioux).

Listen to recordings
by minority female
musicians and discuss -

the lyrics and their
possible meaning.

Have students listen to popular
recordings by minority females.

(example: the song, "If I Can't
Have You," from the album', Night
Flight, by Yvonne Elliman).
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WOMEN OF COLOR:

SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

1. Invite women of color into the classroom to discuss occupations and con-

cerns of today.

2. Make a scrapbook using newspaper and magazine articles. Be creatfve. Use

titles such as "Today's Women of Color: Issues and Concerns."

3. Write letters to publishers and authors about books which are stereotypic

or discriminatory.

4. Collect picturof women of color. Make,a scrapbook and use captions

about each woman's goals in life.

5. Collect books about women of color and create a classroom library.

6. Make a timeline/calendar of events for America's women of color. Arrange

the calendar by date of birth or accomplishments.

7. Make charts which demonstrate the economic and occupational standing of

minority women.

8. View with class and discuss the filmstrips on minority women.

9. Write cultural centers and ask them to forward materials about women

of color.

10 Write national television network stations about programs that stereotype

women of color.

11. Intermediate students may survey the career plans of girls and boys K-3.

Notice if there is a difference between minority girls and boys and majority

,girls and boys. Notice if career choices are sex stereotyped.

12. Write poems or short stories on such subjects as how parents train children

of color to "act like" men or women, or,ways in which society expects

minority males and minority females to behave.

13. Write an outline for a television show that you think would give children

a constructive view of minority women and minority men.

14. Watch one minority,family situation comedy on television for several

weeks. How do the roles of fathers and mothers, sons and daughters on the

show compare with family life as you know it? Describe all the family'

members' roles.

15. Make a booklet and write a report on "Women of Color in Advertisements."

Select several advertisements from television, magazines, or radio and

use them to show how women or men are viewed by the people who create

advertisements.
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16. Make a collage of advertisements using different labels that appeal

to men and to women. Keep a tally of the women of color included.

17. Analyze the advertising appeals of the ads in at least one popular

women's or men's magazine. Include in your analysis only those ads

covering one-half page or more.

18. Do a comparative analysis of advertising appeals directed toward men or

toward women in two different magazines. (Sports Illustrated vs. News-

week, or Ms. magazine vs. McCall's.)

19. Make a bulletin board display of minority men and minority women engaged

it nonstereotypic activities or of "breakthroughs" for either sex. Use

pictures and articles (from current newspapers and magazines for this pur-

pose.

20. Analyze the story problems in a'niatt book used at school. Are all women

of color shown in roles equal to those of majority women and men?

21. Design a women of color flag or banner as a symbol for equality in a

nonsexist society.

2 . Prepare an oral or written report comparing race and sex discrimination.

23. Interview women-of color in the community asking them abou,t race and sex

-discriMination problems.

24. Analyze greeting cards. Compare cards congratulating minority parents

on the births of male infants With those referring to female infants.

Do differences exist? Wbat kinds?

25. Prepare a slide/tape presentation about a woman of color in the community.

Use a camera and spend a day with her taking pictures and recording her

in her family, career, and community activities.
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IX. LESSON PLAN EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A. Purpose of the activity:

Each participant will be able to develop lesson plan evaluation

; procedures.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's us and for distribution to workshop participants:

Curriculum Guides:

Elementary Curric\61um Guide for Integrating Cultural Diversity

into Non-Sex-Biased Curricula
Secondary Curriculum Guide for Integrating Cultural Diversity

into Non-Sex-Biased Curricula

C.. Procedures: Lecturette; individual work; discussion in pairs and

with total group.

1. Distribute curriculum guides.

2. Suggested lecurette:

In the evaluation procedures, we are interested in determining

the extent to which student learning has taken place. If cog-

nitive and affective objectives have been stated in behavioral'
terms, the evaluation of lesson plans will be greatly facili-

tated. Some questions you_can ask yourselves about the lesson's

evaluation procedures:

a. Are the conditions of measurement clearly explained?

b. Are directions clearly given?
c. Do the procedures clearly relate to content and activities?

d. Are all students given an equal opportunity to demonstrate

their learned information?

(Leader may want to put questions on chart or overhead.)

Let's look at two exaMples of evaluation procedures-and-notice
the relationship between the behavioral objectives. (Refer to

lessons in curriculum guide.) Spend a few minutemariting
evaluation strategies which relate to the behavioral objectives

which you just developed. After you finish working individually,

share with your partner. Afterwards, be prepared to share a

few with the group.

D. Time required: 30 minutes.
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DAY III

I. 1,0TERIALS RESEARCH

A. Purposes of the activity:

Each participant will be able to identify the .correct procedures
for listing resources used in each lesson.

Each participant will be able to select resource materials
relevant to her/his lesson ideas.

B. Ma erials:

For workshop leader's use:

"Examples of Resource Listing" (chart or transparency)
An Annotated Bibliography,Minority Women:

For d\istrIbUtion to workshop participants:

"Example of Resource "Listing"
1

Minority Women: An Annotated BibliCgraphy
hodks, filmstrips, artiCleS,-and visual aid-S--

C. Procedures: Lecturette; individual research and material_gathering

-for lesSom planning.

1. Distribute handout and bibliography:

2. Sugge\ted lecturette: -

I

It is puportant that materials and page numbers be correctly

, listed in your lesson plans. If we fail to follow the correct

procedures for listing materials, we may cause confusion and

, difficulty for persons who are interested in teaching the

leskins.1 For example, the two books, A Woman Is . . . and

A Womaes Work, can be easily confusedi Therefore, it is very

important to follow some of these guidelines when listing

resources.

1
,

Note: Workshop leader should use transparency or chart/on

"Examples of Resource Listing" and exPlain hcw materials should

be-listed. If there is a certain code system used for cata-

loging your books, this should be explained at this time.
I

The next 45 minutes are for you to use to look throUgh the

collection of materials and choose those that will, be appropriate

for your lesson development. The annOtated bibiiography has

descriptions of books, filmstrips, and articles available. You

should spend a few-minutes reading 1.1:'a material first.

Time required: 60 minutes.
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Example of Resource Listing /

Books:

(Story used i$ fromY "Althea Gbson," in Pat Ro'ss (ed.),.

Young and Female. New Yorkr Random Houg, 1972, pp. 71-79.,
-,

Angelou, Maya. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. New York: Random

House, 1969.

La Chi:Cana. Berkeley, Calif.: Berkeley Unified School District:

Chicano and Women's Studies Programs, 1977.

Article:

"Killing Our Future." Akwesasne Notes, Early Spring 1976, pp. 3-4.

Filmstrip:

"Unlearning 'Indian' Stereotypes." New York: Council on Interracj.al.

Books for Children,. 1977.

Resources and materials should be listed in alphabetical order.
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U. LESSON DEVELOPMENT

, A. Purpose of,the ac'tivity:
7

Each participant will be able to 4evelop a lesson title, identify
group(s) and key.concept(sj, and develop generalization(s).

B. Materialsf /

For workshop leader's use:,

"Lesson Plan Forniat"

For distribution tO workshop participants:

"Lesson Plan Forniat".

Pencils/Pen's

C. Procedures: Individual work on lesson_plan.
-

1.°sSuggesteeintroddction:

Now-is the tame for.us to begin development of our lesson

plans. , . A

.

e 1
e

Usihg some of,the.ideas'from yesterday, determine your subject

area-and lesson plan title. Neatt, decide which groups of women

.you will be teaching ab'out and listthem underthe heading
1

"Group(s)."

Usei if Possible, only the one Key concgpt-that is most,rele-

vent to the building-of your lesion.

Your generalization should introduce this 1.esson ih a direct

way. X0,11 should emphaijzeto the students that it fs fivers-

tive to master the key concepts. The-studenn should also 0

learn the significance of studying-thisdesson by being intro-

duced to a need'for learhing this spo.cifiematerfal..

2. Participants should-fill in the 4propriate categories'fn t e

lesdbn plah format: Name, Subjectj.Geade Lve1, Tittle of

Lesson, Group(s), Key Concept(sY, and.Generalization(s),.

D. Time required: 30 minutes.



NAME:

LESSON PLAN FORMAT

SUBJECT: .

Title of Lesson:

Group(s):

Key Concept(s)::

Generalization(s):

Behavioral Objectiva(s):

Teaching Procedures and

Activities:

17d
I
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GRADE LEVEL:



Evaluation Procedures:

Resources andMaterials:
N,



III. BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES DEVELOPMENT

A. Purpose of the activity:

Each participant will be able to develop objective(s for

her/his lesson plan.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

"Develcping and Writing Cognitive Behavioral Objectives"
(dlittributed in earlier session)

For distribution to workchop participants:

"Developing and Viriting Cognitive Behavioral Objectives"
(distributed in earlier session)

Pencils/Pens

C. Procedures: Individual work on lesson plan.objectives and

evaluation procedures.

'

1. Suggested introduction:

The cognitive objectives should allow the student to demonstrate

understanding of the key concepts and generalizations. It is

imperative to state the objectives in behatioral terms so that

their meanings are precise. To be sure that everythiv is clear,
remember to use action words to state expected student behaviors.

Refer to your handout, "Developing and Writing Cognitive Behavioral

Objectives," that you received yesterday.

Remember.to communicate in the objective(s) exactly what you
expect from students as a result of teaching them this lesson

plan.

If the objectives are clearly stated, the evaluation will be

greatly facilitated. The major goal of the evaluation is to

test the students' ability to understand the key concepts and

generalizations of this unit.

2. Participants are to be given the remaining amount of time to

develop objectives and procedures for assessing student attain-

ment of them. The lesson plan rategories of behavioral objectives

and evaluation procedures should be completed at the end of this

session.

D. Time required: 45 minutes.
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IV, TEACHING PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES OUTLINE

A. Purpose of the actiKity:

Each participant will be able to develop teaching procedures

and activities.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use and for disribution to workshop participants:

"Suggestions for Integrating-Material on Minority Women into
the Classroom" (distributed in earlier session)

C. Procedures: Individual work on lesson plan activities and pro-

cedures.

I. Suggested intrcduction:

, When developing your activities:

a. Be consistent in obj_ectives and content

b. Make sure the exercise is feasible for students

c. Allow students active, hands-on experiences

d. Include encouragement and opportunity for frequent
corrective feedback by the teacher

e. Provide frequent teacher ye:1ml reinforcement

f. Allow ample time for students to learn

g. Provide opportunities for individual learning.

Remember to be precise when indicating the types of activities
and procedures for your lesson.' Identify to whom the in7:ructions

are being directed. For example: The ceacher will write the

board the definition of discrimination; each student wir. write

a one-page essay on a minority female artist.
a

Remember to read stories or articles before listing your acti-

vities. After reading materials, make a list of key discussion

questions and answers for d-scussion sessions. All activities

should be described in your lesson plan. Be sure to list book",

page numbers, and exact exercises.

If worksheets are needed, they should be written up and answer

keys made to accompany them.

0
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2. Participants are to develop and list teaching procedures and

activities in their lesson plan formats. Resources and materials

should also be listed.

D. Time required: 60 minutes.
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V. CONSTRUCTIVE SHARING

A. Purposes of the activity:

Each participant will be able to share one lesson with the

group.

Each participant will be able to provide and be provided with

feedback from othei participants.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use:

"Lesson Development Checklist"

For distribution to workshop participants"

Copies of "Lesson Development Checklist"

Pencils/Pens

C. Procedures: Individuai presentations of lesson plans and group

discusslon.

Suggested introduction:

All workshop participants will present one lesson. For each

lesson presented, we will fill out, individually, the "Lesson

Development Checklist." After cach presentation, we will provide

feedback to the presentor.
4

D. Time required: 60 minutes.
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Name of Teacher

LESSON DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST

1. Are the following aspects consistent with one another?
Comment

Subject, Yes No

Title of Lesson Yes No

Group(s) Yes No

Key Concept(s) Yes No

2. Does the generalization make reference to:
Comment

group(s) Yes No

Key Concept(s) Yes NG

3. 'Are terms used which explain the key comlepts, such as race and sex
discrimination, inaccurate facts cause stereotyping, etc.?

Comment

Yes No

4. Do the behavioral objectives state at. overall intention to communicate

a sthtement identifying a planned change in students?
Comment

Yes No

a. State the intention yrsu hear

b. Check the cognitivp behavlor you lOtar communicated in this lesson:

1. Knowledge 4. Analysis

2. Comprehension 5. Synthesis

3. Applicatlon 6. Evajuation
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5. Are the teaching procedures and activities clearly stated? Are they

consistent? Check one:

Complete Statements

Phrases

Do they indicate to whom the directions are given?

The teacher will write . .

Students will make a . . .

Are the 4ztivities compJete?

Yes No

For books and articles:

Are the page numbers listed?

Are questions clearly stated?

Comment

Are responses to the questions given?

6. Evaluation Procedures: Does the evaluation strategy correlate with the

behavioral objectives?

Does the evaluation strategy ask the student questions which the behavioral

objectives state the student will learn about?

7. Resources and Materials:
Are resources and materials correctly listed?
Are resources and materials used?
Are enough resources and materials supplied

to provide ade.luate substitutes?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

8. Would you feel comfoftable teaching this lesson? Yes No

s9.. Would you make any deletions and/or additions? Yes No

10. Please indicate any deretions_and/or additions:

Deletions Additions
44,
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VI. LESSON PLAN COMPLETTON

A. Purpose of the activity:

Each participant will be able to rewrite and complete her/his

lessons.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use and for distribution to workshop participants:

Additional copies of "Lesson Plan Format"

C. Procedures: Individual work on lesson plans.

est introduction:

For thsit next hour and 20 minutes, you have time to complete your

lesson format. You also have time, if you choose, to follow the

ame format and begin developing a second lesson.

Time required: 80 minutes.

/86
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VII. EVALUATION, SUMMARY, AND REVIEW

A. Purpose of the activity:

Each participant will be able to review and evaluate the work-

shop'activities.

B. Materials:

For workshop leader's use and.for distribution to participants:

"Workshop Evaluation Form"

C. Procedures: Individuals complete evaluation form.

1. Distribute workshop evaluations to participants and collect them

when they have finished completing them-

2. The leader(s) should thank participants for attending the
workshop, and, if_needed, arrange for follow-up sessions.

D. Time required: 10 minutes.
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM

A. This survey gives you an opportunity to share with us your views about

the workshop. For each item, please indicate the response/closest to

your opinion by circling the appropriate number. Rate the items in

terms of both usefulness and interest on a scale of 1 to 5.

1. Not useful/interesting
2. Slightly useful/interesting

3. Useful/interesting
4. Very useful/interesting
5. Exceptionally useful/interesting

Circle only one number for each item. Thank you for your-help. We

shall usp the information from this survey to gauge and improve the

effectiveness of our materials and methods.

1. Introductiori to the workshop

Use 1 2 3 4 5

Interest 1 2 3 4 5

Comment:

2. Ice Breaker Exercise
Use 1 2 3 4 5

Interest 1 2 3 4 5

Comment:

3. General Knowledge,Survey
ise 1 2 3 4 5

Interest 1 2 3 4 5

Comment:

4. Race/Sex Awareness Exercise

Use . 1 2 3, 4 5

Interest 1 2 3 4 5

ComMent:

5. Racism, Sexism, *än4 Women of Color
i '2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Use
Interest
Comment:

6. Presentation on American Indian Women

/Use 1 2 3 4 5

/ Interest 1 2 3 4 5

Comment:

*Presentation on Asian Americanyomen
Use 1 2 3 4 5

Interest- 1 2 3 4 5

Comment:

1.88
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8. Personk Inventory Survey
Use // r/
Interest
Comment:

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Presentation on Hispanic Women
Use 1 2 3 4 5

Interest 1 2 3 4 5

Comment:

,10. Presentation on Black Women

Use 1 2 '3 4 5

Interest 1 2 3 4 5

Comment:

11. Pinpointing Racism and Sexism in Buildings

Use
Interest
Compent:

12. Explanation of

Use
Interesd
Comment:

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Curriculum Model
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

13: Development of LeSson Plans

Use 1. 2

Interest 1 ,2

Comment:

14. Resource Materials
Use 1 2

Interest 1 2

Comment:,

13 A 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

_

i
/

15. Constructive Sharing Activity I

/

Use 1 2 3 4 5 /

Interest 1 2 -'3 4 5

Comment,

16. Overall, what do you feel are the most positive aspects ofthe

workshop?

17. Overall, wh;at do you feel are the most negative aspects of the

workshop?,

18. Do you have any other comments about the workshop?
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